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INTRODUCTION 

HANS-GEBHARD BETHGE* 

I. Tractate 11,5, whose title has not come down to us, is an ency

clopedic compendium of basic Gnostic ideas, above all on protology and 
eschatology; terrestrial history is largely excluded from discussion, and 
the upper world and its development are not described in any detail. 
Partly academic in style (with numerous etiologies and etymologies). it 

has the form of an apologetic essay intended for public dissemination. 
The work was probably composed in Alexandria at the end of the third 

century A.D. or beginning of the fourth. It does not represent any known 
Gnostic system, and draws upon a variety of sources and traditions. The 

anonymous and otherwise unknown author refers to the subject of the 

treatise in his opening; on this basis the work is now often referred to by a 
modern, hypothetical title On the Origin of the World (OnOrgWld). 1 

2. GENRE. In many places, above all where the creation and destruc
tion of the world are treated, OnOrgWld exhibits numerous parallels to 

apocalyptic literature, especially Jewish (e.g., Ethiopic Enoch and 
Jubilees), raising the question of whether it belongs to the genre of apoc

alypse. This possibility is excluded by the lack of certain elements essen
tial to apocalyptic literature, for example, narration of visions. periodiza
tion of history, the fundamental view of God as creator and lord of the 
two aeons (realms), as also by the absence of esotericism, which is found 
in many apocalypses. In certain ways OnOrgW/d is more similar to Jew
ish or Christian Sibylline literature. Above all it seems to have been writ
ten with the purpose of disseminating Gnostic ideas, offering to the 
interested public a defence of the Gnostic world view. Against the 
assumption that OnOrgW/d belongs to the literary genre of apocalypse is 
the fact that the author presents his material soberly, without pathos, and 
argues in a distanced and factual manner. With a view to the entirety of 
the work, one could best designate it as a treatise or apologetic essay. 

*Translated from the German by Bentley Layton.
1 Also known as the Un1i1/ed Work, Schrift ohne Ti1el, and Ecrit sans Titre. 
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3. DATE AND PROVENANCE. The date of composition can be only
approximately determined. Certain ideas in the work appear to presup
pose Manichaean theology. Thus in its received form-as the deliberate 
literary product of a single author (and quite apart from the historical 
developm_ent of the traditions or materials that he used)--OnOrgWld 

probably was not composed before the time when Manichaeism began to 
have influence in Egypt (end of the third century A.O.) and not later than 
the early fourth century. Any estimate of the date must take into account 
the time necessary for Greek transmission of the text, its eventual transla
tion into Coptic, and further Coptic transmission before the mid-fourth 
century copies found at Nag Hammadi. 

The juxtaposition of various kinds of Jewish thought, Manichaean ele
ments, Christian ideas, Greek philosophical concepts, forms of Greek or 
Hellenistic mythology, magical practices, and astrology, together with the 
special prominence given to Egyptian lore, points to Alexandria as the 
place in which the original Greek text was composed. 

4. COMPOSITION. The author of OnOrgWld drew upon both Gnostic
and non-Gnostic works, according as their ideas were useful to his pur
pose. Because at least some of these works presupposed a quite special 
system of their own or moved in a direction different from the author's 
own thought, there sometimes are tensions, disharmonies, and contradic
tions in the text. The relatively academic way in which he works is espe
cially evident in his citation, both direct and indirect, of other texts (now 
lost), and in cross-references, summaries, etymologies, explanatory 
matter, and systematization, all of which present a striking contrast to the 
narrative style that otherwise predominates in the work. But the author 
not only adduces foreign material by way of completing or explaining; he 
also can pass over in silence things that to him seem obvious. Despite the 
clear fact that he has utilized various prior sources-he himself refers to 
seven or eight of them-in most cases it is not possible for the critic to 
delimit or to reconstruct these sources with any conviction. 

There is obviously a close connection between OnOrgWld and the 
Hypostasis of the Archons (CG 11,4 ),2 reflected in many parallels (some
quite detailed) and by a notable similarity of style. But because of their 
respective literary characters (the Hypostasis, unlike OnOrgWld. gives the 
impression of an apocalypse), their different pictures of the universe, and 
clear differences of detail, a direct literary relationship seems to be 
excluded. Both works could, in any case, be based upon some of the same 
source materia1;3 this would account for the connection better than 

2 Edited in volume I. 
3 E.g., an apocalypse of Norea. and possibly a Gnostic paraphrase of Genesis as well. 
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assuming a relationship of direct dependence or of immediate successive 

acts of composition. OnOr[?Wld might have utilized the source or sources 

in question more exhaustively than the Hyposrasis, or might have elab

orated upon them while maintaining the original style; or else the Hypos

rasis might contain a terse summary of the underlying material. It is also 

conceivable that the author of the Hypostasis knew this material in a 

somewhat different form (see also§ 6, below). 

The author of OnOrgWld thinks of himself as an  educated apologist or 

propagandist for his Gnostic world view. For th is reason he tries to argue 

in a factual and convincing way, and to support his opinion by reference 

or allusion to other works. non-Gnostic ones among them, and thus to 

lend it more weight. OnOrgWld is directed to an interested, or potentially 

interested, public at large. whom the author desires to persuade. Thus it 

is by no means a product of Gnostic esotericism. 

5. THEOLOGICAL CONTENTS. The work begins with a point of philo

sophical controversy concerning the primeval chaos, but quickly passes to 

a detailed depiction of primeval events. The complete absence of any 

description of the upper world or any account of its development is strik

ing. In contrast to what is found in many other Gnostic writings or sys

tems, all these matters are presupposed, occasionally being alluded to 

without further ado. In connection with the problem discussed in the 

opening. the origin of the boundary (so-called "veil" or curtain) between 

the upper and lower worlds is described, then the production of the demi

urge Yaldabaoth in a deliberate act of creation by Pistis Sophia (Faith 

Wisdom), the main actor in the upper world. Thenceforth Yaldabaoth 

usually acts either alone. or else in concert with his "sons," the other 

rulers (archons) created by him. The creation of the world and of man 

follows Genesis, despite some discrepancies in sequence and detail. But 

it also follows concepts known especially from the pseudepigraphic 

literature of Judaism; Jewish influence and background is otherwise a 

dominant and especially characteristic element in OnOr[?Wld, as in the 

case of angelology, demonology, eschatology. and the etymologies that 

are used. The Gnostic interpretation of the given material varies consid

erably. It ranges from a total revaluation. as with the arrogance of the 

demiurge (using Isa 45:5. 46:9 LXX) and the events of Genesis 3, to the 

relatively unaltered adoption of given Jewish ideas and motifs, e.g .• in the 

description of Paradise (which, moreover. is created according to the 

account of Genesis I, and not by the rulers). 

The high point of primeval events is the creation of terrestrial man; 

this must be understood in the context of the doctrine of primeval man 

exhibited by this text, a doctrine that is obscured by the presence of a 

variety of motifs and concepts of differing origins. According to it, after 
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the arrogance of the demiurge Yaldabaoth, his correction, and his 

renewed expression of arrogance, there appeared a heavenly primal man 

(called aggelos [angel. messenger] or "Adam of Light"), not unlike the 

"Third Emissary" of Manichaeism or the Anthropos (Man) of the Her

metic tractate Poimandres.4 He unites with the consort of the demiurge, 

who for her part corresponds to Physis (Nature) in Poimandres. Terres

trial man is then made by the rulers, corresponding to Gen I :26 and 2:7 

LXX, "according to the image" (kat' eikona) of the rulers and "accord

ing to the likeness" (kath' homoiosin) of Adam of Light. In a counter

reaction, Wisdom (Life), who functions as redeemer in OnOrgWld and 

who also completes the rulers' imperfect creation of man, creates a 

"psychic" (animate) man. The psychic man appears in various roles as 

the dispenser of gnosis: as the spiritual wife of Adam, as the snake ("the 

beast"), as a helpful instructor in Paradise-yet all these beings are also 

fundamentally equatable with Wisdom (Life) herself. The original 

lifespan of man was determined by fate (heimarmene), who is neither the 

rulers' creature nor dependent upon them, and amounted to 1,000 years. 

At the instigation of the rulers, however, this time span is reduced to 930 

years for Adam, because he has disobeyed the commandment not to eat 

from the tree of acquaintance (gnosis): while the life span of the posterity 

of Adam and Eve, corresponding to the years taken away from Adam, is 

seventy. The picture of events from Genesis 3, with inclusion of Gen 

2: 19-20, is clearly a Gnostic paraphrase of the Biblical text. 

In contrast to primeval history which, after Eve's violation by the 

rulers and the birth of Abel and her other children, ends with the expul

sion from Paradise, terrestrial history is not an explicit theme for the 

author-even though events important to salvation take place in this 

period. In the beginning of cosmic history and at its end Wisdom 

(Sophia) functions as savior, either in the form of Faith Wisdom (Pistis 

Sophia) or, in connection with Adam and Eve, as Wisdom Life (Sophia 

Zoe). Afterwards in historical time the "blessed little innocent spirits" 
( 124: I 0-11) collectively play the part of savior amongst mankind; a simi
lar function is exercised by Jesus the Word (Logos), whose role as 

revealer of the unknown5 is basically unnecessary, and the "savior, .. a 

figure whose identity and specific role are not made clear. 

4Greek text: A. D. Nock and A.-J. Festugiere. eds .• Hermes Trismegiste, vol. I (Collec

tion Bude; Paris: Belles lettres, 1960), tractate I. English translation: F. C. Grant in R. M. 

Gram. ed .• Gnosticism. A Source Book (New York: Harper. 1961) 211-19. 

5The role and importance of Jesus is emphasized in 125:17-19 by citation ofa logion or

saying that shows similarities to Mark 4:22 (with parallels) and Gospel According to Thomas 

sayings 4 and 5. but is not a direct quotation from any known writing. 
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Despite its long account of primeval history. OnOrgWld is all in all 
strongly oriented towards universal eschatology. This is clear from its 

repeated references to the last times and the long description of eschato

logical events, drawing upon many ideas, motifs, concepts, and technical 
terms proper to apocalyptic literature. No final day of judgement is 

envisaged; those who are redeemed apparently already have become 

saved before the end of the first aeon (age). They partake of blessedness 
according to two distinct grades: along with the "perfect," OnOrgWld 

also recognizes the "saved,'' who attain to a lower step of beatitude. The 

essential nature of the final time, which is brought to pass at the instiga

tion of the upper world and above all by Faith Wisdom (Pistis Sophia), is 

qualitatively superior to that of primeval time; a repetition of primeval 

events like those depicted in OnOrgWld is impossible in the eschaton. 

6. AFFILIATIONS. IMPORTANCE. The quantity of heterogenous material

used by the author makes classification of OnOrgWld within the 
categories of the history of religions a difficult task. The work represents 

no independent closed system of its own, and its author is obviously not 

concerned with such a thing. But neither does it represent any of the 

known Gnostic systems, even though its mythology offers numerous 

parallels to the Gnosticism described by Irenaeus, Haer. 1.3,6 and above 

all to the Sethian Gnostic system. It is impossible to determine its 

affiliations with more certainty, in the absence of information about the 

structure of the upper world. In many places OnOrgWld is reminiscent of 

Valentinian Gnosticism, especially in its tripartite anthropology, in the 

integration of Christianity into a larger viewpoint, and in certain aspects 

of soteriology. Yet it is not essentially Valentinian, as is shown, e.g., by 

the predominant or presupposed universal anthropological dichotomy. In 

many passages Manichaean influence is undeniable.7 Nevertheless in

world view, mythology, doctrine of cosmic and human creation, anthro
pology, and eschatology OnOrgWld is not basically Manichaean. The 

author has simply used Manichaean elements in fundamentally the same 

way and to the same end as the other concepts, images, motifs. technical 
terms, etc., that he has borrowed. 

6Latin translation of the original Greek text: W. Harvey, ed., Sancri lrenaei ... Libri 

Quinque Adversus Haereses (Cambridge: Univ. Press, 1957) I. 226-41. 
7 !08:14-19 recalls the appearance of the Manichaean Third Emissary. Also noteworthy

is the origin of vegetation from the sperm of the rulers ( I 09:25-110: I). The differentiation 
of the Gnostics, spoken of in 124:25-125:7. likewise recalls corresponding Manichaean con
cepts (cf. H. J. Polotsky, "Manichiiismus," Pauly-Wissowa Rea/-Enr:yclopiidie, Suppl. VI 
[1935) 265-66 = Polotsky, Collected Papers [Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1971)711). 

Library of Ruslan Khazarzar 
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The world outlook underlying OnOrgWld and the way in which it is 
expressed show that the work is Gnostic; so too, the recurrent Gnostic 
motifs and the much used concept of "acquaintance" (gnosis), balanced 
negatively by "lack of acquaintance" or "ignorance." In anthropology, 
the principle of Gnostic determinism predominates (cf. especially 
127:14-17). 

Among the noteworthy peculiarities of OnOrgWld are its recurrent 
resumes, numerical combinations, summaries. and systematizations. 
Especially curious is the introductory phrase "since (from) that day" 

(Greek retroversion: a1t' EKEivrv; nj<,; tiµipa<;) used before resumes or 

before remarks that permit avoidance of a fuller description. Since two 
parallels between OnOrgWld and the Hypostasis of the Archons (see above 
§4) contain this phrase, it could be a characteristic of a common source
utilized in the two tractates. However, it also occurs ten times in
OnOrgWld without any parallel in the Hypostasis, a fact that is harder to
account for. The author is characterized by interest in numbers, either
alone or in combinations. The number seven or twelve in reference to the
rulers, or seventy-two in reference to the nations and their languages, is a
commonplace; much more odd is the reference to the forty-nine demons
or the sixty-four forms on the throne of the penitent ruler Sabaoth (who
deliberately takes up a mediating position, while himself partly showing
traits of the demiurge his father). The author is especially interested in
the number three; apart from a virtually unknown triad of archangels here
associated with Sabaoth, and the three-fold testimony of the animals of
Egypt, there occur no less than four other trichotomies, which neither fol
low from the overall context nor can be brought into harmony with one
another (first, second, and third Adam; three men or human classes; three
phoenixes; three baptisms). In contrast to the latter, a four-fold principle
of organization also appears (four races, consisting of the three kings of
the ogdoad [eighth and highest heaven] and the race without king). The
constant use of etymologies, especially for personal names, is striking.
The etymological explanations, which in part can be verified, are a further
indication of the author's level of education.

In many respects OnOrgWld is an important Gnostic work. On the one 
hand, in this relatively lengthy text we get a good insight into the thought, 
method, and argumentation of a Gnostic author presenting to the public at 
large his thoughts on the origin and end of the world and of man. On the 
other hand, it shows the high level, freedom. and mastery with which such 
a writer could utilize foreign, non-Gnostic materials. especially those of 
very diverse character; indeed some of the Jewish views with which he 
works are otherwise unknown to us. In this work we see a clear example 
of how an author's attitude toward the world and existence has priority 
over the concrete mythical form in which he expresses it. OnOrgWld can 
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help us to understand why and how the Gnostic world view could assert 

itself in dialogue with other spiritual movements and partly even replace 

them. 

7. TRANSMISSION. The text is relatively well transmitted; in a few pas
sages, however, emendation appears to be unavoidable. The seeming 

corruption of quite a few Coptic passages-as also of other remarkable, 
and often barely understandable, parts-may in fact indicate that the 
received text of the tractate has descended from what was only a provi
sional state in a multistage process of translation from the original Greek 
into Coptic. In this perspective the text that comes down to us would 
represent an "opus imperfectum"8 and editorial correction to a more 
standard kind of Coptic would be a useless exercise. Where restoration of 

lacunas has been necessary, this could usually be done in a satisfactory 
way, especially with the help of two parallels: (a) a short fragment of an 
identical text (only the opening lines), preserved in the fragmentary CG 
XI I I; and (b) fragments of a Subachmimic Coptic version now conserved 
in the British Library (olim British Museum). Although the text is not 

attested in the original Greek, this manifold Coptic transmission permits 
the deduction that OnOrgWld was a work that Gnostics considered to be 
important and meaningful and therefore disseminated widely. The main 
text printed below is that of CG II; against it are quoted all variants from 
CG X Ill; they are found in the apparatus criticus. The Subachmimic text 
from the British Library is edited separately as an appendix, and a selec
tion of its readings is given in a special register of the apparatus to the 
main text. 

The division of the text into numbered paragraphs has been introduced 

by the translators and has no textual or graphic basis in the ancient 
manuscripts. 

8. BIBLIOGRAPHY. Commentary: H.-G. Bethge, Vom Ursprung der Welt

. . . neu herausgegeben und . . . erklart (Dr. theol. diss., Humboldt
Universitat at Berlin GDR, 1975), 2 vols. A. Bohlig and P. Labib, Die 

koptisch-gnostische Schrift ohne Titel aus Codex II ... herausgegeben, iiber

setzt und bearbeitet (Deutsche Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin, 
Institut fi.ir Orientforschung, Veroffentlichung 58; Berlin: Akademie, 
1962). H.-M. Schenke, "Yorn Ursprung der Welt," Theologische 

Literaturzeitung 84 (1959) 243-56. M. Tardieu. Trois mythes gnostiques. 

8Cf. B. Layton, in Revue biblique 83 ( 1976) 465. With this hypothesis on e could explain
the textual state of not only OnOrgW/d but also other Nag Hammadi works, e.g., the Second 

Treatise of the Great Seth (CG Vll,2). 
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Adam, Eros et /es animaux d' Egypte (Paris: Etudes augustiniennes, 1974) 

1-83.
Special studies: A. Bohlig, .. Gnostische Probleme aus der Schrift

ohne Titel," Mysterion und Wahrheit (Arbeiten zur Geschichte des 

spiiteren Judentums und des Urchristentums 6; Leiden: Brill, 1968) 

127-34; "Religionsgeschichtliche Probleme aus der Schrift ohne Titel."

ibid., 119-26; "Urzeit und Endzeit in der titellosen Schrift." ibid.,

135-48. F. Fallon, The Enthronement of Sabaoth (Nag Hammadi Studies

10; Leiden: Brill, 1978). H.-M. Schenke, "Das sethianische System nach

Nag-Hammadi-Handschriften," Studia Coptica (ed. P. Nagel; Berliner

byzantinistische Arbeiten 45; Berlin: Akademie, 1974) 165-73. Tardieu,

Trois mythes (above), 84-387. 0. Wintermute, .. A Study of Gnostic Exe

gesis of the Old Testament,'' The Use of the Old Testament in the New (ed.

James M. Efird; Durham, N.C.: Duke Univ., 1972) 241-64.

Other manuscripts of the tractate: W. E. Crum, Catalogue ... British 

Museum (London: British Museum. 1905) 251-52 (no. 522). J.M. Robin

son, "Inside the Front Cover of Codex VI," Essays on the Nag Hammadi 

Texts in Honour of Alexander Bohlig (Nag Hammadi Studies 3; Leiden: 

Brill, 1972) 74-87. C. Oeyen, "Fragmente einer subachmimischen Ver

sion der gnostischen Schrift ohne Titel." Essays on the Nag Hammadi 

Texts in Honour of Pahor Labib (Nag Hammadi Studies 6; Leiden: Brill, 

1975) 125-44. See also Appendix l and Appendix 2, below. 



DRAMATIS PERSONAE 

Highest God, the infinite, the father or immortal father, the unbegotten, the 

immortal (luminous) man, true man, or simply the man 

Angel of acquaintance (gnosis) in the company of God 

The savior, prototype of Jesus Christ 
Immortal beings that dwell above in the infinite realm (eighth heaven) 

Blessed little innocent spirits, portions of light sent from the eighth heaven 

into Gnostic mankind 

The Adam of Light, first Adam; descends as an emissary (angel) from the 

pleroma after Yaldabaoth's arrogance, and after his reascent takes a 

position below the veil owing to his defilement 

Psyche, the first soul, a mythical figure 

Eros, her beloved 

Pistis Sophia (Faith Wisdom), or simply Pistis (Faith) or the woman, cre

ator of the veil at the limit of the pleroma, also creator of the demi urge 

Y aldabaoth; main actress in the events of the end 

Her daughter Sophia Zoe (Wisdom Life), or simply Sophia (Wisdom) or 

Zoe (Life); second Adam; also manifested as the wife of the earthly 

Adam, etc.; see Eve of Life 

Fate (heimarmene ); not created by the rulers; acts independently of them 
Seven evildoers, agents of fate 

Justice, creator of Paradise 

Seven androgynous rulers (archons) of chaos, also called forces 

(dynameis) and authorities (eksousiai), accompanied by retinue: 1 

Glories, virgin spirits, etc., hosts of gods and angels, archangels, viz., 

Yaldabaoth the chief or first ruler, also called prime parent (archigene-

tor), Samael. and Ariael, a creature of Pistis Sophia; face of a lion; 

thinks he is God; main actor among the lower forces in the drama of 

creation 

His female counterpart Pronoia (Forethought) Sambathas 

His six sons: 

Yao, and his female counterpart Lordship 

1 Loosely speaking, authorities may be used more inclusively than rulers, so as 10 mean 

also the diabolical retinue of the rulers. 
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Sahaoth, and his female counterpart Deity; elevated above Yalda

baoth after the latter's arrogance; installed together with Sophia 

Zoe, ten archangels, and his own innumerable retinue in the 

Seventh Heaven; here he creates: 

Jesus Christ, also called the Word (Logos), and

A virgin of the holy spirit 

Adonaios, and his female counterpart Kingship 
Eloaios, and his female counterpart Envy 
Oraios, and his female counterpart Wealth 
Astaphaios, and his female counterpart Sophia (Wisdom who is in

the lower heaven), who creates the sun, moon and stars 

Death, an additional son created to replace Sabaoth after his defection; his

female counterpart is not identified 

Death's seven androgynous offspring and their offspring 
Evil angels, evil spirits (daimones), created by the rulers

Seven androgynous good forces, likewise good spirits, created by Sophia

Zoe 

Adam, the first earthly man, but in sequence the third Adam, created by the

rulers after the image of their body and after the likeness of Adam of 

Light; set in motion by Sophia Zoe, viz., Eve of Life, and made to 

stand erect 

Eve of Life (Eve of Zoe), True Eve, the female instructor, a luminous

earthly manifestation of Sophia Zoe; in sequence the second Adam, 
prototype of the earthly (third) Adam; also manifested as the tree of 
acquaintance; called Beast by the rulers; see Sophia Zoe 

Eve, Adam's carnal wife, fleshly counterpart of Eve of Life

Abel, a son of Eve by Yaldabaoth

Other children of Eve by the rulers, unnamed

Mankind, descendents of Adam:

Pneumatics (men of spirit), the Gnostics, the perfect or pure 
Psychics (men of soul), less-than-perfect Christians

Choics (men of earth), hylics, the damned

Instructor of Adam and Eve in Paradise (snake); a manifestation of the

spiritual Eve of Life or second Adam, but sometimes spoken of as her
offspring 

Beasts 
} Creeping things, etc. Creatures of the rulers

Birds 
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Cherubin guarding the tree of life in Paradise 

Symbolic creatures in Egypt: 

Phoenixes 

Two bulls 

Water hydri, perhaps meaning water serpents or crocodiles (hydriai); 

or, otters (enhydries) 



PLOT 

I. PROLOGUE: Topic and occasion (polemical); premise(§§ 1-3)

II. CosMOGONY (Primeval Time)

A. Theogony

Epiphany of Sophia Zoe as a veil; delimitation and organization of

chaos (§§ 4-7) 

The demiurge Yaldabaoth creates a realm and offspring; his fall to 

Tartaros (§§ 8-22) 

His arrogance: 

He reascends and is rebuked by Pistis Sophia; she reascends 

(§§ 23-26)

Sabaoth elevated and enthroned with Sophia Zoe in the seventh 

heaven (§§ 27-35) 

The demiurge envies Sabaoth; creation of Death to replace 

Sabaoth; Sophia Zoe creates the retinue of Sabaoth (§§ 36-40) 

Shame and renewed arrogance of the demi urge(§§ 41-42) 

B. Anthropogony

l. Adam of Light (a) appears(§§ 43-48, cf. § 66)

[Epiphany of Eros(§§ 49-53) 

Paradise: creation and description(§§ 54-58) 

Creation of plants, animals, etc. (§§ 59---60) 

(h) reascends(§ 61)

Creation of luminous bodies and stars(§ 62)] 

(c) remains below the veil; creates another

universe between the seventh and eighth

heavens(§§ 63---65)

[Plan for creation of a man (human being) as a snare for the 

Adam of Light (§§ 66---69)] 

2. Sophia Zoe creates a psychic man (human being), the instructor
(§§ 70--73)

[Hymn to Eve of Life(§§ 74-75 )]

Epiphany of the blessed little innocent spirits (cf. §§ 130-38) to

Sabaoth (§ 76) 

3. Rulers create Adam, a choic human being; this being is vivified

by Sophia Zoe(§§ 77-84)

4. Pistis Sophia sends Sophia Zoe as Eve of Life to make Adam

arise(§§ 85-86)

5. Rulers fail to defile the Eve of Life, but they rape the earthly
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Eve(§§ 87-94) 

Eve bears Abel and other offspring of the rulers(§§ 95-97) 
The three Adams(§§ 98-99) 

6. The protoplasts in Paradise:
Forbidden to eat the fruit of acquaintance (§§ 100-2)

The beast instructs the woman: the protoplasts discover they are
naked of acquaintance(§§ 103-4) 

The Rulers curse the protoplasts, beast, and mankind(§§ 105-13) 

7. Banishment of the rulers to earth by Sophia Zoe (§ 114)

III. Allegorical digression: the Egyptian phoenixes, water hydri, and the
two bulls of Egypt; trichotomy of mankind and of baptism (§§ 115-22)

IV. HUMAN HISTORY (Intermediate Time)

False religion and ignorance established by the rulers(§§ 123-27, 129)

Sending of the blessed little innocent spirits to awaken Gnostic man

kind(§§ 128, 130-38)

Mission of the Word (Jesus Christ); suffering for the sake of gnosis

( 139-40)

False religion ended; the rulers defeated by the perfect(§ 141)

V. EscHATOLOGICAL POEM (End of Time): Description of the
imminent end
Heavenly and earthly catastrophes(§§ 142-44)

Destruction of the rulers by Pistis Sophia(§ 145)

Collapse of the heavens(§§ 145-47)

Light gathered up into itself, no longer mixed with darkness(§ 148)

Salvation of the perfect and the less-than-perfect(§§ 149-50)

SC ENE 

Prologue(§§ 1-3) 

1. The infinite realm of light(§ 4)
ii. Outside that realm, in chaotic darkness (the visible universe)

a. The whole depth of chaotic darkness from the veil of the eighth

heaven down through all seven heavens as far as the waters of
chaos and the abyss(§§ 5-29)

b. Seventh heaven(§§ 30-35)

c. Sixth heaven(§§ 36-44)

d. The whole depth of chaotic darkness again(§§ 45-53)

iii. The Land of Wantonness, outside the orbit of the moon and sun, in
the East: Paradise, atop a high mountain(§§ 54-60)



PLOT, SCENE. TIME 

iv. Chaos again

a. The whole depth of chaotic darkness(§§ 61-62)

b. Between seventh and eighth heaven (§§ 63-65)

c. The whole depth of chaotic darkness (§§ 66-76)

v. Earth: (a) The navel of the earth(§§ 77--83)

(b) Paradise again(§§ 84-113)

vi. Chaos again, in all its depth(§ 114)

(Allegorical interlude: symbolic creatures of Egypt, §§ 115-22)

vii. Earth(§§ 123-41)

25 

viii. The entire universe, from the abyss up into the realm of light

(§§ 142-50)

TIME 

i-vii. From the very beginning of chaotic darkness until the present day

vm. The imminent future
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ON THE ORIGIN OF THE WORLD 

EDITED BY 

BENTLEY LAYTON 

ene1A H oyoN NIM" NNOyTe MTTKOCl!Moc ayw ppwMe cexw MMOC 

xe MN I AA. aye qioon" za TezH Mnxaoc ANOK' I Ae tNAPATTOAIKNye 

xe a [YJft:fAANA I THPOY eN'cecooyN AN NT[cycTac]!<? I Mnxaoc MN 

Te(jNOyNe T�[e1 Ae Te TA]IITTOAl3elC 

eqixe cpcyt:,1'[<1>wNe1 MN] * [p ]pwMe THpoy eTB� nx�[oc] J!-e oy-

KAIKe ne' oyeeoA Ae ne zi:J <?YZA"ieec I ayMoyTe epoq xe 

KA.Ke' eza"ieec Ae I oye 1 eBOh ne ZNNoyeproN eqqioon" II x1N 

qoyoNz Ae eeo,.. xe Neq"lqioon' eM'TTA.Te nxaoc qiw-

ne NTA. qoylwz Ae NCA nqiopn' NeproN' 

SOURCES 
COD. x111 = Cairo, Copt. Mus. CG XIII. inv. 10545; all its differences from pap. are 

reported in the critical apparatus 
OR.4926(1) = London, Brit. Lib. Or.4926(1); 1extual variants from pap. are reported in 

the critical apparatus; stylistic and dialectal differences are listed on p. 99 (Table I) 
(§ I) PAP .. COD. XIII. 
(§ 2) PAP .. COD. XII I (breaks off at 98:5 JUN TE). 

AUXILIARY NOTES 
98:3 i.e. T ZA"i"BEC. 4 Sah. oyEBOA TIE ZN: cf. Subachmimic John 7:28 ed. Thompson, 

A NU. oye1 ABAA To; ibid. 10:16; Gospel of Truth CG I 34:18; Middle Egyptian Matthew 
2 I :25 ed. Schenke; poss. ExSoul 134:34. ZNNoy- : i.e. ZN oy-. 

TEXT CRITICAL NOTES 
97:24 ETTEI AH: (E]mAH cod. XIII 26 AAAyE : AAAY cod. XIII 

TZH cod. XIII 27 AE : NAE cod. XIII A[ y] : AY cod. XIII 
ZA TEZH : Z[A] 

28 T[ cycTAC]!<? 
TCy CTACICCOd. XIII 
XIII 

29-30 T�[EI AE TE TA)lnOAl.5EIC: TAEI AE TE T'ATTOAl.51C cod. 

30 cy1f'(cl>WNEI M N] : CYMcl>WNEI �[N] cod. XIII 98:1 [flPWME : PPWME cod. 
XIII ETB� nx�[oc] �E : ETBE nxAoc .xE cod. XIII 2 z�: N is definite, superlin. 
stroke restored 5 JUN TE : cod. XIII fragment ends with T�[ - - -1 

§ I 

§2 
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ON THE ORIGIN OF THE WORLD 

TRANSLATED BY 

H ANS-GEBHAR D BETHGE, BENTLEY LAYTON 

AND THE SoCIETAS CoPTICA HIEROSOLYMITANA* 

I. Seeing that everybody, gods of the world 25 and mankind, says that 

nothing ' existed prior to chaos, I ' in distinction to them shall demonstrate 

that they are ' all mistaken, because they are not acquainted with the ori

gin' of chaos, nor with its root. Here is the demonstration. 30 

2. How well it suits 98 all men, on the subject of chaos, to say that' it is

a kind of darkness! But in fact it comes from a shadow,' which has been 

called by the name darkness. And the shadow ' comes from a product that 

has existed 5 since the beginning. It is, moreover, clear that it (viz., the prod

uct)' existed before chaos came into being, and that the latter' is posterior 

to the first product. 

* Revised by Layton, on the basis of Bethge's German and discussion of codex pp. 97-106 

by the Societas (Polotsky, praeses; Emmel, Layton, and Shisha-Halevy).



30 ON THE ORIGIN OF THE WORLD 

MAPN£ 1 A£ I £ZOYN' £TM£' £zoy N A£' A N' £m9opn' I N£ProN TT A£ 1  § 3 

,o NTA TTXAO C £1 £BOh NZHTq' II AYW NT££1Z£ CNAOYWNZ £BOh NtSI 

TA ITTO Al3£1C NTM£ 

T4> yc£1c A£ NNIAT'IMoy NTAP£C.XWK' £BOh ZM TT£T£ MNT£q' I § 4 

APH.Xlj TO T£ OY£1N£ AljZt£ £B0h ZN TTTIICTIC £YMOYT£ £PO q  .X£ 

15 TC0 4>1A 

£T(90 0TT' N<gOPTT' 

£qo NNIN£ MTT£ £YNTA q MMAY I NNOYM£r£eoc £NC£A(9M££Y A N' 

20 £PO q' II £qZN TMHT£ NNIAT'Moy MN N£NTA Z'lcgwn£ MMNNcwoy Ne£ 

£TMTT£' £!co MTTAPA TT£TA CMA £qnwp.x' oyT£ I PPWM£ MN NA TTCA 

25 

30 

*p.99 1 

(147 L.) 

NTTT£ 

TTIA IWN' A£ I NT£ TM£ MNT£lj ZA"iB£C MMAY t MTT£q'IIBOh .X£ 

noyo£1N £T£ MNT£q <91 ZM I MA NIM' NZHTq n£qcA NBOh A£ oyzAl-

£1B£ TT£' AYMOYT£ £PO q' .X£ KAK£ £B0h I NZHTq' AYAYNA MIC 

oywNz £BOh z11.xM TTKAK£ tzA£1B£ A£ A NAYNA MIC II NTA Z(9WTT£ 

MNNcwoy AYMOYT£ t £poq' I .X£ TTXAO C <£T>£MNT£q' APH.Xq' £-

BOh NZHTq' I �r£N[oc Nl]J.:1' NNOYT£ t oyw £ZPA"i A yl[ ....... ]-

wnoyA ' MN TTMA THPq' zwcl [T£ A8ZA£1e]£ A N  oyzA c NCA ncgopn' * 

N£proN 

(§§3-2l )PAP 

8 AN: Sah. ON. 
11 i.e. cpoou;. 15 i.e. NOYE:l'f"ON. 18 i.e. N£1N£. 19 i.e. NoyMe reeoc. CE:A: Sah. 

CE:NA. 
34 Sah. ATZAE:IBE:C ON. 

13 poss. emend to oye1N£ <£>All 14-22 £yMoyT£ £POii ... AIIOYIWf.!1 ... £!CO M-
nAPAnE:TACMA: expected is £TOyMOYT£ E:POC ... ACOYW'-!I ... £110 MnAPAnE:TACMA 
(Schenke emends thus): cf. HypAffh 94:4-10 14 All 'oylwf.!1 Allf.!1Wn£ NNoyeproN: 
Acoywf.!1 <XE:> E:ll<NA>(!jw ne N1si oyeproN em. Bethge : also possible is Anecoywf.!1 
Allf.!1Wn£ NNoyeproN 15 A<TP£>11f.!1Wn£ Funk £<1 >N£ Schenke. Bohlig 2 I E:TM
ne : prob. corrupt 

24-25 t i.ine 11'IB0.11- : emend to i,ine11zoyN (thus Bohlig) 30-31 t £POii' .. NZHTII' : 
emend to epoc . . NZHTII: epoc ... NZHTC em. Schenke 31 <£T>£ Layton 32 

r£N[oc NI)� Layton: re N[E:A NII� sim. rest. Wisse 33 zwc(TE: • • • I Schenke 34 

rest. Wisse: also palaeographically possible is ( • - - NT£ eAi"BI£ (for this spelling cf. 
99:3) 99: I �(TAC) rest. Wisse: N is definite. superlin. stroke restored: �(TAIII Schen-
ke2 <M> (i.e. zi,i) Layton 

§ 5



98:7-99:2 31 

3. Let us therefore concern ourselves ' with the facts of the matter; and

in particular, with the first ' product, from which chaos was projected. 10 

And in this way the truth will be clearly demonstrated. ' 

4. After the natural structure of the immortal beings ' had completely

developed out of the infinite, ' a likeness then emanated from Pistis 

(Faith); 'it is called Sophia (Wisdom). It exercised volition 15 and became 

a product resembling ' the primeval light. And ' immediately her will 

manifested itself' as a likeness of heaven, having ' an unimaginable mag

nitude; 20 it was between the immortal beings and those things that ' came 

into being after them, like ... : she (Sophia)' functioned as a veil dividing 

'mankind from the things above. 

5. Now the eternal realm (aeon) ' of truth has no shadow outside it, 25 

for the limitless light is everywhere ' within it. But its exterior is shadow, ' 

which has been called by the name darkness. From ' it there appeared a 

force, presiding over ' the darkness. And the forces 30 that came into being 

subsequent to them called the shadow ' "the limitless chaos." From it, ' 

every [kind] of divinity sprouted up' [ ... ] together with the entire place, 

[so that]' also, [shadow] is posterior to the first 99 product. It was (in) the 

abyss that [it] (shadow) appeared, ' deriving from the aforementioned 

Pistis. 

98: 13 likeness (here and elsewhere) renders Copric etNe = oµoiwcru; of Gen 1 :26 and is 

disrincr from image in rhe same Genesis passage; cf§ 67 below 

98:21 like :following rexr probably erroneous 

98:24 outside; error for inside 

98:31 "the limitless chaos" : the manuscripr has (erroneously) "chaos" since it was 

limitless. 
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NTA.Nq)A..XE EPOC 

TOITE A.eZA..iBec' PA.1ceA.NE .xe oy N neT'l.xoor' epoc' A. C- § 6 

5 KWZ A.YW NTA.PEcoyo'y' II EBO/\ z1TOOTC OYA. A.TC NTE yNoy A.cl-

.xno MTTKWZ .XIN' Mc)>ooy E TMMA.Y I A.coywNz EBO/\ N61 TA.PXH M-

TTK WZ z(N) I NA.1wN THpoy' MN NE Y KOCMoc' TTKWZ I AE ETMMA.Y A.Y-

EIBEC A.YNO.XC A.YMEPOC NT€ TTXA.OC I 

15 .XIM c)>ooy ETMMA.Y A.OYCIA. MMOOY ff OYWNZ EBO/\ A.YW TTENTA. Z- § 7 

WTE ZPA.°i I NZ H TC A.qzte EBO/\ eqoyoNz EBO/\ I ZM nxA.oc Nee N-

TE TMICE NNOY KOYIE I NECTTEPICCON' THPOY Q)A.YZA.EI E I TAEI TE 0€ N-

20 ey 71.H NTA.CQ)WTTE EBO/\ II ZN eA.EIBEC A. yNo.xc e ye A. A.YW Mnecle1 

EBO/\ ZM TTXA.OC 

MO(j I 

NTA.PE NA.El AE q)WTTE TOTE A. CEI N61 I TTTICTIC A. coywN' EBO/\ ZI.XN § 8 

25 eyl\.H MUnxA.oc TA.El ENTA.yNo.xc Nee NNoylzoye NE MN TTNA. rA.P 

NZH Tq .x.e TTH rA.p I THP'I oyK A K E  ne EMNTA.q' A.PH.xq' I a.yw oyMooy 

EMNTAq' l!)IK ' MMA.Y' I 

30 NTA.PE TTT ICTIC AE NAY A TTENTA.Z Q)W0TTE EBO/\ ZM TTEC(!)TA. A.Cq)TOP- § 9 

TP I TTQ)TOPTP AE A.q'oywNz EBO/\ NNoylerroN NZPTE A.qnw T 

AE [EPA.T]<;: ZM I nxa.oc A.CKOTC AE epoq' �[cN1qe e]lzoyN Z M  

99 :3 i.e. ATZA°(eec. 9 i.e. Nzoyze. 1 1  i.e. Z N  oyNocs. 
14 i.e. AyoyciA. (Bohlig emends sim.). 17 i.e. NoyicoyeL 
24 i.e. oyWNz eeoll. (Schenke emends thus). 25-26 i.e. Noyzoyze (zoy<z>e em. 

Bohlig). 

31-32 i.e. NoyeprON. 

12 XOJI.H: zyll.H em. Bethge 195, with hesitation 

15 eeoll.v 
pap. : uninscribed space due to an original imperfection in the papy

rus wTe ZPAi": for the word WTe cf. Gospel o/Truth CG I 34:21: poss. emend to <r>wT 
ezpA"( or <n>wT ezrA·i (Polotsky, with hes ital ion) : also possible is <P z>wT ezpAi. (Emmel, 

with hesitation) 

26 NZHTq : NZHTC em. Bethge 

32 (ep,u]c;: Layton: for c;: can also be read I!,�-�- 9., or� (not 1;1): [ecso"(ll.]� Schen-

ke2 33 for A can also be read -l!- or� 33-34 rest. Polo1sky. Schenke2 : J!.[e eceN1<1e 
eJzoyN Schenke, Bohlig (also possible is eci. for ecNA, cf. 117:21) 



99:2-34 33 

6. Then ' shadow perceived that there was something ' mightier than it,

and felt envy; and when it had become pregnant 5 of its own accord, sud

denly it ' engendered jealousy. Since that day, ' the principle of jealousy 

among' all the eternal realms (aeons) and their worlds has been apparent. 

Now as for that jealousy, 'it was found to be an abortion without 10 any 

spirit in it. Like a shadow it came into existence ' in a vast watery sub

stance. Then ' the bile that had come into being out of the shadow ' was 

thrown into a part of chaos. ' 

7. Since that day, a watery substance 15 has been apparent. And what 

sank within 'it flowed away, being visible' in chaos : as with a woman 

giving birth to a child ' -all her superfluities flow out; ' just so, matter 

came into being out of 20 shadow and was projected apart. And it (viz., 

matter) did not' depart from chaos: rather, matter was in chaos,' being in a 

part of it.' 

8. And when these things had come to pass, then Pistis came ' and

appeared over the matter of 25 chaos, which had been expelled like an ' 

aborted foetus-since there was no spirit in it. For all of it (viz., chaos) ' 

was limitless darkness 'and bottomless water. ' 

9. Now when Pistis saw what had resulted 30 from her defect, she 

became disturbed. 'And the disturbance appeared, as a' fearful product; it 

rushed [to] her in' the chaos. She turned to it and [blew] into' 

99: 15 sank : the exact meaning of this Coptic verb is not certain 

99: 18 superfluities : Greek JtEpmoa (viz., the afterbirth [?]) 
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*p. 100 1 neqzo ZM nNoy[N neTM)*171TN NMnH ye T':l[ro]y 

(148 L) -r[ni)<;:T�c A£ I Tcoc)>1A NTAPECOYW'Y [A)'fPE nH E T £  I MNTEl.l' nNA § 10 

5 .x 1  T ynoc NNOYEINE I N(lPAPXEI £.XN eyhH' AYW £.XN NECII AYNAMIC 

THPOY Al.lOYWNZ eeoh' Nl'Yorn' NtS1 OYAPXWN EBOh ZN MMoloy E(lO N-

NINE MMoye1 e yzoy TCZIME I ne eyNTAl.l' l'ioyNotS N£3oy c1A NZPA"i I 

10 NZHTij E(lCooyN A£ AN .xe NTA(.j(YW llne EBOh TWN TmcT1c A£ 

Tcoc)>IA NI TAPECNAY eroc.i' ZM n(YIK' NMMooy ElllK1M' ne.xAc NAl.l' .xe 

nNEANICKOC EIPIAIAnEPA (YA NIMA ' ET€ nEl.jBWh ne I I AhAABAW0 

15 .x 1M c)>ooy E TMMAY ATAPIIXH Mn(YA.XE oywNz nAE I NTAznwz I (YAN- § 11 

NOYTE MN NAr'rehoc MN NPWME I AYW neN'TAZ(YWnE ZITM n(YA.XE 

A y l .xoKq ' EBOh' NtSI NNOY TE MN NArrelhoc MN NPWME 

20 nAPXWN 6£ iAh TABAWe II tjO NATCOOYN' AT AYNAMIC NTnlCTIC 

MnE(.jNAY AnECZO AhhA AtjNAY AnEIINE NTAZ(YA.XE NMMA(l ' 

ZM nMooy I AYW eeoh ZN TECMH ETMMAY A(lMOYI Te EPOl.l .xe 

25 t "iAhAAwe' NTEhEIOC A£ II E YMOYTE EPOl.l' .xe APIAHh .xe 

30 

*p. 101 1 

(149 L.) 

5 

Ne ye1INE MMoye1 ne 

NTAPE nAE I A£ (Ywne I eyNTA(l MMAY NT£30YCIA ' NeyhH I 

ATnlCTIC Tcoc)>1A PANAXWPEI EZPA"i I enecoyoe1N' 

NTAPE nlAPXWN NAY' II enE(lMEreeoc AYW NTAl.l' OYA ATl.l' I 

nENTAl.jNAY EPO(l MnEl.jNAY EKEOYA I €1 MHTI �11:1ooy ZI KAKE TOTE 

A(lMeeye I .x� �[Toll o]yA ATl.l' neT(Yoon' ne(lMEI[ ..... A(l).XwK' 

EBOh ZITM n(YA.XE A'l'*oywNz ee[oh) l'ioynNA £(.jNNA E(lNNH Y I z 1-

.X N MMOOY NTAPE nnNA A€ E TMMAY I oywNZ EBOh' AnAPXWN 

nwp.x' NToy c1A I MMooy AYMEPOC AYW neT(Yoywoy II Aynor.xl.l' 

AKEMEPOC AYW EBOh ZN eylhH AtjTAMIO NA(l' NOYMA N(YWnE 

A(lMOYITe EPOl.l .xe Tne AYW eeoh ZN eyhH A'lnAPXWN TAMIO 

JOO :3 i.e. Noye1Ne. 7 i.e. NE:1Ne. I 3 (!IA NIMA: Sah. eneelMA. 

34 rest. Wisse, sim. rest. Schenke ("in der Tiefe unterhalb der Himmel"): for the construc

tion cf. 103:2 JOO: I sim. rest. Bohlig 

19 IAl\TABAWe: we written very small because of margin

( thus Schenke) 

32 ��ooy : reading of pap. cannot be i':i�ooy 33 rest. Schenke 33-34 neqMel
[reeoc Aq].iu1>K' eeol\ Polotsky: neqMel[eye NTAq].iu1>K' eeol\ Wisse: neqMel[eye .t>e 
A(l].iu1>K' eeol\ Schenke JOI: I ee[ol\] N Schenke: also possible is ee[ol\ z]N (thus Boh-

lig) 5 Aynopxq: expected is Aqnorxq (thus em. Schenke)

§ 12 

§ 13 

§ 14



99:34-101:8 35 

its face in the abyss, which is below 100 all the heavens. 

10. And when Pistis ' Sophia desired to cause the thing ' that had no

spirit to be fo rmed into a likeness 'and to rule over matter and over all her 
5 forces, there appeared for the first time ' a ruler, out of the waters, ' lion

like in appearance, androgynous, ' having great authority within 'him, and 

ignorant of whence he had come into being. 10 Now when Pistis Sophia 1 

saw him moving about in the depth of the waters ' she said to him, 

''Child, 'pass through to here,'• whose equivalent is'' 'yalda baoth. • • 

11. Since that day there appeared the principle 15 of verbal expression,

which reached ' the gods and the angels and mankind. ' And what came 

into being as a result of verbal expression, ' the gods and the angels and 

mankind finished. ' 

12. Now as for the ruler Yaltabaoth (sic), 20 he is ignorant of the force of

Pistis: ' he did not see her face, rather he saw ' in the water the likeness 

that spoke with him. ' And because of that voice, he called ' himself Yal

daoth. But 25 Ariael is what the perfect call him, for he was like' a lion. 

13. Now when he had come ' to have authority over matter, ' Pistis

Sophia withdrew up ' to her light. 

14. When the ruler saw 30 his magnitude-and it was only himself' that

he saw: he saw nothing else, ' except for water and darkness-then he 

supposed 'that it was he alone who existed. His' [ ... J was completed by 

verbal expression: 101 appeared as a spirit moving to and fro ' upon the 

waters. And when the spirit ' appeared, the ruler set apart ttie watery sub

stance. ' And what was dry 5 was divided into another place. And from 

matter ' he made for himself an abode, and he called ' it heaven. And from 

matter,' the ruler made 

100:24 Yaldaoth: error for Yaldabaoth 

100:33-34 possibly, His [magnitude]; or, His [thought]; two letters of the word survive 

100:34 by verbal expression: or. by the Word (Logos) 
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NoyzyTToTTo.a. 1ON I a.qMoyTe epoq' .xe TTKAZ 

MllNDMNNc wc II ATTAPXWN' M££ Y£ ZN Teq'c)>yc1c a.qTa.lM10 eeo7'.' 

z1TM TT(9A.X£ NNoyzoyTCZIIM£ a.qoywN NTE:(ITATTPO a.q.xoy .xoy 

elpoq' NTAPoyoywN NN£qBA7'. a.qNa.y I ATT£q'e1wT' a.yw TTe.xa.q 

15 Na.q .xe °i ATT£'1'lle1wT A£ MOYTE: epoq .xe °i �w TTA7'.IN a.q'ITA-

MIO TTMAZCNAY N(9HP£ A(j.Xoy .xoy I epoq a.qoywN NNE:qBA"-

Aq.Xooc MjTTeqe1wT .xe llAD e' a.TTeqe1wT MOYT£ t epoq' .xe 

20 E:Xw'A! TTA7'.IN A(jTAMIO MffTTMAZ(90MT' N(9HPE: a.q.xoy.xoy 

epoq a.qoywN N NeqlBA"-' a.q.xooc MTTeqe1wT .xe a.c a.TTE:ql-

NAle• NE: TT(9OMT N<9HP£ M-

TTOYE:IWT' 

§ 15 

25 a.Ico<9q' oywNz £B07'. zi-1 TTXAOC NzoyT'llcz1M£ oyNTAY MMAY § 16

30 

*p. 102 1 

( 150 L.)

MTToypa.N NZoloyT' MN TTOYPAN NCZIME: t TTPAN NCZIME: t I TTE: TTTPO-

No1a. ca.Mea.ea.c E:TE: eee.a.o!Ma.c Te TT£q'<9HP£ A€ £YMOYTE: 

epoq' I .xe "ia.w TTE:(IPAN NCZIME: TE: TMNT.X AE:IC U ca.ea.we 

TTE:QPAN NCZIME: TE: TMNTNOyfTE: AAWNAIOC TTE:'IPAN NCZIME: TE: 

TMNTfppo £7'.WAIOC TTE:(IPAN NCZ[l]ME: TT£ TTKWZ j WPAIOC TTE:(IPAN 

NCZIME: T� [TMNT]��IMAO a.cTa.c)>a.1oc A£ TTeqpa.(N NCZIME:] * -re 

TCOc)>IA NA�[• NE: T]co(<gqe] �AYNAfMIC NTCO<gljE: MTTE: MTT[xa.]oc 

a.y<9wfTT£ A£ NZOYTCZIME: ATTTyTToc Na.ea.lNATOC £T<9O0TT' z1 TOyE:- § 17

5 ZH KA TA TToyllw<9 NTmcT1c .XE:Ka.a.c TTE:INE: MTT£T'l<900TT .x1N' N<gOPTT' 

E:(.jNAAPXE:I (9A I NAPH.Xtj' 

IOI: 11 i.e. NoyzoyTCZ1Me. 16 i.e. TA MIE:. 
102 :4 Sah. "!'eyzH. 

9 [NII cancelled by the copyist: i.e. MMNNcwc: cf. 113:26, 35; 114:35; etc. 11 oy-
zoyT: z added above the line 12 xoyxoy: cf. Mani Ps 157:17, 158:11, 182:32: 
explained by Polotsky 13 NTapoy : expected is NTAPE:11 (Bethge emends 1hus) 15 

"i +w : bottom stroke of a prob. omitted by copyist, giving the impression of" 18 [A!: 
copyist wrote and then cancelled a false Stan of Aneq 20 Aqxoyxoy epoq: this phrase 
added above the line 

24 co19q : 19 altered from y 24-25 also possible is a new sentence beginning N-
ZOYT'CZIM€ OYNTAy 26 t ... t: poss. emend to nAPXWN A€ neqpAN NCZIM€ or sim. 
(Lay1on) 28 eyMOYTE:: E:TOYMoyTe em. Bethge 33 [TMNT]I?� : f read from small, 
ambiguous trace; of �. superlin. stroke is definite, M restored 34 pa[N NCZIME:) : cf. 
101:26, 29-33 /02: I rest. Schenke co[19qe) i:i : N is definite, superlin. stroke 
restored 2 rest. Schenke 
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a footstool,' and he called it earth. 

15. Next, 10 the ruler had a thought---consistent with his nature-and' by

means of verbal expression he created an androgyne. ' He opened his 

moutli and cooed to ' him. When his eyes had been opened, he looked ' at 

his father, and he said to him, • 'Eee! '' then his 15 father called him Eee-a-o 

(Yao). Next he ' created the second son. He cooed ' to him. And he 

opened his eyes and said to ' his father, "Eh!" His father called ' him 

Eloai. Next he created 20 the third son. He cooed to him. And he opened 

his ' eyes and said to his father, "Asss ! " His ' father called him Asta

phaios. These ' are the three sons of their father. ' 

16. Seven appeared in chaos, androgynous. 25 They have their masculine

names ' and their feminine names. The feminine name ' is Pronoia 

(Forethought) Sambathas, which ' is "week." And his son is called ' 

Yao: his feminine name is Lordship. 30 

Sabaoth: his feminine name is Deity.' 

Adonaios: his feminine name is Kingship. ' 

Eloaios: his feminine name is Jealousy.' 

Oraios: his feminine name is Wealth. ' 

And Astaphaios: his [feminine] name 102 is Sophia 

(Wisdom). 

These are the [seven] forces' of the seven heavens of [chaos]. 

17. And they were born' androgynous, consistent with the immortal

pattern ' that existed before them, according to the wish 5 of Pistis: so that 

the likeness of what had ' existed since the beginning might reign to ' the 

end. 

IOI: I I by means of verbal expression: or, by the Word (Logos) 

IOI :26 The feminine name: text erroneous: correct text Now as for the ruler, his feminine 

name or the like 
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KNA-ZE A.TENEPrlA- NNEEIPA-N I MN TAYNAM1c NNzooyT' ZN TA-PXA-r'I- § 18 

10 re11. 1K H MMWYCHC nenpo4)HTHC NIIPAN A£ NNEZIOME ZN T<gopn' N

e1e11.oc I NNWPA.1a.c' 

TTAPXlrENHTWP' Ae "iA-71.AA-feA.we e yNTA-q ZNNOtS l\ie3oyc1A. A-q'ITA-- § 19

MIO NZMTTH YE MTTOyA. noyA- NNEq'fcyHPE ZITM TT(YA.XE ENECWOY MMA 

15 Nlfcywne A-YW K A.TA- ne ZNNOtS Neooy e ylcoTn' tkocyq' NKWB ZN

epoNOC MN I ZMMA Ncywne MN ZNPTTH ye A-yw zNfZA-PMA A-yw ZMTTA-Pee-

20 NOC MTTNA. t EZPA-"i I A-YA-ZOPA-TON' t MN Noyeooy noyA- noyA-11 oyN

TA.qce ZN TEqne ZNCTPATE YMA NIAYNAMIC NNOYTE z1 xoe1c z1 a.r're-

11.oc I z1 A-PXA-r' re11.oc ZNTBA- EMNTA-Y HTTE A-'ITPOY PZ Y TTHPETEI 

25 x1cTop1a. NNA.£ 1 KNA.fze eroc A.Kp1ewc ZM ncyopn' Nll.oroc II NW-

PA-IA. C 

§ 20

A-Y XOKOY A€ €BO71. ZN tne cya.fZPA-"i ETMEZCOE MTTE TA TCO4)1A. § 21

A-ylcyopcyp NTTTE MN neqK A-Z eeo11. ZITN I TTET(YTOPTP ETMTTITN MMA-Y § 22

30 THPOY I AYW A.Tcoe MTTE Noe1N NececooyN II rA.p' NtSI NAYNA--

M1c MTTXA.OC XE NIM ne(N)fTA.ZTA.KO NTTTE ETMTTITN MMOOY NfTA.-

PECEIME A€ NtSI TTTICTIC ATT(YW(Yq I MTTE<pT<?PTP A. CXOOY MTTECNl<.jE 

35 A-cf�[opq' A-ClNoxq' emTN ETTTA-PTA-PON II [x1M' ci,oo]y ETMMA-Y 

(§ 22) PAP .. OR.4926( I) (begins at !02:33 act:1[opq)).

I I NNWPAIAC : i.e. NNWPAIA (tijc; Nwpaiac;) or poss. NWPAIA (tijc; 'Qpafoc;); cf. !02:25 
and Layton Han•ard Theological Rei•iew 67 ( 1974) 366. 

11 i.e. Uf>Xt-yEVEtwp. 19 also possible is MNNoyeooy. i.e. MN oyeooy. 23 i.e. T191c
Top1a,,; l<J'topia (sim. passim). 25 NWPAIAC : i.e. NWPAIA (tijc; 'Qpaiac;) or poss. NNWPAIA 
(tijc; Nwpaiac;; Schenke emends thus); cf. I 02: I I and note on 11 I :23. 

28 Sah. MMOOY Tli!'OY- 29 NEC£: i.e. NE:y. 

8-9 TAPxar'lre/l.1KH MMwycHc: cf. R. Reitzenstein Poimandres 186, 292-99, A.
Dietrich Abraxas 202, K. Preisendanz Pap. Graec. Mag. 2. 13:972 

18-19 t .. . t prob. corrupt : <Eyl'iWl!)T> ezpai' AYAZOPATON Bethge
25 tne : tze em. Bethge 
27 neqi:az: neCK AZ em. Bethge 29-30 NECECOOYN rap' <AN> sim. em.

Bethge 32 19w19q: i.e. Achmimic �1911 (Crum 629b), cf. 19wne = �ne (Crum 577b); 
explained by Polotsky 33 ne<T><!IT<?fTP sim. Bethge 33-34 ac1t:1[opq' ac]Noxq' 
rest. Schenke : �ccw�z MMAq ac[N]c_>y �'? �f>:1[Aq - - -1 Or.4926( I) 35 [.11.1M ' ci,oo]y: 
x"M 4>ooy Or.4926( I) 
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18. You (sg.) will find the effect of these names' and the force of the

male entities in the Archangelic (Book) ' of the Prophet Moses, and the w 

names of the female entities in the first Book (biblos) ' of Noraia. 

19. Now the prime parent (archigenetor) Yaldabaoth, ' since he pos

sessed great authorities, ' created heavens for each of his ' offspring 

through verbal expression-created them beautiful. as dwelling places 15 

-and in each heaven he created great glories, ' seven times excellent.

Thrones and ' mansions and temples, and also ' chariots and virgin spirits 

up ' to an invisible one and their glories, each one 20 has these in his 

heaven; mighty ' armies of gods and lords and angels ' and archangels

countless myriads' -so that they might serve. 

20. The account of these matters you (sg.) will ' find in a precise

manner in the first Account (logos) 25 of Oraia. 

21. And they were completed from this (cf. § 14) heaven to as far up as

'the sixth heaven, namely that of Sophia. ' 

22. The heaven and his earth were destroyed by ' the troublemaker that

was below them all. ' And the six heavens shook violently; 30 for the forces 

of chaos knew who it was ' that had destroyed the heaven that was below 

them. ' And when Pistis knew about the breakage ' resulting from the dis

turbance, she sent forth her breath and ' bound him and cast him down 

into Tartaros. 35 Since that day, 

102:8-9 a work of this title is cited also in Greek magical literature; cf R. Reitzenstein. 

Poimandres (Leipzig: Teubner. 1904), /86, 292-299 

I 02: I 0-11 or, Book (biblos) of Oraia 

102: 11 archigenetor: the Greek word is usually spelled thus in the manuscript (but here and 

/04:/2, archigenetor) 

102: 18-19 up to an invisible one: text probably erroneous 

102:25 or, Account (logos) of Noraia 
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*p. 1031 ATn£ CMNTC MN* neCKAZ £8[071.] ZITN TCOcj)IA NIA /\.A A BA(we' TE:TM

(151 L.) nlTN MMOOY THPOY 

NTA(pe MnHye .A.£ CMNToy MN Noyt.oM' I MN Toy.A.101KHCIC THPC § 23 

5 AnApx 1reN€f(Twp x 1ce MMoq' Ayw A(I X I  eooy ztTN f <T>CTPAT£1A 

THPC NNArre/\oc Ayw t NNOY(Ne THpoy MN NOyAr're/\oc oycMoy 

I MNNoyeooy AYTAA(I NA(!' NToq .A.£ AqloyNoq' zM neqzHT' Ayw 

10 A(IQ)OYQ)OY fl MMoq NNAY NIM eqxw MMoc NAY' f xe ti' xpe1A AN ii.-

71.AAY 

A XNT' 

nexAq xe AINOK' ne nNoyTe Ayw MN KeoyA cyoon' f 

NTA P£(1X£ NA£! .A£ A(jf NOB£ A(NATMOY THPOY £TX£ oyw 

15 AYAlfPHZ NA(!' 

§24

NTAP£ TnlCTIC 6£ NAY ATMNTfAC£BHC MnN06 NA PXWN ACBW/\K' § 25 

20 

N£YNAY AN' epoc 

ne nNoyTe BB/\/\£ I

nexAc xe Kfn/\ANA I CAMAH/\' £Te nAe l 

oyN oypwMe NA0ANATOC PPMoyo et(N) U

cyoon' z 1  T£KZH nAet £TNAoywNz £BO/\ I ZN N£TMn/\ACMA qNAP-

KATAnAT£t MIMoK Nee NNIOM£ N K£PAM£yc Q)AyfcoMoy Ayw KNA-

25 BWIC' MN N€T€ NOYK' f Ne AnlTN Q)A T€K'MAAY nNoyN ZN N TCYN'-

T£/\£1A rAp NN£TNZBHY€ ce(NAPKATA/\Y£ MnQ)TA THP'I' NTAq'oyfwNz 

(§ 23) PAP .. OR.4926(1) (breaks off ca. 103:8 NA(j). 
(§24)PAP. 
(§ 25) PAP .. OR.4926( 1) (begins at 103:25 N£TNZBHY£). 

103 :3-4 Sah. Ney- . .. T£Y-- 7 Sah. Neya.rrell.oc. 8 i.e. MN oyeoc.y. 
14 xe oyw : cf. Middle Egyptian Matthew ed. Schenke. where equals Sahidic oylllqjll. 
19 i.e. PMNOY0£1N. 21 i.e. N£TNTTJI.ACMA. 22 Sah. £(9.l.Y (Bohlig emends thus). 

102:35-103:1 ATTT£ . .. TC04'1a. NIAJI.AABAW8: ATC04>1[a. N'i.l.ll.AA]lf:SA'!)8" �CC�T T!J[E: 
M )N !)"KAZ Or.4926(1) /03: 1 neCKAZ : !)"KAZ Or.4926(1) 2 T£TMTTITN MMOOY THPOY 
absent in Or.4926(1) T£TMTTITN: poss. emend to neTMTTITN 

4 A TTAPXll'£N£TWP : <TOT£> a.na.px1r£N£TWP em. Oeyen 133 : TO[T£) a. na.(p] xire[N]e
TW, Or.4926(1) 5 x I eooy : <9C?Y<9[ oy J MMa.q Or.4926( 1 ), sim. rest. Oeyen 6 
<T>cTPAT£IA: TCTPAT£l.l. Or.4926(1) THPC: absent in Or.4926(1) NNOYN£ : emend
to NNOyTe (thus Or.4926(1]): cf. 107:29, 109:8

14 £TX£ oyw: eqxe oya. is poss. expected, but the desired sense is not 
apparent 14-15 a.lf'Hz Na.q: i.e. za.pez NAIi: poss. corrupt 
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the heaven, along with 103 its earth, has consolidated itself through 

Sophia the daughter of Yaldabaoth,' she who is below them all.' 

23. Now when the heavens had consolidated themselves along with

their forces ' and all their administration, the prime parent 5 became 

insolent. And he was honored by ' all the army of angels. And ' all the 

gods and their angels ' gave blessing and honor to him. And for his part 

he ' was delighted and continually boasted, 10 saying to them, ' '· I have no 

need of anyone." He said,' "It is I who am God, and there is no other 

one that exists ' apart from me.'' 

24. And when he said this, he sinned against ' all the immortal beings

who give answer. And they laid it 15 to his charge. 

25. Then when Pistis saw the impiety ' of the chief ruler she was filled

with anger. ' She was invisible. She said, "You are mistaken, ' Samael," 

that is, ''blind god.•• ' ''There is an immortal man of light who 20 has been 

in existence before you and who will appear ' among your modelled forms 

(plasmata); he will trample you to scorn' just as potter's clay is' pounded. 

And you will descend ' to your mother, the abyss, along with those that 

belong to you. 25 For at the consummation of your (pl.) works ' the entire 

defect that has become visible' out of the truth will be abolished, 

103:2 she who is below them all: this phrase is absent in the British Library manuscript 

103: 14 who give answer: the exact meaning of this Coptic phrase is not certain 

I 03: 14-15 laid it to his charge : the Coptic verb does not usually have this sense: text possi

bly erroneous 
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€BO/\ ZN T M€ Ay w (INAWXN N(IP I ee Mn€T€ Mneq'<9wne 

30 NTAP€ TmlcT1c xe NA€, Act. w/\n' €BO/\ ZNNMIIMooy Mnece1Ne N- § 26 
T€CMNTNO6 AYIW NT€€1Z€ ACPANAXWP€1 €ZPA"i e1necoyo€IN 

cABAwe A€ n<9HP€ I NIA/\AABAwe NTApeq'cwTM �T'lcMH NTmcT1c § 27

35 A(IZ YMN€1 epo[c AqP ]IIKATAr€1N wCK€ Mne,wT [. �'(2:6 •• ] * €-KN 
*p. 1041 

(152 L.) 

5 

nq)AX€ NTnlCTI(? [Aq]t eooy NAC I xe ACTAMooy Anp wM� t:IA0A-

NATOC' I MN neqoyoelN TnlCTIC A€ TCOcj)IA ACICWT' Mn€CTHH-

B€ t €BOC Acn wzT Axwq' II Noyoe1N' €BO/\ ZM necoyoe1N AYKAITA-

KPIMA Mneq'e1wT' CABAwe' 6€ NTA'lpeqx1 oyoe1N Aqx ,  oyNot. 

N€:loyc1A' I ezoyN €NAYNAMIC THpoy MnxAoc I -KIM nzooy €TM-

to MAY AyMoyTe epoq xe II n xoe,c NNt.oM' 

A(jM€CT€ neq'€1WT' nKAIK€ AYW T€(jMAAY nNoyN A(jCIXAN€ § 28 

A '1Teq'cwN€ nMee ye MnApx1reNHTWP' I neTNNA €TNNH Y ZIXN M-

IS Mooy €TB€ I neq'oyoe1N A€ AN€:loyc1A THPOY Kwz II epoq' NT€ 

nxAoc Ayw NTAPOY(9TOPTP I Aye1pe NoyNot. Mno/\€Moc ZN 

TCA(91(1€ Mn€ 

TOT€ TnlCTIC TCOcj)IA NTAP€CINAY AnnO/\€MOC AC.Kooy NCA- §29 

20 BAwe' I €BO/\ ZM necoyoe1N NCA<9q NAPXAr'llre/\oC AyTopnq' 

€ZPA"i €TMAZC2'.q)(j€ Mine AYW€ZPATOY ZI T€(jZH' zwc AIAKOI-

NOC nA/\IN' AC.Kooy NA(!' N K€q)OMT' I NAPXAr're/\oc ACCMN 

(§ 26) PAP .• OR.4926( I) 
(§ 27) PAP .. OR.4926( I) (breaks off ca. 103:35 KATAf£1NWCK£). 
(§§ 28-34) PAP. 

29-30 i.e. ZN MMOOy. 
104 :5 i.e. Noyoyoe1N (Bethge emends thus).
12 i .e. ap)(t yi:vi-twp 
21 i.e. wze £PAToy (poss. emend thus with Bohlig). 

27 IINAW.KN: absent in Or.4926( I) 
28-29 NTAP£ TTTIICTIC .Ke NA£I: N££I Ne NTAC�C?C?Y Nt (sic) TTTICTIC [A]yw 

Or.4926(1) 29-30 ACISWhTT' £80/\ ... MTT£C£1N£: AC8Z8£ TTAP�WN ATT�[c]"iNe 
Or.4926(1) 30 MTT£C£1N£ NT£CMNTNOIS : MTT£1N£ NT£CMNTNOIS em. Schenke : MTT£C-
£1N£ ( without NT£CMNTNOIS) Or.4926( I) 31 NT£e1ze : absent in Or.4926( I) 

33-34 �T'lcMH NTTTICTIC : ATmcT1c Or.4926(1) 34 epo[c Aqji] Schenke: �I?�'? �[q
- - -1 Or.4926(1): cf. 107:33 35 [MN TeqMAAy] rest. Schenke (cf. HypArch 95: 16) :
e1 wT[' ezpA"i] Wisse 104 :2 � : N not definite, superlin. stroke restored 3 TT£(j-
oyoe1N : q added above the line 4 t eeoc : emend to £BO/\ 
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and it will cease to be and will be ' like what has never been.'' ' 

26. Saying this, Pistis revealed 30 her likeness of her greatness in the

waters. And ' so doing she withdrew up ' to her light. 

27. Now when Sabaoth the son 'of Yaldabaoth heard the ' voice of

Pistis, he sang praises to her, and [he] 35 condemned the father [ ... J 104 at 

the word of Pistis; and he praised her ' because she had instructed them 

about the immortal man ' and his light. Then Pistis Sophia ' stretched out 

her finger and poured upon him 5 some light from her light, to be a condem

nation ' of his father. Then when Sabaoth ' was illumined, he received 

great authority ' against all the forces of chaos. ' Since that day he has 

been called 10 "Lord of the Forces." 

28. He hated his father, the darkness, ' and his mother, the abyss, and

loathed ' his sister, the thought of the prime parent, ' which moved to and 

fro upon the waters. And because of' his light all the authorities of chaos 

were jealous 15 of him. And when they had become disturbed, ' they made a 

great war in the seven ' heavens. 

29. Then when Pistis Sophia 'had seen the war, she dispatched ' seven

archangels to Sabaoth from her light. 20 They snatched him up to the 

seventh ' heaven. They stood before him as attendants. ' Furthermore she 

sent him three more 'archangels and established 

103:29-30 revealed her likeness : the British Library manuscript has showed (?) to the 

ruler her likeness; the exact meaning of this Coptic verb ("showed") is unknown 

30 of her greatness : this phrase is absent in the British Library manuscript 

103:35 possibly, his father [and his mother] (cf Hypostasis of the Archons 95:/6) 
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25 TMNT€PO Na.q' I NTO€ oyoN NIM xeKa.a.c eqNa.q>woe II .::ioca. NZP€ 
MOMNTCNOOYC NNOYT€ I MOXAOC 

NTAP€ ca.Ba.we .A€ x 1  OTOOoc I NTANa.oa.yc1c €OMA NT€(1M€TA- §30

30 

35 

"'p. 105 1 

(153 L.) 

NOIA I €Tl ATOICTIC t NA(!' NT€Cq)€€P€ NZWH I MNNOYN06 N€ 3oyCIA 

xeKa.a.c ecNa.UTa.Moq' a.NeTq>ooo' THPOY ZN TMa.zjq>MoyNe 
zwc eyma.q A€ Noye3oyc1a. I A(ITAMIO Na.q' Nq>opo' NoyMa. N-

q>wjoe oyNot. oe €(1TA€1H y €MAT€ eqo Nlc;:�[q>]q NKWB oa.pa. N€T-
q>oon THPOY M [zN TC]��qe Mne 

MOMTO .A€ €Boll.'* M0€(1MA Nq>wne a.qTAM€1o NoyepojNoc eyNot. 
oe eqz1xN oyza.pMA eqo I N(!Tooy i-topocwnoN eyMoyTe epoq' I xe 

5 X€POYBIN oxepoyB1N A€ oyma.q' M MMa.y Nq>MoyNe MMoPcl>H KATA 

oq'jToyKooz ZMMOPcl>H MMoye1 a.yw zMjMoPcl>H MMAC€ a.yw ZMMopcJ>H 

PPWIM€ MN ZMMOPcl>H NA€TOC ZWCT€ MMOPlcl>H THPOY C€€1P€ NC€TA(jT€ 

10 MMOPcl>H M a.yw ca.q>q Na.pxa.rre11.oc eya.zepa.Toy I z1 T€(1ZH NTO(I 

ne oMa.zq>Moy N eyNITa.q' e3oy c1a. MMopcJ>H THpoy cee1pe I N-
q)B€CNooyc €BO/\. ra.p ZM oee1za.pMa. I a.yx 1  T yooc Nt.1 

15 oq>BecNooyc NNoyNTe a.y x 1  T yooc a.Tpoypa.pxe1 exN TXBel-

cNooyc Na.Coe NNzeeNoc ZIXN nepojNoc A€ €TMMAY a.qTAM1€ 
ZNK€Ar're111.oc MMOPcl>H N.APAKWN € YMOYT€ epojoy X€ CAPAcl>IN eyt 

20 eooy Na.q' NNAY M NIM' 

§ 31

§ 32

MNNcwc A(ITAM10 NoyeKK/\.HCIA I NArre11.oc zNq>o MN ZNTBA e- § 33
MNToy I HO€ €CTNTONT' €T€K'K11. Hc1a. €TZN I TMAZq)MOYN€ a.yw 

25 oyq>po'MM1ce I eyMoyTe epoq' xe mcpa.H11. €T€ o a.e 1 11 oe opwMe 
eTNa.y eoNoyTe a.yw Kejoya. xe 1Hc oexc eqTNTWN eocwTHP' I eTz1 
OCA NTO€ NTMAZq)MOYN€ €(jjZMOOC ZI OYNAM' MMO(j ZIXN oyepojNOC 

30 €(1TA€1H Y z1 t.Boyp .A€ MMoq ecllzMooc N61 Toa.peeNoc MOONA 

€Toyja.a.B ZIXN oyepoNoc ect eooy NA(! I a.yw cea.zera.Toy z 1  

24 i.e. NoyoN (Bohlig emends thus). 

28 NZWH : i.e. ZWH : cf. HypArch 95: 18 and Layton Zeitschrift fiir Papyrologie und Epigra

phik 11 ( 1973) 184. 29 i.e. MN oyNocs. 

105 :9 Sah. NC££1P£. 15 i.e. T<9B£ cNooyc. 

33 oyNocs n£: £YN06 n£ is expected (Schenke emends thus) 35 rest. Schenke, 
Bohlig 
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the kingdom for him ' over everyone so that he might dwell 25 above the 
twelve gods' of chaos. 

30. Now when Sabaoth had taken up the place' of repose in return for
his repentance, ' Pistis also gave him her daughter Zoe (Life) ' together 
with great authority so that she might 30 instruct him about all things that 

exist in the eighth heaven. ' 

31. And as he had authority, ' he made himself first of all a mansion. ' It

is huge, magnificent, 1 seven times as great as all those that exist 3� [in the] 
seven heavens. 

32. And before 105 his mansion he created a throne,' which was huge

and was upon a ' four-faced chariot called' "Cherubin." Now the Cheru
bin was 5 eight shapes per each of ' the four corners, lion forms and ' calf 
forms and human forms ' and eagle forms, so that all the forms 'amount to 
sixty-four forms 10 -and (he created) seven archangels that stand' before it; 
he is the eighth, and has ' authority. All the forms amount to' seventy
two. Furthermore, from this chariot' the seventy-two gods took shape; 15 

they took shape so that they might rule over the seventy-two ' languages of 

the peoples. And by that throne ' he created other, ' serpentlike angels, 
called' "Saraphin," which praise him at all times. 20 

33. Thereafter he created a congregation (ekk/esia) 'of angels, thousands
and myriads, numberless,' which resembled the congregation (ekklesia) in 

' the eighth heaven; and a firstborn ' called Israel-which 25 is, "the man 
who sees God"; and another being, 'called Jesus Christ, who resembles the 
savior ' above in the eighth heaven and who ' sits at his right upon a ' 
revered throne. And at his left there 30 sits the virgin of the holy spirit, ' 
upon a throne and glorifying him. ' And 

I 05: 11 before it : or, before him 
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T€C€ZH NtSI TCAjcy<q>€ MnAP0€Noc € YM MAAB€ NtSl�AIPA NTOOToy 

MN ZMIJ'AhTHPION [M)� * ZNCAhmr.l' € Yt €Ooy NAq' AYW NCTPAI-

T€YMA THPOY NNAff€hOC C€t €OOY NAq' I AYW C€CMOY €poq' 

£qzMooc A€ ZIXN oylepoNoc oyo€1N N<oy>NotS NKhOOh€ €C- § 34 

5 CK€llnAC€ MMoq' Ayw N€ MN hAAY NMMAq' I ZN T€KhOOh€ € 1  MHTI 

ATcoc1>1A <N>TmCTIC I €CTC€BO MMoq' AN€T<9oon' THPOY ZN TMAZl

(!1MOYN€ X€KAAC € YNATAM€10 NNTONjTN NNH (!11NA TMNT€PO €CNA

IO MoyN' €BOh' II NAq <9A TCYNT€h€1A NMnHy€ i-inxAoc I MN NOYAYNA

MIC 

TmcT1c A€ Tcoc1>1Aclnopxij €nKAK€ HcD ACMOYT€ €poq €OYNAM I § 35 

MMOC nAPXlf€N€TWP A€ ACKAAq Z I 6Boyp' I MMOC XIM cJ>ooy 

15 €TMMAY AYMOYT€ €OYIINAM' X€ AIKA1ocyNH tSBoyp A€ AyMoylT€ 

€POC X€ TAAIKIA €TB€ nA€ 16€ AY x, I THpoy t NoyKocMoc N-

T€K'KhHCIA NTAIKAllocyNH MN TAAIKIA AZ€ €PA°f €XN oycwNT' I TH

poy t 

(§ 35) PAP .. OR.4926(1) (begins at 106: 14 AyMoyn:).

33 i.e. ic18apa. 
/06 :4 i.e. NOY0£1N : cf. on !04:24. N<oy>NOIS : i.e. ZN OYNOIS. 11 Sah. Ney AyN� MIC. 
11-1 2 i.e. TC04'1A Acnopxcj. 15 i.e. TAIKAIOCyNH (Bohlig emends thus), cf. 106:16 

TAA1K1A: cf. Worrell Coptic Sounds 85 for pronunciation of A as T. 

105 :32 cA19<q>e Schenke, Bohlig 33-34 eyM MAABe <eyN z>Ncs1�AIPA NTOOTOY 
Bethge 34 [M]� : superlin. stroke is definite, N restored 

106 :4 rest. Layton : <ZN oy>oyoe1N NNOIS NKhOOhe Bohlig, but unlikely 6 <N>-
TITICTIC Bethge, with hesitation : cf. I 03: I TC04' 1A NIAhAABAllle 

1 2  l!cD cancelled by the copyist 14-15 oyNAM' ... cseoyp: <Teq>oyNAM ... 
<Teq>cseoyp Layton2 I 08 1 5  xe : x altered from A 15-.16 ISBOYP A£ AyMoyJTe 
epoc xe TAAIKIA : lacuna in Or.4926( 1 ), but too shore for this phrase 1 6-(9 £TB£ TTA£I 
... THPOY : ZM nee1 �[e TAIKAIOCYNH MN TAAIIU]I� �z� AP[e]T[oy AJI.N NOYCll>NT TH]l
(po]y Or.4926(1), sim. rest. Oeyen 17-19 t ... t: desired sense is not apparent: poss. 
emend to AYJI.I THPOY NOYKOCMOC NT£KKhHCIA (i.e. ZN T£KK/\HCIA) NTAIKAIOCYNH MN 
TA.Alli.IA <ey>AZe £PATOY £JI.N <N>OYCll>NT THPOY (Layton) 17 NT£ T£KK/\HCIA is 
expected unless N is for ZN 18 <ec>Aze Bohlig, with hesitation (p. 15): <eq>Aze 
Bethge 265, with hesitation ue epA"i exN : Aze £PAT� exN is expected (cf. ShA I 116 
cited by Crum 5 38b 22) : AZ! � p(e]TI - - - I Or.4926( I) : Aze e<z>pA"i exN Bohlig, Bethge, 
but unlikely I �-19 oycWNT' I T14POY : Noyc11>NT THPOY em. Bethge : oycWNT I T14POY I 
Schenke, Bohlig 
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the seven virgins stand before her, ' possessing thirty harps, ' and psal

teries and 106 trumpets, glorifying him. And ' all the armies of the angels 

glorify him, 'and they bless him. 

34. Now where he sits is upon a 'throne of light (within a} great cloud

that covers 5 him. And there was no one with him ' in the cloud except 

Sophia (the daughter of) Pistis, ' instructing him about all the things that 

exist in the eighth heaven, 'so that the likenesses of those things might be 

created, ' in order that his reign might endure JO until the consummation of 

the heavens of chaos 'and their forces. 

35. Now Pistis Sophia' set him apart from the darkness and summoned

him to her right. 'and the prime parent she put at her left. 'Since that day, 

right has been called 15 justice, and left called ' wickedness. Now because 

of this they all received 'a realm (kosmos) in the congregation (ekklesia) 

of justice 'and wickedness, ... stand ... upon a creature ... 'all. 

I05:33-I06: I possessing thirty harps ...• glorifying him : text possibly erroneous; 

correct text possibly while thirty (others), possessing harps ...• glorify him 

106:18-19 ... stand ... all : text erroneous; correl"t text possibly where they all stand 

upon their foundations; this conjecture is partly supported by the British Library manuscript 
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napx1reNeTwp t.e Mnxaoc NTaUreqNay eneq'q>Hpe caBawe' 

ayw nejooy £ T(INZHTq' xe q'coTn' ANe3oyc1a I THpoy Mnxaoc aq-

Kwz epoq' ayw NTAIP€(16WNT' Aqxno MnMoy £BO/\ ZM neq'I-

25 MOY AYKA01CTA MMO(j' €.KN TMAZCO€ II MTT€AYTAPTT' CABAW0 M-

TTMA €TMMAY' I ayw Tee,ze aqxwK' £BO/\ Nt.1 nap1eMoc I NTcoe 

N€30YCIA MTTXAOC TOT€ TTMOY I €(10 NZOYT'CZIM€ A(jTWZ MN 

30 Teqcj)yc1c I aqxno NCA<gq Nq)HPe NzoyTcz1Me II 

35 

*p. 107 1 

(155 L.)

5 

NAe1 Ne PPAN NNzooyT' nKwz nt.WNT' I np1Me nA<g ezoM nneN-

eoc nwq> /\oyj/\ae,  np1M€ Nq)TBO NA£1 A£  N€ NPAN I NNCz10Me 

ToprH' T/\YTTH 0HAONH I TTA<g €ZOM' ncazoye TTTIKPIA TMN<T>t TW(N) 

II AY{'KOINWN£1 MN NoyepHy anoya I �[e noJya xne cA<g"ij 

ZWCT€ C€€1P€ N*ZM€ljll[TD' NAAIMWN NZOYTCZIM€ j 

NOYPAN MN NoyeNerr e,a KNAZe I epooy ZM nxwwMe NCo/\oMwN' I 

ayw MTTMTo £BO/\' NNA£1 ZwH' eT'llq>oon' MN CABAwe ACTAMIO 

cA<g"ij I NAYNAMIC £NANoyoy NzoyTcz1Me I NPAN NNzooyT Ne 

NA€1' TT€T€ MA(jjKwz' TTMAKAPIOC n<eT>oyNoq' TTA/\H01jNOC TT€T€ 

10 MAqcj)eoNel' narATTHTOC II TT€TNZOT' NZIOM€ zwoy t N€ NA€1 

NOYIPAN t tPHNH' noypaT' nTe/\H/\ T<MNT>MAKAjp1oc TA/\Hee1a TA-

ranH TTTIC TIC 

BA/\ZHT' 

Ayjw £BO/\ ZN Nae, oyN zaz MTTNA NarajeoN ayw e-

(§ 36) PAP .. OR.4926(1) (breaks off at 106: I 9 NTAP£(jNAy).
(§§ 37-61) PAP. 

24-25 i.e. TMA ZCO£ MTT£ ea.yTAPTT. 25 Sah. ZM TTMA £TMMAy. 26 i.e. NT££1Z£.
35 Sah. NeyepHy. 36 Sah. Ncee1pe.
/07 :2 Sah. Ney- . . .  Ney-.
5 i.e. TA MI£. 10 Sah. N£YPAN.

22 a.qKwz : copyist first wrote a.y, then cancelled y and added q above the line 
33 NNcz10Me : NNez10Me Bethge 269, poss. rightly (yet cf. GTh 51:20 and ThCont 

139:38, 139:42 Ncz10Me) 34 MN<T>t Bohlig 36 �[ - - - ]ya. read in photo-
graphs /07: I 1j11[TB' : T inexplicably cancelled by the copyist; ljl1T or ljl1c is the expected 
form 

107:3 TT.KW W Me NCOhOMWN : cf. Doresse Secret Books 170-71; Layton Harvard Theolog

ical Review 69 ( 1976) 35 n. 71; Reitzenstein Poimandres 186-87 
5 ca.<9ij : ca.<9qe is expected 8 n<eT> Layton IO t Ne Na.e1 NOYPAN t : emend to 

Na.ea Ne Noypa.N (thus Bohlig) 11 T<MNT> Bohlig 

§ 36

§ 37

§ 38

§ 39
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36. Thus when the prime parent of chaos 20 saw his son Sabaoth and the

glory ' that he was in, and perceived that he was greatest of all the authori

ties ' of chaos, he envied him. And ' having become wrathful he engen

dered Death out of his ' death: and he (viz., Death) was established over 

the sixth 25 heaven, (for} Sabaoth had been snatched up from there. 1 And 

thus the number ' of the six authorities of chaos was achieved. Then 

Death, ' being androgynous, mingled with his (own) nature ' and begot 

seven androgynous offspring. 30 

37. These are the names of the male ones: Jealousy, Wrath, 'Tears, Sigh

ing, Suffering, Lamentation, 'Bitter Weeping. And these are the names' 

of the female ones: Wrath, Pain, Lust, 'Sighing, Curse, Bitterness, Quar

relsomeness. 35 They had intercourse with one another, and each ' one begot 

seven, so that they amount to 107 forty-nine androgynous demons. ' 

38. Their names and their effects you will find ' in the Book of

Solomon.' 

39. And in the presence of these, Zoe, who 5 was with Sabaoth, created

seven ' good androgynous forces. ' These are the names of the male ones: 

the Unenvious, ' the Blessed, the Joy(ful}, the True, ' the Unbegrudging, 

the Beloved, 10 the Trustworthy. Also, as regards the female ones, these are 

their ' names: Peace, Gladness, Rejoicing, Blessedness, ' Truth, Love, 

Faith (Pistis). And' from these there are many good' and innocent spirits. 

107:3 it is not possible to identify precisely the work cited here; some possibilities are dis
cussed by J. Doresse. The Secret Books of the Egyptian Gnostics (New York: Viking. 1960). 
170-171
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15 NoyanoTE"-ECIIMA MN NOYENEPrE1A KNAZE Epooy ZN l NCXHMA NX 1- § 40 

MAPMENH' NTTTE ETMITTCA MTTITN MTTIMNTCNOOyc 

napx1lrENETWP AE NTAPEllNAY A TTINE NITmcT1c ZN NMMooy A ll"-Y- § 41 

20 TTEI EMAIITE MA l\.lCTA NTAPEl.j'CWTM ATECCMH I ECEINE NT(YOPTT' NCMH 

TAEI ENTAZIMOY TE EPOl.j EBOl\. ZN MMOOY AYW I NTAPEl.jEIME XE 

25 TAEI TE NTAZt PA N I EPOl.j' AljE(Y EZOM Alj(YITTE EXN TEll'IITTAPABA-

CIC ayw NTAPEll'EIME NAIME XE oyN oypwME NATMOY PPMloyoE1N 

cyoon' z1 TE(lEZH A ll(YTOP'ITP EMA TE XE NE A ll(YPTTNxooc' I NN-

30 NOY TE THPOY MN NoyarrEl\.OC N XE ANOK' TTE TTNOY TE MN KEOYA I 

35 

*p. 1081 

(156L.) 

cyoon' axm NE A llP zoTE rap MHlnwc NCEEIME XE oyN KEoya I 

cyoon' z, TE(lEZH NCEPKATArilNWCKE MMOll' 

NTO(l AE zwc A NOIIHTOC A(lKATAcl>PONEI NTKATArNwlc1c ayw 

AljTOl\. MA TTEX A l.j x� Ecy*xE oya cyoon' ZI TAEZH MAPEllOYWNZ I 

EBOl\. KAC' ENANAY ETTEl.j'OYOEIN 

ayw I NTE Y NOY EiC oyoE1N A (lEI EBO"- ZN TMAzlcyMOYNE ETMTTCA 

5 NZPE A (j.X.WBE NMTTHYRE THPOY MTTKAZ' 

§ 42 

§ 43 

NT A PE napx1rENETWP' I NAY ETTOYOEIN XE NEcwq' Eqnpp1woy' I § 44 

aqp tyTTHPE ayw aqcymE EMA TE NTAPE I moyoE1N oywNz EBO"-

10 A YEINE PPWME I 6W"-TT' EBO"- NZHTq' Eqo N(YTTHPE EMAIITE ayw MTTE 

l\. A AY NAY Epoq' EI MHT1' a1napx1rENETWP' oyaaq' MN TETTPONOIA I 

ETNMMAq' nEq'oyoEIN AE aq'oywNz EBO"-' I NNA Y NA MIC THPOY 

NMTTHYE ETBE TTAEI I A ytyTOPTP THPOY EBO"- ZITOOTij' 

15 TOTE TTTPOIINO1a NTAPECNAY amarrEl\.oc A CMEPITll' I NToq' §45 

AE NE(j'MOCTE MMOC' XE NECZI TTKAIKE NECoywcy AE A 60l\.XC 

MMO(j' MTTECl6M 6OM NTAPECTMtyTX.60 MTTECMEEIE I A CTTWZT' 

MTTECOYOEIN' EXM TTKAZ 

14-15 Sah. Ney- . . .  Ney-. 16 i.e. T(!IIMAPME:NH, ii ciµapµEVTJ (sim. passim). 
19 i.e. lN MMOOY (poss. emend thus). 26-27 i.e. PMNOYOE:IN. 29 Sah. NE:yArre11.oc. 
/08:2 KAC: Sah . .ll.E:KAAC. 
3 i.e. oyoyoelN (Bohlig emends thus). 
12 E:TNMMA<I: i.e. E:TNMMAq. 

21 e1Ne : 1 added above the line 
/08: I oyiii oyA (!loon is expected (prob. emend thus) 
7 NT Ape : no superlin. stroke could be inscribed above N because of an original imper

fection in the papyrus 
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40. Their influences ,s and their effects you will find in I the 

Configurations of the Fate of Heaven That ls' beneath the Twelve.' 

41. And having seen the likeness ' of Pistis in the waters, the prime

parent grieved very much, 20 especially when he heard her voice, 1 like the 

first voice that had ' called to him out of the waters. And ' when he knew 

that it was she who had given a name ' to him, he sighed. He was 

ashamed on account of his 25 transgression. And when he had come to 

know in truth ' that an immortal man ' of light had been existing before 

him, he was greatly disturbed;' for he had previously said' to all the gods 

and their angels, 30 "It is I who am god. No other one ' exists apart from 

me.'' For he had been afraid ' they might know that another ' had been in 

existence before him, and might condemn' him. 

42. But he, being devoid of understanding, 3s scoffed at the condemna

tion' and acted recklessly. He said, "If 108 anything has existed before 

me, let it appear,' so that we may see its light." 

43. And ' immediately, behold! Light came out of the eighth heaven '

above and passed through all of the heavens 5 of the earth. 

44. When the prime parent ' saw that the light was beautiful as it radi

ated, ' he was amazed. And he was greatly ashamed. As ' that light 

appeared, a human likeness' appeared within it, very wonderful. 10  And no 

one saw it except for' the prime parent and Pronoia, 'who was with him. 

Yet its light appeared' to all the forces of the heavens. Because of this' 

they were all troubled by it. 

45. Then 15 when Pronoia saw that emissary (aggelos), she became

enamored of him. ' But he hated her because she was on the darkness. ' 

But she desired to embrace him, and she was not 'able to. When she was 

unable to assuage her love. ' she poured out her light upon the earth. 
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.x 1M' R cJ>ooy ETMMAY AYMOYTE AnArrel\.oc EITMMAY .xe A.A.AM' 

oyoe1N ETE ne1.1oywzM I ne npMNCNOI.I' Noyoe1N Ayw ATIKAZ I 

<NTAl.j>nwpcy' EBO"-' EX.WI.I' A.A.AMAN ET'OyAAB' I ETE TIEl.j'OYWZM' 

§46 

25 TIE TIKAZ NAA AMANTIIINH ETOYAAB 

30 

*p. 1091 

(157L.) 

5 

.x1M cJ>ooy' ETMMAY AYPITIMA MTICNOI.I' NTnApeeNoc Ncs 1 NEl3oy- § 47 

CIA THPOY TIKAZ AE Al.jTOyBO ETBE It TICNOCS NTTIAP0ENOC 

Nzoyo AE Nzoyo I ATIMooy ToyBo z1TM ne1Ne NTTIICTIC II Tco4>1A 

TAEI NTAzoywNz EBO"-' MlnApx1rENETWP' ZNNMMOOY ZNNOYIE Y-
1'.oroN cse Ay .xooc .xe ZITN MMooy I 

MTITHPI.I' * l.jTOyBO MMOl.j 

TIMO<?Y ETOYAAB ETTEi l.jTNZO 

EBO"- zii.1 mcNOI.I' Ncyopn' I Anepwc oywNz EBO"- e1.1O NzoyT-

cz1ME I TEl.jMNTzooyT' ne ZIMIPHf1c e1.1O NIKWZT' EBO"- zii.1 n oy-

OEIN TEl.jMNTCZIIIME ETNMMAI.I' oyljlyxH NCNOI.I' oyelBO"- TE 

ZN TOyCIA NTTIPONOIA NECWl.j' I EMA TE ZM TIEl.jCA E YNTEl.j' XAPIC 

TIAPA I NCWNT' THPOY MTIXAOC 

§48

§49 

10 TOTE ANNOYITE THPOY MN NOyAr'rel\.oc NTAPOYNAY II Anepwc AY- § 50

15 

MEPITl.j' NTAPEl.j'OyWNZ AE I EBOl\. NZHTOy THPOY Al.jPAKZOy N-

ee I EBO"- ZN oyzHBC oywT tyAPE ZAZ NZHBC 1.xepo Ayw moyoe1N 

oywT' MMAY TIZHBC I AE MAl.jCSW.XB 

.XWWPE EBO"- ZN NCWNT' THPOY MTIXAIOC 

AYW NTEEIZE ATIIEPWC I

Ayw i-ine1.1csw.xe 

KATA ee EBO"- ZN I TMECOTHC ETOYTE noyoe1N MN TIKAIKE Al.I- § 51 

oywNz EBO"- NCSI nepwc ZN TMEICOTHC NNArrel\.OC MN PPWME AC-

20 XWK II EBO"- NCSI TC yNoyc1A M°nepwc Te"ize I ezpA"i zii.1 TIKAZ Act 

oyw Ncs I Tcyopu NIZHAONH 

21 i.e. iiioyoe1N (Bohlig emends thus). 
31 i.e. ZN MMooy. 
/09:5 i.e. E:TNMMAlj. 
9 Sah. NE:yArre1,.oc. 12 i.e. iiioywT. 13 i.e. NoywT. 
20 i.e. NTE:E:IZE:. 

23 <NTAq> Layton 24-25 nKAZ NAAAMANTIINH: for lhe incongruous feminine end-
ing (-TIVTJ) cf. Kasser Kemi 20 ( 1970) 52, Layton Harvard Theological Review 69 ( 1976) 52 

28 t cNo<S : emend lo cNoq (1hus Schenke) 
/09 :3 ZIMIPHPIC : i.e. Himeros: ZIMHPIC em. Bohlig (comparing 'lµip10<;) 
12 oyzHBc : H added above 1he line 
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46. Since 20 that day, that emissary has been called ' ••Adam of Light,••

whose rendering ' is • 'the luminous man of blood,'' and the earth 1 (upon 

which it �her light)) spread, (has been called) "holy Adamas," 1 whose 

rendering is ''the Holy Land of Adamantine. •• 25 

47. Since that day, ' all the authorities have honored the blood of the

virgin.' And the earth was purified on account of' the blood of the virgin. 

48. But most of all, ' the water was purified through the likeness of

Pistis 30 Sophia, who had appeared to ' the prime parent in the waters. 

Justly,' then, it has been said: "through the waters." 'The holy water, 

since it vivifies the all, 109 purifies it. 

49. Out of that first blood ' Eros appeared, being androgynous. ' His

masculinity is Himireris (i.e., Himeros), being ' fire from the light. His 

femininity5 that is with him-a soul of blood-is from ' the stuff of Pronoia. 

He is very lovely 'in his beauty, having a charm beyond' all creatures of 

chaos. 

50. Then all the gods ' and their angels, when they beheld 10 Eros,

became enamored of him. And appearing ' in all of them he set them afire: 

just as ' from a single lamp many lamps ' are lit, and one and the same 

light is there, but the lamp ' is not diminished. And in this way Eros 15 

became dispersed in all the created beings of chaos, ' and was not dimin

ished. 

51. Just as from ' the midpoint of light and darkness ' Eros appeared

and at the midpoint ' of the angels and mankind 20 the sexual union of Eros 

was consummated, so' out of the earth the primal pleasure blossomed. ' 

108:23 Adamas: or, Adaman 
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ATCZIME: oyAZC NCA TIKAZ I AYUl AnrAMOC OYHZ NCA TCZI- § 52 

25 ME An'lxno oyHz NCA nrAMOC Anew11. e:eo11. II t eyAZll NCA 

ne:xno 

MMNNCA ne:pwc I E TMMAy ATBE:NE:11.A A J\.e: t oyw e:zpA"i I e:eoJI. zi-1 § 53

TIICNOll NTAYTIAZTq E:X M I TIKAZ E:TBE: TIA "i NE:T'CUl MMO(l' (YAYIXTIO 

30 NAY NTe:meyMIA NTCYNOYCIA II MMNNCA TBE:NE:11.OO11.E: AyBENKNI-

*p. 110 1 

(158 L.) 

5 

TE: MNNoyee:N11.AzMe:N t oyw e:zlpA"i zi-1 TIKAZ MN nKe:ce:e:ne: N(YHN I 

KATA re:Noc e:yNTAy MMAY t:1noylcne:pMA zpA"i NZHToy e:eo11. ZM 

n'*cne:pMA NNe:3oyc1A MN NOyArre:11.oc I 

TOTE: TA IKAIOCYNH ACTAME:IO nnAIPAAE:ICOC E:NE:CUllj E:ljMTIBOJ\.' 

MTIK YIK11.OC MTIOOZ MN OK YKJ\.OC MTIPH ZM II TIKAZ NTPYcl>H' E:T<N>MMA 

N(YA ZN TMHTE: I NNWNE: AYW Te:meyMIA ZN TMHTE: NIN(YHN E:NE:-

cwoy e: yo N11.Az11.z Ayw I TI(YHN MTIWNZ NN ATMOY Nee: NTAll'loywNz 

10 e:eo11. zi-1 noyw(Y MTINOy Te: I zi-1 ncA MZ1T' t:1nnAPAAe:1coc ATPEllP I M-

'l'YXH NNE:TOyAAB' NAeANATOC N AE: I  I E:TNNH Y E:8O11.' ZN NTIJ\.ACMA N-

TMNTIZHKE: NTCYN'Te:11.e:1A MTIA1WN ne:yAN I AE MTI(YHN MTIWNZ Nee: 

15 MTIPH Ayw II NE(IKJ\.AAOC Ne:cwoy Ne:(lcswee: Nee: I NNA TIKYTIA-

pIccoc ne:(IKApnoc Nee: I NN1cMAZ Ne:11.0011.e: e:(loyoecy ne:(IXll-

ce: BHK (YAZPA
0

i ETTIE: 

§ 54

20 Ayw ATOYWll TI(YH(N) I NTrNwc,c e:yNTAll' MMAY NT AYNAMIC II M- § 55

nNoyTe: ne:(l'e:ooy o Nee: t:1nooz Ell'lnrp1woy EMA Te: Ayw 

NE:ljTAP' NE:CWOy I NE:ljCSW WBE: 0 Nee: NNICSUlUlBE: NKNTE: 

ne:(IKApnoc o Nee: NNIBNNe:' E:TNANOYIOY N11.e:z11.z n Ae: I  AE 

25 E:ljZI TICA MZIT' MTIAIIPAA ICOC ATPE:ll'TWOYN NM'JIYXH E:8011. I ZN TB(YE:' 

NNA AIMWN xe:KAAC e:yNHY I e:zoyN' e:n(YHN' MTIWNZ Nce:oywM' i-1I

TIE:(IKApnoc Ayw NCEPKATAKPINE NNle:3oyc1 A  MN NOyAr're:11.oc 

30 nAnare:11.e:cllMA t:1ne:e:1(YHN (ICHZ ZN x Ie:pA e1e11.oc I xe: NTOK ne: 

23-24 oyHz ... oyHz (infinit ives) : Sah. oyuq ... oyAzq: cf. Funk3 n. I.
31 i.e. MN oyee-. 33-34 Sah. MTTEYCTTEPMA. 
I /0 :5 i.e. poss. TTKAZ NTTPY$H. 8 i.e. NATMOy. 13 i.e. ZN TCYNTEl,,EIA. 
24 i.e. nnApA.11.1coc (Bohlig emend� thus ). 26 Sah . .XEKAAC eyee:1 cf . / Clem. 48:2

Achmimic = Ps. 117: 19 Sahidic: explained by Polots ky. 29 Sah. NEyArre:1,,oc. 
30 i.e. T(!jlEPA, TJ tEpll. 

22 ATCZIME oyAZC NCA TTKAZ: AnzooyT oyAZ(j NCA TTKAZ ATCZIME oyAZC NCA 
nzooyT em. Bethge 25 t eyAzq: em. 10 oyAzq 

110:5 <N> La yton 13 <z>N TCYNTE"-EIA Bohl ig neyAN: noyAe1N em. Schenke 

§ 56
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52. The woman followed earth. ' And marriage followed woman.

Birth followed marriage. Dissolution 25 followed birth. 

53. After that Eros, 'the grapevine sprouted up 'out of that blood, which

had been shed over ' the earth. Because of this, those who drink of it 1 

conceive the desire of sexual union. 30 After the grapevine, a fig tree• and a 

pomegranate tree sprouted up from ' the earth, together with the rest of the 

trees, ' all species, having ' within them their seed from the 110 seed of the 

authorities and their angels. ' 

54. Then Justice created Paradise, ' being beautiful and being outside

the orbit' of the moon and the.orbit of the sun in 5 the Land of Wantonness, 

in the East in the midst ' of the stones. And desire is in the midst of ' the 

beautiful, appetizing trees. And ' the tree of eternal life is as it ' appeared 

by God's will,'° to the north of Paradise, so that it might make' eternal the 

souls of the pure, ' who shall come forth from the modelled forms (plas

mata) of poverty 'at the consummation of the age (aeon). Now the color' 

of the tree of life is like the sun. And 15 its branches are beautiful. Its 

leaves are like ' those of the cypress. Its fruit is like ' a bunch of grapes 

when it is white. Its height' goes as far as heaven. 

55. And next to it (is) the tree ' of acquaintance (gnosis), having the

strength (dynamis) 20 of God. Its glory is like the moon ' when fully radiant. 

And its branches are beautiful. ' Its leaves are like fig leaves. ' Its fruit is 

like a good appetizing date. ' And this tree is to the north of Paradise, 25 so 

that it might arouse the souls from ' the torpor of the demons, in order that 

they might approach ' the tree of life and eat of ' its fruit and so condemn 

the 'authorities and their angels. 

56. The effect 30 of this tree is described in the Sacred Book,' to wit: "It

is you who are 
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ncyHN NTrNwc1c TTAEI I ETZM TTAPA AE1coc nAe:1 NTA ncyopn' I PPWME 

oyo Mq' AqoyHN' AneqNoyc I AqMPPE TEq'�BPEINE A(jPKA TA KPINE * 

<N>NKEEINE NAll.11.0TPION A(jCIXANE EPOIOY' 

MNNCA TTAEI AE ATBENXOEIT' t oyw I EZPA 0i TAEI ETNA Toyeo tiiji- § 57 

5 pw oy MN NIA Px1epe yc NTA1 KA1oc yNH NAE1 ETNAlloywNz eeo11. ZN N-

ZAEY NNezo oy' EA ITBENXOEIT AE oywNz eeo11. ZM noyole1N Mncyopn' 

NA.A.A M ETBE TTXPICMA I ETOY<NA>XIT(j' 

to T�opn' AE Mljlyx H A CMPPE I nepwc ETNNMMAC AcnwzT' MTTECII- § 58 

<c>Noq' EZPA 0

i exwq' Ayw EXM TTKA Z EBO"- I AE ZM ncNoq' ETM-

MAY ATOYPT' t oylw EZPA
0

i ZM TTKA Z Ncyopn' eeo11. ZM I n�ONTE EYPA-

cye i-inoyo e1N TTA
0

i ET'INAOYWNZ eeo11. ZM TTBATOC 

15 MMNNCA II TTAEI AN' NZPHPE e:Necw oy e: To NCTOEI I ENANoyq' Ayt § 59 

oyw ezpA"i ZM TTKAZ KAITA re:Noc eeo11. ZN Toye:1 Toye:1 MTTA Plee:Noc N-

20 TE NtyEEPE NTTTPONOIA ' I NAEI NTA POYMEPE TTEPWC AYTTWZT' II M-

noycNoq' exwq' Ayw EXM TTKA Z' 

MIMNNCA NAe:1 ' A BOTANH N1 M' t oyw ezlPA"i zioi TTKAz KATA re:Noc § 60 

e yNTAY MIMAY Mnecne pMA NE3oyc1 A MN NOYIA r're:11.oc MNNCA 

25 NAEI' ANE3oyc1A II CWNT' eeo11. ZN MMOoy NeHp1 0N NIM I KATA re

NOC Ayw NX ATBE MN NZA'l"-ATE KATA re:Noc eyNTAy MMAY Mlncnep

MA Ne 3oyc1 A MN NOyA rre:11.oc I 

30 zA TEZH AE NNAE I THPOY NTAp eq'oyllwNz eeo11. ' Mncyopn' Nzooy § 61

Aqcsw I z1xM TTKA[z] MTTPHTE Nzo oy CNAY AqlKW NTTTPONOIA ETMTTCA 

MTTITN ZN I TTTE A(jBWK' ezp A"i eneq'oyo e1N Ayw I NTEYNOY 

32 i.e. nnAPaAe1coc (Bohlig emends thus). 33 Sah. AqoyWN e. 
111 :9 i.e. E:TNMMAC. 
15 aN: Sah. oN. 20 Sah. MTTeycNoq. 
23 i.e. NNE:loyc1 A (Bohlig emends thus). 23-24 Sah. NE:yArre1,.oc. 28 i.e. NN-

e3oyc1a (Bohlig emends thus). NoyArre1,.oc: Sah. NeyArre1,.oc. 

111: I <N> Layton (cf. 111 :2 epooy) 
8 <NA> Quecke2 

IO <c>Noq sim. Bohlig 
23 MTTE:CTTE:PMA : M<noycnepMA ZPA"i NZHToy E:B01,. ZM> TTE:CTTE:PMA Quecke, with hesi

tation 
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the tree of acquaintance (gnosis), ' which is in Paradise, from which the 

first ' man ate and which opened his mind; ' and he loved his female coun

terpart and condemned 111 the other, alien likeness and loathed him." 1 

57. Now after it, the olive tree sprouted up, ' which was to purify the

kings and the 'high priests of righteousness, who were to s appear in the 

last days, since ' the olive tree appeared out of the light ' of the first Adam 

for the sake of the unguent 'that they were to receive. 

58. And the first soul (Psyche) loved ' Eros, who was with her, and

poured her blood 10 upon him and upon the earth. ' And out of that blood 

the rose first sprouted up, ' out of the earth, out of' the thorn bush, to be a 

source of joy for the light that ' was to appear in the bush. 15 

59. Moreover after this the beautiful, good-smelling flowers ' sprouted up

from the earth, ' different kinds, from every single virgin 'of the daughters 

of Pronoia. 'And they, when they had become enamored of Eros, poured 

out 20 their blood upon him and upon the earth. ' 

60. After these, every plant sprouted up ' from the earth, different

kinds, containing ' the seed of the authorities and their ' angels. After 

these, the authorities 25 created out of the waters all species of beast, ' and 

the reptiles and birds ' -different kinds-containing ' the seed of the 

authorities and their angels. ' 

61. But before all these, when he had appeared 30 on the first day, he

remained ' upon the earth, something like two days, and ' left the lower 

Pronoia in 'heaven, and ascended towards his light. And ' immediately 

11 I :6 appeared out of: or, appeared in 
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*p. 112 1 ATTKAKE tyWTTE AXt:i TT�<?c;:M<?[C] * THPC.j'' 
(l 60Bo.) TCOcJ)IA AE ETZN TTTE MTTCA MTTITN I NTAPECOywcy ACX I OYE3OY CIA § 62 

NTOOTC I NTTTICTIC ACTAM1O NZNNOCS NPEc.{"p oy olE1N MN Nc1oy TH-

5 poy ACKAAY ZN TTTE ATPOY IIP oyoE1N EX M TTKAZ Ayw CEXWK' EBO"-

NIZNCHMEION NXPONOC MN ZNKAIPOC MN I ZNPMTTOOYE AYW ZNNEBATE 

MN zNz ooy I MN zNoycyH MN zNcoy coy MN TTKECEETTE I THP'-1' Ayw 

10 NTEEIZE ATTMA THP'-1' PKOCMEI II Z IXN TTTE 

AA AM' AE oyOEIN' NTAPEl.j'oywcy I ABWK' EZOyN' ETTEl.j'OyOEIN § 63 

ETE n AE I TTE I ETMAZtyMOYNE MTTE'-1(9CSM csoM' ETBE I TMNTZHKE 

NTATWZ MN TTEl.j'OyOEIN TOTE I Al.jTAMEIO NA'-1' NOyNOCS N-

15 AIWN AYW ZM II TTAIWN' ETMMAY Al.jTAMIO NCOOy NAIWN I MN NOy

KOCMOC E YEIPE NCOOy E Y COTTT' I ANMTTH YE MTTXAOC MN NOY KOCMOC 

NICAtyl.j' NKWB 

NEEIAIWN AE THPOY MN NOY IKOCMOC E ycyoon' ZM TTETE MNTE'-1 § 64 

20 APHX '-1' II El.jOyTE TMAZtyMOY NE MN TTXAOC ETMTTIITN MMOC E Y HTI' MN 

TIKOCMOC ETE TTA T'IMNTZHKE TTE 

EtyXE Koywcy EEIME NT A IAl0ECIC NNAE I KNAZE EPOC ECCHZ ZM § 65 

25 TTMAZICA(9'-1 NKOCMOC NtylEPA"-IAC nEnpocJ>HIITHC 

ZA TEZH AE MTIATE AA.AM NOYOEIN PIANAXWPEI ZM TTXAOC ANE3OY- § 66 

c1A NAY EIPO'-1' AycweE NCA nApx1rENETWp' XE A'-l'IXE CSO"- El.jXW 

(§ 62) PAP .. OR.4926( I) (begins at 112:3 NTnlCTIC, breaks off ca. 112: IO NTAPEljOYWQl). 
(§§ 63-65) PAP. 
(§ 66) PAP .• OR.4926( I) (begins at 112:27 ITAPXlrENETWP). 

34 i.e. ExM. 
112 :5 Sah. AyW NCEXWI(. 7 i.e. ZENEBATE. 
10 i.e. NoyoEIN (Bohlig emends thus). 13 i.e. NTAZTwz (Bohlig emends thus). 16-17 

Sah. NEY- ... NEY-- 17 ANMITMyE : Sah. AMnHyE 
18-19 Sah. NEYKOCMOC. 
24 Sah. ZIEPA1'1AC. 

34 AX�: also Ax� can be read n�c:>C::Mc:>[c]: MC:,[c] exceeding letters. written below 
the line 

112 :2 A CXI: A XI Funk: cf. 98: 14 NTooT� read in photographs 3 p oy� read in 
photographs PEll'P oyoEIN: oy[AE]!NAy[E]l_[E] Or.4926(1) 5 ayw CEXWK: NC��IPE 
Or.4926( I) 9 Ayw ... PKOCMEI : shorter text (but mostly in lacuna) in Or.4926( I) 
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darkness covered all the universe. 112 

62. Now when she wished, the Sophia who was in the lower heaven 1 

received authority from ' Pistis, and fashioned great luminous bodies I and 

all the stars. And she put them in the sky to 5 shine upon the earth and to 

render ' temporal signs and seasons and ' years and mor)ths and days I and 

nights and moments and so forth. ' And in this way the entire region upon 

the sky was adorned. 10 

63. Now when Adam of Light conceived the wish ' to enter his light

i.e., ' the eighth heaven-he was unable to do so because of ' the poverty 

that had mingled with his light. Then' he created for himself a vast eter

nal realm (aeon). And within 15 that eternal realm he created six eternal 

realms' and their adornments, six in number, that were seven times better' 

than the heavens of chaos and their adornments. ' 

64. Now all these eternal realms and their' adornments exist within the

infinity 20 that is between the eighth heaven and the chaos below 'it, being 

counted with the universe that belongs to' poverty. 

65. If you (sg.) want to know the arrangement 'of these, you (sg.) will

find it written in the Seventh 'Universe of the Prophet Hieralias. 25

66. And before Adam of Light had' withdrawn in the chaos, the authori

ties saw him ' and laughed at the prime parent because he had ' lied when 

he said, 
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MMOC XE: ANOK' TTE: TTNOYITE: Mh l'I.A AY (YOOTT' Z: I  TAE:Z:H 

30 NTAPOYE: I  <YAIIPO(j' TTE:XAY XE: MH TTAE: I TT£ TTNOYTE: NTAZ:ITAKO M- §67

35 
*p.113 1 

(161 Bo.) 

5 

TTNE:PfON Aq'oywqiii ne x Aq .xe I ez:e' E:(YXE: TE:TNOYUJ <Y XE:-

KAC NE:'l'<YtSN I tSOM NT AKO MTTNeproN �MHE:ITN MA PNITAME:10 Noypw

ME: E:B07\ Z:M TTKAZ: KATA II TZIKUJN' MTINCUJMA' AYUJ KATA TIE:INE: * MTTH 

Nlj(YM(YE: NAN XE:KAACE: TIH E:(jqjA(N)INAy E:TTE:(j'E:INE: N(jME:-

PE:ITq' OYKE:TI (jNAITAKO MTTNE:PfON Al\l\A NE:TOYNA.XTIO-

oy I eeol'I. Z:M noyoetN NTNA AY NZMZA l'I. NAN II z:M TTXPONoc THPti M-

TIE:E:IAI UJN 

TT AE: 1 AE: I THP(I' NT A(j'(YUJTIE: KA TA TTTPONOIA NTTIIICTIC (YINA E:TTPUJ- § 68 

ME: NAoywNz eeol'I.' NINAZPM neq'E:INE: N(IKATAKPINE: MMooy I E:BOl\ ZM 

IO noyTTl'I.ACMA AYUJ noynl'I.ACMA I A(l(YUJTTE: N.Xol'l.xJi: MnoyoetN 

TOTE: NE:l.loyc1 A AY x1 NTrNw c,c ATPOYTAMI E: I npwMe ACP § 69 

<YOPTT' epooy NtSI TcocJ>tA I ZUJH lleD TAE:I E:T'ZATN CABAwe' Ayw 

15 Accw1ee NCA ToyrNUJMH xe Z:NBl'l.l'I.E:E:YE: NE: ZN II oyMNT-

ATcooyN AYTAMtoq' epooy oyAIAY AYUJ cecooyN AN .xe oy TT £  

E:TO yNAIAq' 

A IA TOyTo' ACP (YOPTT' epooy ACTAMto I N(YOPTT' MTIE:CPUJME: (YINA § 70

20 £(!NA TAME: I TTOYTil'I.ACMA Nee E:(INAPKATAcl>PONE:I MIIMooy AYUJ NTE:£1-

ze (INANOYZM' epooy I 

TT xno AE: MTTPE:(ITAMo NTAqqiwne NITE:E:I ZE: Tcocl>tA NTA- § 71

PE:CNoyxe NoyTJi:ltl'I.£ oyoe1N ACZAte E:XM TTMooy NTE:YINoy ATTPUJ-

25 ME: oywNz: eeol'I. eqo NzoyT'll cZ1ME: 

TJi:tl'I.£ E:TMMAY ACPTYTTOY MIMOC (YOPTT' NNoycwMA NCZIME: 

MNNCUJC ACPT ynoy MMoc ZM TTCUJjMA MTTE:INE: NTMAAY NTAz:oyUJNZ 

(§ 67) PAP .• OR.4926(1) (breaks off at 112:34 ZM nuz). 
(§§ 68-79) PAP. 

I I 3 :9 Sah. ney- ... ney-. 
14 Sah. TeyrNWMH. 16-17 i.e. eToyNa.a.a.11. 
19 i.e. neynAa.cMa.. 
23 i.e. l'ioyoe1N (Bohlig emends thus). 
25 i.e. TTA.t Ae. 26 i.e. N(!lopn (Bohlig emends thus) l'ioycwMa.. 

29 MA. >..a.a.y: ':IN 6£ Or.4926(1) 
29 NTa.poye1: TOT£ z�[ye1 a.z o]yN Or.4926(1) 35 ne1Ne: 1 added above the line 
I I 3: 13 neD cancelled by the copyist 
25-26 a.cpTynoy MIMoc : a.cpTynoy MMDII (i.e. MnMooy) em. Bethge 

§ 72
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• 'I t is I who am God.' No one exists before me.••

67. When they came to 30 him, they said, "Is this not the god who '

ruined_our work?" He answered and said,' "Yes. If you do not want 

him to be able ' to ruin our work, come let us ' create a man (i.e., human 

being) out of earth, according to 35 the image (eikon) of our body an� 

according to the likeness 113 of this being (viz., Adam of Light), to serve 

us; so that when he (viz., Adam of Light) ' sees his likeness he might 

become enamored of it. No longer will he ' ruin our work; rather, ' we 

shall make those who are born out of the light our servants 5 for all the 

duration of this eternal realm (aeon). 

68. Now all of this' came to pass according to the forethought (pronoia)

of Pistis, ' in order that man should appear after ' his likeness, and should 

condemn them ' because of their modelled form (plasma). And their 

modelled fonn 1!! became an enclosure of the light. 

69. Then the authorities' received the acquaintance (gnosis) necessary to

create ' man. Sophia ' Zoe-she who is with Sabaoth-had anticipated 

them. And she laughed ' at their decision. For they are blind: 15 against 

their own interests they ignorantly created him. ' And they do not realize 

what they are about to do. ' 

70. The reason she anticipated them and made her own man (i.e.,

human being) ' first, was in order that he might instruct ' their modelled 

form (plasma) how to despise 20 them and thus to escape from them.' 

71. Now the production of the instructor came about ' as follows.

When Sophia let fall a droplet ' of light, it flowed onto the water, ' and 

immediately a human being appeared, being androgynous. 25 

72. That droplet she moulded ' first as a female body. Afterwards, '

using the body she moulded it ' in the likeness of the mother, which had 

appeared.' 

112:29 No one exists before me : the British Library manuscript has No other exists 

before me 

113:25 That droplet she molded : text possibly erroneous; correct text possibly That drop

let gave form to the water 
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30 €BOA I ACXOIC.C €BOA 21TN MNTCNooyc N E:BOT' ft a.y.xno NOY-

35 

*p. 1141

(162 Bo.) 

5 

rwMe tii2oyT'c21Me n Ae • I E:N2E:AAHN Moy Te eroq .xe 2erMa.c2)rolAI

THC T�qMAAY NA E: tii2eBra.1oc MOYITe eroc xe � y2a. NZWH eTe 

TreqTAMO I Te MTTWN2 

neccgHre Ae ne nxno II eTo Nxoe1c MMNNcwc' AN[e).loyc,a. 

* MoyTe eroq' xe neHr1ON ATreqpnAANA I NNoynAACMA eerMH-

N E:IA MneHr10N' I ne nreq'TAMo 

ra.rooy THPOY 

a.y2e ra.r' eroq' eqo NCAB E: I na.-

e y2A (SE: T E:  T<gorn' MIITTAP8€NOC TAE:I AXN 2ooyT' AC<9AM1Ce 

NTOC ne NTA2P coelN eroc oyAATC 

§ 73

§ 74

AIA I Toy To cexw MMOC epoc xe a.cxooc .xe AINOK ne nMe- § 75
roe NTAMAAY a.yw a.No1C.·' Te I TMAAY' ANO"-' Te T21Me a.-

10 NOIC.' Te Tna.reeNOC II ANOIC.' TE:TE: E:T' ANOIC.' Te T'Co-

€IN TTA2AE:I TT E:NTA2.XTTO-

e, a.ylw ANOIC.' Te Teq'MAAY a.yw NToq' ne na.e1wT' I a.yw na.-

xoe1c NToq' ne TAtSOM' neTq'oyja.<gij q.xw MMoq' e y Aor-

15 WC AAIIAa.21.xne oyrwMe tiixoe1c 

NAel .1,.e 2M noylwcg < - - - > a.ytSwAn' €BOA' NM'l!yXH NCABAwe' § 76 

I MN neqxc n. D NAE:I E:TNNHy AM'ITAACMA I N E:.lOYCIA a.yw €TB€ 

NAE:I' AT E:CMH E:TOYAAB' I xooc .xe A<gAE:I Ayw NT E:TNANAE:I' er• 

20 xone,c €.X N NCWNT' THroy a.yw NAE:I Ne NTAYI PAIXMAAWTIZ E: M-

25 

MOOY KATA IC.AHroc elBOA 21TN na.rx1reNeTwr' a.yw NTee12e I 

a.yoT'noy ezoy N eN<gTeKwoy NNTTAACIMA t H 2N TcyN'TeAe1a. M

na.1wN t

2M n1C.a.1llroc Ae eTMMAY TOT E: a.na.rx,reNeTwr I a.qt oyrNwMH N-

NeTNMMAq' eTBe nrwlMe TOTe a.noya. noya. N2HToy Noy xe I M-

neq'cnerMa. exN TMHTe tiie2�ne Mln1C.A2 

I 14: 14-15 i.e. Al'l.l'I.A a.mme (Bohlig emends thus). 
18 i.e. NNE:loyc1a. (Bethge emends thus). 
26 i.e. NNE:TNMMAC,I. 28 i.e. NTZ;;ne. 

1/4: 15-16 ZM noyfW<g < - - - >: main clause accidently omitted: ZM noyW<g <Nca.ua.we 
MN neqxc> em. Bethge removing text from line 17 and transposing it to line 16 17 n . D: 
copyist wrote and then cancelled a false start of e or c 24 t H ZN TCyN'Tel'l.e1a. M
na.1wN t : this phrase is poss. a gloss. not part of author's text : desired sense is not appar
ent: qJA TCYNT£l'l.£1A MTTAIWN em. Bohlig 

§ 77
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And she finished it in twelve months. 30 An androgynous human being was 

produced, ' whom the Greeks call Hermaphrodites; 'and whose mother the 

Hebrews call ' Eve of Life (Eve of Zoe), namely, the female instructor ' of 

life. 

73. Her offspring is the creature 15 that is lord. Afterwards, the authori

ties ll4 called it "Beast," so that it might lead astray 'their modelled 

creatures (plasmata ). The interpretation of "the beast" ' is "the instruc

tor.·· For it was found to be the wisest' of all beings. 

74. Now, Eve is the first 5 virgin, the one who without a husband bore her 

first offspring. 'It is she who served as her own midwife. 

75. For' this reason she is held to have said: '

•'It is I who am the part of my mother: And it is I who am' the mother. 

It is I who am the wife; It is I who am the virgin. io

It is I who am pregnant; It is I who am the midwife. 

It is I who am the one that' comforts pains of travail. 

It is my husband who bore me; And' it is I who am his mother. 

And it is he who is my father ' and my lord. 

It is he who is my force; What he desires,' he says with reason. 

ram in the process of becoming; Yet 15 I have borne a man as lord." 

76. Now these through the will ' ( ... ). The souls ' that were going to

enter the modelled forms (plasmata) of the authorities were manifested to 

Sabaoth and his Christ.' And regarding these the holy voice' said, "Mul

tiply and improve! Be lord 20 over all creatures." And it is they who were' 

taken captive, according to their destinies, by ' the prime parent. And 

thus' they were shut into the prisons of the modelled forms (plasmata). ' 

Or: at the consummation of the age (aeon). 

77. And at that time, 25 the prime parent then ' rendered an opinion con

cerning man to those who were with him. ' Then each of them cast ' his 

sperm into the midst of the navel of' the earth. 

114: 15-17 Now these ... were manifested to Sabaoth and his Christ : some words possi

bly omilted here in error; or else the text has been disarranged, the correct text being Now this 

was manifested through the will of Sabaoth and his Christ to the souls that were going to 

enter 

114:24 Or: ... of the age (aeon): the text of this sentence is erroneous 
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X IM cj)ooy E:TMMAY ATICA<yq NAP'IIXWN PTI.11.ACCE: MTIPWME: E:TIE:(j

C WMA I ME:N £IN£ MnoycwMA TIE:q'e1Ne 11.e eq'IE:INE: MTIPWME: NTA 2-

oywN2 eBo.11. NAY I TIE:(ITI.11.ACMA Aq<ywTie K[A]TA Mepoc MITIOYA 

35 TIOYA TIOyNotS 11.e AtjTAME:1£ II TIE:rKecj)�.11.oN MN TIATKAC 

*p. 1151 

(163 Bo.)

5 

MMNNC WC It AY<?)'WN2 €BO.II. zwc ATE:l.j'E:ZH t Aq<yWTIE: * Noy-

P WME: M'l'YXIKOC AYW AyMoy TE: e1Poq' XE: All.AM' €TE: TIAE:I TI€ 

TIE:I WT' KATA I TIPAN MTIE:T'21 T€(1'€2H 

NTApoyxwK 11.e NIAAAM' A(IKAA'I NNoycKeyoc £Aqx 1 Mopllcj)H Nee 

NNIZOY2€ €MN TINE:YMA N2HTq' I €TB€ TI€€12 WB NTAPE: TINOtS N-

APXWN I ji TIM€£y€ MTI(9AX€ NTTIICTIC A(IP 2OT€ I MHTI WC N(j I NtS I TIPMM

ME: e2oyN' eneq'ln.11.ACMA Nqp xo e1c exwq" 

§ 78

§ 79 

§ 80 

JO £TB£ n A£ 1 Aq'IIKw MneqTI.11.ACMA N2Me NZooy xwr•� I 'l'YXH Ayw § 81

A(l'ANAXWPE:I A(jKAAq' z� TI�[AZ]IZME: 11.€ N200Y ATCO cj)IA NZWH 

TNNooy I MTIE:CN1qe e2oyN AAAAM TI A£ 1 eTe MN I 'l'YXH M-

IS MO l.j' A(IAPXE:I NK IM ZIXM TIKA 2 I AYW MTIE:(jq)tSM tSOM' E:T WOYN 

TE: 

ncA<yij I 11.e NAPXWN NTApoye I AYNAY eroq' AYl<YTOPTP £MA- § 82

AYt TIE:yoyo el €2OYN etroq' AYE:MA 2T€ MMoq' AYW TIE:-

20 XA(I' MITINl(j€ €TN2HT ij XE: NTOK' NIM' AYW NIITOK'E:I €BO.II. T WN 

E:NIMA Aq'oyw<9B I TIE:XAq' xe NTAE:1£1 eBo.11. ZITN-T AYNAIMIC M-

TIPWME: £TB£ TITAKO MTIE:TNE:PlroN 

(§ 80)PAP .. OR.4926(1 ) (? begins ca. 115;4 eaq.x1, ?breaks off at 115:9 NqP .xoe1c).
(§81-89)PAP.

31 Sah. MneycwMa. 34 Sah. neyNo,s. 

36 i.e. ZA T£(j£ZH. 

J J 5 :4 Sah. ZN oycKeyoc. 8 i.e. N(l£l 

12 NZWH: i.e. ZWH: cf. on 104:28. 

19-20 Sah. NTAKE:J (Bethge emends thus). 20 £NIMA: Sah. £TT££1MA.

36 a�ywNZ : for 1,1 can also be read'!'; 9y read from small, ambiguous traces <Z>A-

TE:q'ezH Bohlig 

J J 5 ;6 £TB£ nee1zw11: lacuna in Or.4926( I), too short for this phrase 

11 zi:i : M is definite, superlin. stroke restored nt:t[az] sim. rest. Wisse : the word MAZ 

must have extended far into the right margin and may have been written as an afterthought 
18 nexaq : for the abrupt shift to singular cf. HypArch 88:3 and Layton Harvard Theo

logical Review69 (1976) 50 n. 41 : ne.xay em. Bohlig 
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78. Since that day, the seven rulers 30 have fashioned (plassein) man

with his body ' resembling their body, but his likeness ' resembling the 

man that had appeared to them. 'His modelling (plasma) took place by 

parts, ' one at a time. And their leader fashioned 35 the brain and the ner

vous system. 

79. Afterwards ' he appeared as prior to him. He became HS a soul

endowed (psykhikos) man. And he was called ' Adam, that is, "father," 

according to 'the name of the one that existed before him. 

80. And when they had finished ' Adam, he abandoned him as an inani

mate vessel (skeuos), since he had taken form 5 like an abortion, in that no 

spirit was in him. ' Regarding this thing, when the chief ruler ' remembered 

the saying of Pistis, he was afraid ' lest the true man enter his ' modelled 

form (plasma) and become its lord. 

81. For this reason he 10 left his modelled form (plasma) forty days

without ' soul, and he withdrew and abandoned it. Now on the fortieth ' 

day, Sophia Zoe sent' her breath into Adam, who had no' soul. He began 

to move upon the ground. 15 And he could not stand up. 

82. Then when the seven ' rulers came, they saw him and ' were greatly

disturbed. They went up to ' him and seized him. And he (viz., the chief 

ruler) said to' the breath within him, "Who are you? And 20 whence did 

you come hither?" It answered ' and said, "I have come from the force 

(dynamis) 'of the man for the destruction of your work.'' ' 

114:36 appeared as prior to him: text erroneous 
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< - - - > NTAPOYC WTM AYt eooy NA,(' xe a,11t NAY MTON eej>Te 8
25 MN npooy'!) eTOYNIIZHTtf' To Te AyMoyTe ecj)ooy eTMMAY I xe TA-

NAnayc 1c xe AYMTON MMooy I eeo" ZN oyz1c e 

NTepoyNAY Ae e AAAM' I xe Mneqt9TwoyN AYPA'!)e ayq1Tq' I ay- o,

30 r.:aa q ZM nna ra.Ae1co c ayw AY PAIINAxwre, ezra·, eNoyi-inHye 

MNNICA nz:ooy NTANATIAyc 1c ATcoc1>1a I xooy NZWH Tect9eepe ey- oi 
MOyTe I epo c xe �yza z:wc p eq'TAMo ATp ec lToyNo c Ab.AM' nae ,  

35 €MN 'i'YXH NZHTtl II xer.:AAC NE:TE:(jNAXTIOOY f e]yNA'!)Wlne N Ar r e,o N 

Mnoy9[e1N' 

*p. 116 1 

(164B6.) 

5 

NT]�[p)e * eyza NAY enect9epe1Ne eqNHX' AC(!)N I ZTHC Z:A-

poq' Ayw TIE:XAC xe Ab.AM' WNZ I TWOYN ZIXM nr.:AZ NTey-

NOY a nect9Alxe '!)wne Noyep ro N NTAp e Ab.AM ra.P' II TwoyN N-

TeyNoy AtjoyeN' NNeqBA"-' I NTAPE:(INAY epo c nexa tj xe NTo 

eyNAMOYITe epo xe TMAAY NNE:TONZ xe NTO neTAZlt NAE:I M

nwNz: 

TOTE: AYTAMe Ne3oyc 1A'  I xe TIOYTI"-ACMA o Nz:' ayw AtJTWOYN §8'
10 ayQt9TOPTP eMATe ' ay xooy CA'!)q' N APXAr 'lr e"o c ATPOYNAY 

eneNTAZ:q)WTIE: 

aye, I '!)A Ab.AM 

NOYE:PH Y xe oyoy TE: Te e1p Mjoyo elN l(AI ra p €CINE: MTIIE:INE: NTAZ-

15 oyllwNz eeo" NAN ZM moyo elN TeNoy AMHlelTN MAPN E:MAZTe M-

MOC NTNNoyxe I MnNCnep MA epo c  xer.:a a c  ect9AXWZM I NNE:C(96M 

6OM' Ne wr.:' ezra·i enecoyo e1(N) I A"-"-A NeT'CNAxnooy c eNAP-

20 zyno T  Acee II NAN 

MTIPTPNxoo c Ae N A.A.AM xe oyeeo" I NZ HTN AN ne A"-"-A § 89

MAPN E:INe NOYB'9€ I ezp a"i exwq' ayw MAPNTCeeoq' ZM neq'IZINHB 

30 Sah. eNeynHye. 

l 16 :9 Sah. neyn,-a.cMa..

13 Sah. NN£Y£PHY- 13-14 i.e. PMNOyoelN. 14 i.e. ece1Ne.

23 < - - - > : some words accidently omitted (Bethge explains thus) 24 eTNZHTq is 

expected (poss. emend thus) 27 ZN <N>oyz1ce em. Bethge, prob. rightly 

34 £MN 'i'YXH : £MN nNeyMA em. Bethge 364, with hesitation 35 xnooy read in 

photographs 36 sim. rest. Bohlig 

l 16 :21 AN ne: AN Te em. Bethge
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83. { ... } When they heard, they glorified him, sine:e he ' gave them

respite from the fear and the anxiety in which they found themselves. is 

Then they called that day ' "Rest" (anapausis), in as much as they had 

rested' from toil.

84. And when they saw that Adam ' could not stand up, they were glad,

and they took him ' and put him in Paradise. And they withdrew JO up to 

their heavens. 

85. After ' the day of rest Sophia ' sent her daughter Zoe, being called '

Eve, as an instructor in order that she might ' make Adam, who had no 

soul, arise 35 so that those whom he should engender might become ' con

tainers (aggeia) of light. 

86. When 116 Eve saw her male counterpart prostrate she had pity '

upon him, and she said, "Adam! Become alive! ' Arise upon the earth!" 

Immediately her word' became accomplished fact. For Adam, having s 

arisen, suddenly opened his eyes. ' When he saw her he said, "You shall 

be called ' 'Mother of the Living.· For it is you who have ' given me 

life.'' 

87. Then the authorities were informed ' that their modelled form

(plasma) was alive and had arisen, and they 10 were greatly troubled. They 

sent seven archangels 'to see what had happened. 

88. They came ' to Adam. When they saw Eve talking to 'him they

said to one another, "What sort of thing is this luminous woman? 'For 

she resembles that likeness which appeared 15 to us in the light. Now come, 

' let us lay hold of her and cast our ' seed into her, so that when she 

becomes soiled ' she may not be able to ascend into her light. ' Rather, 

those whom she bears will be under 20 our charge. 

89. "But let us not tell Adam, for he is not one ' of us. Rather let us

bring a deep sleep 'over him. And let us instruct him in his ' sleep 

115:23 ( ... }: some words (possibly several sentences) may have been erroneously omitted 

here 

116:20-21 for he is not one of us : text possibly erroneous; correct text possibly for she is 

not one of us 
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2wc e:<!) .xe: NTAC<!)wne: e:eoJ1. 2M I ne:q'cmr .xe:ic.aac e:T e:c21Me: NAP2Y-

25 nolTA cce:' tiiq ji .xo e:1c e:po c 

TOTE: e:y2a e:cl<!)oon' NAYNA MIC accwee: NCA ToyrNWIMH' 

8JI.ACTN E:NOYBAJI. acic.w MMAY I Mne:ce:1Ne: tii.x 1oye: AToytii A.li.AM' 

act §90 

30 acewic.' I e:2oyN e:n<!)HN tiiTrNwc1c accsw MMAY II tiiTooy Ae: § 91

ayoyw2 tiicwc acoywN2 e:IBOJI. NAY .xe: acewic' e:2oyN e:n<!)HN' acp I 

<!)HN NTApoy<!)wne: A� [2)� oyNo6 tiil2PTE: aynwT' e:BoA tiics It ejipe: 

35 MMNi,,icwc NT[Ap)oyNHcl)e: ZN TB<!)€ aye: I e:wy(N) II cp[a) § 92 

*p . 117 1 

(165 Bo.)
�[AA M' a)yw NTAPOYNAY ATTINE: NTH' * ZAToOTij AY<!)TOPTP e:y-

Me:e:ye: .XE: TAE: 1 1 TE: e:y2A NAJI.H01NH AYW AYPTOJI.MA AYE:I I 

e:zoyN' <!)APOC Aye:MAZTE: MMOC AYNOYI.Xe: MTTOYCTTE:PMA E:2PA"i e:.xwc 

5 AyAAC ZN II oyMNTTTA Noypro c e:y .XW2M oy MOjNO N cl>Y�IICWC AJI.JI.A § 93 

ZN oycwwq' e:y1.xw2M NT c4>par1c i-1ne:c2rooy N<!)opn' I NTA2<!)A.xe: NM-

Io MAY .xe: oy ne:T<!)oo n' I z I TE:TNE:ZH ATpoy .xwzM' N NE:T.xw i-111Mo c .xe: 

ZITM TT<!)A.Xe: e:y .xno MM09y I ZN TCYN'TE:JI.E:IA ZITN npwMe: NAJ1. Hee:11-

No c 

ayw aypnJ1. A NA e:Nce:cooyN A N  j .xe: NTAYXA 2M noycwMA 

15 ne: tiij-ra.y.x azMij N61 NE:3oyc1A 2NCMOT' NIM I MN Noyarre:J1.o c 

TTINE: 

ACW N<!)OPTT' NABE:JI. I E:80}\. ZM TT<!)OPTT' NAPXWN. ayw nice:ce:e:lne: 

N<!)Hpe: NTA cxnooy ZITN TCA<!)(IE: I tiie::ioyc1a' MN Noyarre:J1.o c 

(§ 90) PAP., OR.4926(1) (begins ca. 116:26 ACCUllle).
(§ 91) PAP .. OR.4926( I) (breaks off a t  116:30 ac oyU>NZ ).
(§§ 92-95) PAP.

26-27 Sah. Teyr NWMH . .. eNeyea,-. 27 Sah. act z,-ocTN.
I I 7 :4 Sah. MneycnepMA.
13-15 Sah. neycWMA ... Neyarre,-oc.
18 Sah. Neyarre,-oc.

27 Kw MMAy : Kwe (withou t MMAy) Or .4926(1) 
29 MMAy : NZH:11 Or.4926( I) 32 [z� : N is definite, superlin. st roke restored 33 

t eppe : emend to eeli:,-e, or poss. NBli:1'e (thus Bohlig ) 
34 NT[ .. )�y read in photographs 35 'lJ[A) rest. Wisse -!-[AAM' .a.)yw sim. Bohlig 
I 17:8 QJA.xe NMMAy xe <NT£TNE:1Me A N  .xe> Be thge 374, with hesitation 9 <.a.,-,-a 

MN ,SOM> ATPOY.XWZM Bethge 

§94

§ 95
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to the effect that she came from' his rib, in order that his wife may obey, 
25 and he may be lord over her." 

90. Then Eve, ' being a force (dynamis ), laughed at their decision. ' She
put mist into their eyes and secretly left 'her likeness with Adam. 

91. She entered' the tree of acquaintance (gnosis) and remained there.
30 And they pursued her, and she revealed 'to them that she had gone into 
the tree and become ' a tree. Then, entering a great ' state of fear, the 

blind creatures fled. 

92. Afterwards,' when they had recovered from the daze, they came 35 

[to Adam]; and seeing the likeness of this woman 117 with him, they were 
greatly disturbed, thinking it was she ' who was the true Eve. And they 
acted rashly; they came' up to her and seized her and cast' their seed upon 

her. 

93. They did so 5 wickedly, defiling not only 'in natural ways but also in
foul ways, ' defiling first the seal of her voice ' -that had spoken with 
them, saying, "What is it that exists 'before you?" -intending to defile 
those who might say 10 at the consummation (viz., of the age) that they had 
been born ' of the true man through verbal expression. ' 

94. And they erred, not knowing 'that it was their own body that they
had defiled: it was the likeness that ' the authorities and their angels 
defiled in every way. 1s 

95. First she was pregnant with Abel,' by the first ruler. And it was' by
the seven authorities and their angels ' that she bore the other offspring. 

116:33 the blind creatures fled: the manuscript has (erroneously) new fled 

117:8-9 1ex1 possibly erroneous; correct text possibly saying,· '(Do you not know) what it 

is that exists before you? (Nay, it is impossible) to defile ... " 



20 

25 

30 

35 

*p. 1181 

( 166 Bo.)

70 ON THE ORIGIN OF THE WORLD 

nAe:1 AE: I THP<f' Aqqiwne: KATA TTTPONOIA MTTAPIIXire:NE:TWP .x.e:KAAC 
T(YOPTT' MMAAY I E:CA.KTTO ZPA"i NZHTC NCTTE:PMA NIM I e:q THZ E:qPZAPMO
ce: e:zoyN' e:.x.1MAPIME:NH MTTKOCMoc MN NE:CCXHMA Aylw TAIKA1oc y
NH' 

AYOIKONOMIA (YWTTE: U E:TBE: e:yzA .KE:KAAC MTThACMA NE:lOYCIA I 
e:yNA(YWTTE: N.KOh.Kh MTTOYOE:IN TOI TE: qNAPKATAKPINE: MMOOY ZI-
TN Noyln hACMA 

nqiopn 6E: NAAAM' N TE: noyloe:1N oynNe:yMA TIKOC ne: AqoywNz 
II e:eoh Mnqiopn' Nzooy TTMAZCNAY I NAAAM' oylflyX1Koc 
ne: AqoywNz e:eoh I MTTMAZ[co]oy Nzooy TTAE:I e:ToyMoylTe: e;poq 
.x. [e: A]cppoAE:I TH TTMAZ(YOMT I NAAAM oyxo"iKoc ne: e:Te: nAe:1 ne: II
TTPMNNoMoc N TAzoy[wNz] E:B(?[h] zM I nMAZ(YMOYN Nzooy [ • �-.5Y2 ••

TANA]*nAyc1c N TMNTZHKE: TAE:I E: ToyMoy Te: I e:poc .x.e: ZHME:PA Hhloy 

Aq.Kno 

§ 96 

§ 97 

§ 98

§99 

5 ZPA 0i NZHTq' N(YIC TOPIA NIM' MU'flYXIKOC NAAAM' TT THPq' AE: 

NE:q'zN oylMNTATcooyN' 

MMNNcwc tNA.Kooc I NTAPOYNAY AE: e:poq' N61 NAPXWN MN I TE:TN- § 100 

NMMAq' e:ypnhANA ZN oyMNTAT'lcooyN' Nee: NNI TBNH AYPA(YE: M-

IO TT(YA' I
< - - - > �TApoye:1Me: .x.e: npwMe: NATMoy qNAPITTAPABA AN' e:pooy § 101 

AhhA e:yNAPTTKE:P zo!Te: ZHTC NTE:N TAZP (YHN AY(Y TOPTP ne:l .x.Ay .x.e: 

(§ 96) PAP .. OR.4926( I) (begins ca. 117:20 .x.eKAAc). 
(§ 97 ) PAP .. OR.4926( I) (117:24, frg. of lhe word AYOIKONOMIA).
(§§ 98-I03)PAP

21 i.e. E:CNA. 
25 i.e. NNE::Soyc1A (Bethge emends thus). 27-28 Sah. NE:YOAACMA. 
118 :5 i.e. nq,yx1 Koc (Bohlig emends thus). 
8 i.e. TE:TNMM_Alj. 

23 MOKOCMoc: prob. Mn«?[YKOcMoc] Or.4926( I) 
32 OMAZ[co]oy Nzooy sim. rest. Wisse: i.e. i'Jµipa 'Aq>po01tr1c;. dies Veneris (cf. 

117:33): cf. Gen I :26-31: OMAZ(qTo]oy NZOOY res1 . Bohlig 33 .x.(e <ZE:PM>A]cllPOAE:1-
TH<c> Bethge (reading MAZ[qTo]oy at 117:32) 

//8:8 ey: poss. emend to AY 
36 [MNNCA TANA] Wisse, sim. Bethge 

lO < - - - > i:i°TApoy Bethge 386. with hesitation 
... Schenkel 

l 0-11 .X.E: <Oy MONON> ... AAAA 
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96. And all this 'came to pass according to the forethought (pronoia)

of the prime parent, 20 so that the first mother ' might bear within her every 

seed, ' being mixed and being fitted to the fate ' of the universe and its 

configurations, and ' to Justice. 

97. A prearranged plan (oikonomia) came into effect 25 regarding Eve,

so that the modelled forms (plasmata) of the authoritfos ' might become 

enclosures of the light, whereupon ' it (viz., the light) would condemn 

them through their ' modelled forms. 

98. Now the first Adam, (Adam) of Light, 'is spirit-endowed (pneuma

tikos), and appeared 30 on the first day. The second' Adam is soul-endowed 

(psykhikos), and appeared' on the sixth day, which is called' Aphrodite. 

The third' Adam is a creature of the earth (khoikos), that is, 35 the man of 

the law, and he appeared on ' the eighth day [ ... the] tranquility 

(anapausis) 118 of poverty, which is called' Sunday (hemera Heliou). 

99. And the progeny of the' earthly Adam became numerous and was

completed, ' and produced within itself every kind of scientific informa

tion of 5 the soul-endowed Adam. But all were in ' ignorance. 

100. Next let me say' that once the rulers had seen him and' the female

creature who was with him erring ignorantly ' like beasts, they were very 

glad. 10 

101. ( .. . ) When they learned that the immortal man was not going to'

neglect them, rather that they would even have to fear ' the female 

creature that had turned into a tree, they were disturbed. and they said, ' 

118: lO some words·(possibly several sentences) may have been erroneously omitted here 
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15 MHnwc nAe: 1  ne: npwMe: NA.l\H'lee:1Noc nAe: 1  e:NTAzt .l\OCTN NAN Ayw II 
AqTCE:BON E:TAE: I E:NTAY XAZME:C €:CINE: I MMoq' (YINA E:YNAXPO €:PON 

TOTE: Ay x1 I c yMeoy .l\lON MTTCA<9q' Aye: 1 e:zoyN' (YA AIAAM' MN § I()! 
e: yzA ZNNoyc)>oeoc TTE:XAY NAq' I XE: (YHN NIM' E:TZN TTAPAAE:ICOC 

20 NTAy coNIIToy NHTN e: y<NA>oywM noyKApnoc TT(YHN I AE: NTrNW-

25 

30 

*p. I 191 

(167 Bo.) 

c1c e:pHz e:pWTN ;;;inpoywM' I e:eo.l\ NZHTq' e:qiwne: TE:TNAoywM' 

TE:ITNAMoy NTApoyt NAY oyNo6 Mc)>oeoc I AYPANAxwpe:1 e:zpA"( 

E:NOyE:.lOYCIA 

TOIITE: AqE:I N61 TTCABE: TTAPAPOOY THPOY I TTAE:I NTAYMOYTE: e:-

poq' xe: neHPION I AYW NTApe:qNAY e:mNe: NTOYMAAY I e: yzA' ne:-

xAq NAC xe: oy TTE:NTA nNoyTe: I xooq' NHTN xe: MTTPoywM e:eo.l\ 

ZM nqiH(N) II NTrNwc1c ne:xAc xe: Aqxooc xe: oy MOINON xe: 

MnpoywM e:eo[.l\ N]�HTq' A.1\.1\A I Mnpxwz e:poq' (YINA x [e: NE:]-

1-;1oy ne:xAq I NA<? xe: ";il)"PP zoTe: ZNNoy Moy E:TE:TNAlt:,1[oy 

AN' qcoo]yN rAp XE: E:TE:TNoywM' * E:BO.1\ NZHTq' TTE:TNNOYC NAP-

NHc)>E: Ayw I TE:TNNAqiwne: Nee: NNINOYTE: E:TE:TNlcooyN NTAIAc)>opA' 

5 E:Tqioon' oyTe: MlnoNHPOC PPWME: MN NArAeoc 

NHTN e:qpc)>eoNe:1 xe: NE:TNloywM e:eo.l\ NZHTq' 

E:YZA AE: AC8APPE:1 I AN(YAXE: MTTPE:qTAMO 

TT(YHN ACNAY e:poq XE: NE:cwq Ayw I oy.l\E:Z.l\Z ne: ACME:PITq' AC.XI 

10 E:BO.1\ ZM O TTE:qKAPTTOC AcoywM' Act MTTE:CK[e:]IZA"i Aq'oywM' 

zwwq' TOTE: AnoyNoyc I oywN NTApoyoywM' rAP Anoyoe:1N I 

(§ 104)PAP .. ?OR.4926(1 )(? begins at 119:7 ezoyN, ?breaks off at 119: 16 NTAPOYNAy).

14 i.e. Z-"OCTN (Bohlig emends thus). 15 i.e. ece1Ne. 
18 i.e. ZN oycj>oaoc. 19 i.e. nnAPAAe1coc (Bohlig emends thus). 20 Sah. oyeM ney

KApnoc. 24 Sah. eNeye:ioyc1A . 
27 Sah. NTE:YMA Ay. 33 i.e. ZN oyMoy. 
I /9: 11 Sah. A neyNoyc. 

20 ey<NA>OYWM : eyeoyWM em. Bethge2, with hesitation 
32 cf. Gen 3:3 i'va µT) ano0avlJ1:E 33 NA(?: cf. Gen 3:3 dnEv 6 0Eoc;: also palaeo-

graphically possible is NA y �i:rr : no supcrlin. stroke was written above� 33-34 cf. 
Gen 3:4-5 mi 0avaup ano0avEt00E · fi6Et yap 

//9: 10-11 TTE:CK(e]zA°(: cf. Gen 3:6 1mi ,:qi avl\pi mi-rijc; 

§ IOI 

§ IOI 
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"Perhaps this is the true man ' -this being who has brought a fog upon 

us and 15 has taught us that she who was soiled is like ' him-and so we shall 

be conquered!'· 

l02. Then ' the seven of them together laid plans. They came up to 

Adam ' and Eve timidly: they said to him, ' "The fruit of all the trees 

created for you in Paradise 20 shall be eaten; but as for the tree ' of acquain

tance (gnosis), control yourselves and do not eat' from it. If you eat you' 

will die.'' Having imparted great fear to them ' they withdrew up to their 

authorities. 

l03. Then 25 came the wisest of all creatures, ' who was called Beast. ' 

And when he saw the likeness of their mother' Eve he said to her, • 'What 

did God' say to you (pl.)? Was it 'do not eat from the tree 30 of acquain

tance (gnosis)'?" She said, "He said, 'Not only' do not eat from it, but' 

do not touch it, lest you (sg.) die.'" He said' to her, "Do not be afraid. 

In death you (pl.) shall not ' die. For he knows that when you eat 119 

from it, your intellect will become sober and ' you will come to be like 

gods, ' recognizing the difference that obtains between evil ' men and 

good ones. 5 Indeed, it was in jealousy that he said this to you, so that you ' 

would not eat from it.'' 

l04. Now Eve had confidence ' in the words of the instructor. She 

gazed' at the tree and saw that it was beautiful and 'appetizing, and liked 

it; she took some of 10 its fruit and ate it; and she gave some also to her hus

band, ' and he too ate it. Then their intellect ' became open. For when 

they had eaten, the light ' 
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NTrNWCIC p oyoE:IN NAY NTApoyt z1w1oy Mmgme: AYE:IME: XE: NE: Y-

15 KAKAZH Y II ATrNwc1c N TAPOYPNHc)>e: AYNAY e:pooy I xe: ce:KAKAZHY 

20 

AYMPPE: NOYE:PHY NTAIPOYNAY ANoy nhACTHC e: yo MMOPc)>H I N8H-

p10N Ayc1XANE: e:pooy Aye:1Me: E:MAITE: 

TOTE: NAPXWN NTAPOYE:IME: XE: AYTTAIIPABA NTOYE:NTOhH AYE:I ZN 

oy KMTo I MNNOYN06 NATTE:lhH e:zoyN' e:nnAIPAAe:1coc (9A AA.AM' MN-

NE: YZA E:TPOYNAY I E:TTATTOTE:hE:CMA NTBOH0E:IA TOTE: I AAA.AM 

25 MNNe:yzA Ay(9TOPTP E:MATE: II AyKwn' ZA N(9HN E:TZM TTAPAAE: 1-

30 

*p. 1201 

(168 Bo.)

coc I TOTE: NAPXWN Mnoye:1Me: xe: e: y TwN I ne:x Ay xe: AA.AM' 

E:KTWN' ne:xAq xe: tNINE:E:IMA e:Tee: TE:TNZPTE: .a.e: AZ1Kwn' I N-

TAP1qime:' TTE:XAY AE: NAq' ZN oyMNTIIATCOOYN XE: NIM TTE:NTAZXW 

NAK' Mlnqime: �T�K'TAAq z1wwK' e:1 MHTI xe: I AK'OY'-!)[M e:eo]h ZM ni-

(9HN' ne:.xAq I xe: TCZIM[e:] �TAK'TAAc NAE: 1  �Toe n�NITAct 

NAE:I Ae:1oywM' ToT[e: ne:xA]y �[Tl':f * xe: oy ne: nAe:1 NTA-

AAq' Acoywqie ne:lxAc xe: npe:q'TAMo ne:NTAZToecT' Az11-

oywM' 

TOTE: ANAPXWN E:I (9A npe:qTAIMO ANOYBAh' p ZhOCTN E:BOh ZI- § I� 

5 ToOTq' II MnoyqiisM 60M NP hAAy NAq' Aycoyzwpq' I zwc e: yo N-

AT60M 

MMNNcwc Aye:1 qiA Tcz1IMe: Aycoyzwpc MN Ne:cqiHpe: MMNNCA I 

TCZIME:' Ayczoywp' AA.AM' MN TTKAZ E:TBHTq' I MN N KAPTTOC AYW 

10 zwe NIM NTAyTAM10Hoy Ayczoywpoy 

MN hAAy NCMOY NTOOITOY 

TTTTONHPON 

(§§ 105-109)PAP.

16-17 Sah. NE:YE:PHY ... ANE:YTT1'ACTHC.

MN 6oM Nce:xne: ArAeoN e:eo>,. ZM I 

20 Sah. NTE:YE:NT01'H. 21 i.e. MN oyNo.s. 22 i.e. MN eyzA. 24 i.e. MN eyzA. 25 i.e.

nnApA..11.e1coc (Bohlig emends thus). 27-28 tNNE:E:IMA : Sah. tzM nee1MA. 

/20:4 Sah. ANE:YBA-". 

32 cf. Gen 3: 11 aoo -wii �uA.ou ... fipaytc; 33 t:'TAK : N is definite, superlin. stroke

restored 34 t:i: superlin. stroke is definite. N restored [T]I:I sim. rest. Wisse

I 20 :8 czoywp : z added above the line 

§ 101 
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of acquaintance (gnosis) had shone upon them. When they clothed 'them

selves with shame. they knew that they were naked 15 of acquaintance 

(gnosis). When they became sober, they saw that ' they were naked and 

became enamored of one another. When ' they saw that the ones who had 

modelled them had the form ' of beasts, they loathed them: they were very 

aware.' 

105. Then when the rulers knew that they had broken 20 their command

ments, they entered Paradise 'and came to Adam and Eve with earthquake 

and great threatening, ' to see ' the effect of the aid (boetheia). Then ' 

Adam and Eve trembled greatly 25 and hid under the trees in Paradise. ' 

Then the rulers did not know where they were ' and said, ••Adam, where 

are you?" He said, "I am here. ' for through fear of you I hid, 'being 

ashamed." And they said to him ignorantly, 30 "Who told you about 'the 

shame with which you clothed yourself?-unless ' you have eaten from 

that tree!" He said, ' "The woman whom you gave me-it is she that ' 

gave to me and I ate.•• Then they said to the latter, 120 ''What is this that 

you have done?'' She answered and said,' ''It is the instructor who urged 

me on, and I' ate.'' 

106. Then the rulers came up to the instructor. ' Their eyes became

misty because of him, 5 and they could not do anything to him. They cursed 

him, ' since they were powerless. 

107. Afterwards, they came up to the woman ' and cursed her and her

offspring. After ' the woman, they cursed Adam, and (cursed) the land 

because of him, 'and the crops; and all things that they had created 10 they 

cursed. 

108. They have no blessing. ' Good cannot result from 'evil.
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XIM c)>ooy E:TMMAy ANE:3oylc1A E:IME: xe: A>,,.Hewc oyiiA ne:Txoop' z1  § 10 
15 I Toye:zH Ne: ycooyN' AN ne: e:1 MHTI xe: II MnoypTHP-E:I NTOYE:NTO-

>,,.H AYN oyNocs I NKWZ e:zoyN e:n1<.ocMoc MONON' E:TBE: I nrwMe: N-

ATMOY 

NTAPE: NAPXWN AE: NAY I e:noyAAAM' <e:>Aqtywne: ZN KE:rNwc,c AYI- § If 
20 oywty Apne:1pAce: MMoq' Ayc woyz' e:UzoyN' NNTBNooye: THpoy MN 

N8HPION I MTIKAZ MN NZA>,,.ATE: NTTIE: AYNTOY (YA A'IAAM XE: E: YE:NAY 

xe: qNAMOYTE: e:pooy xe: I NIM' 

E:NOYIKTICMA' 

25 AY(!1TOPTP xe: AI.IPNHc)>e: E:Bo>,,.11 ZN ArWNIA NIM' NCS I AA.AM' 

30 

35 

•p. 1211 

(169 Bo.) 

5 

c woyz Aylx1 c yMBoy>,,.1ON ne:xAy xe: e:1c AA.AM' I Aqtywne: Nee: oyA 

E:Bo>,,.' MMON ATPE:'-l'le:1Me: NTAIAc)>OPA Mnoyoe:1N MN nKAIKe: TE:-

Noy MHnwc NCE:P ZA>,,. MMoq' Nee: I MTI(YHN NTrNwc,c N'-II ON e:

zoyN I e:ntyHN' MTIWNZ NqoywM' e:Bo>,,. NZHT'-1' I Nqtywne: NATMoy' 

N'-IP x9[e:1c] N'-IKATAlcl>PoNe:1 MMON NqBAB[wwN M]N TINNE:IO<?Y 

THP[q] MNNCWC qNAf[K]ATAKPINE: MIIJ-:-i[ON MN TINKO]�MOC AMH"i-

TN MAPNNoxq' * e:Bo>,,. ZM nnAPAAe:1coc e:mTN e:xiiA nKAZ I nMA 

E:N TAYNT°ij e:Bo>,,. NZHT'-1' xe:KAAC NNE:'-ll<YCSM csoM' XIN TE:Noy AcoywN' 

>,,.AAY Nzoylo e:poN Ayw NTe:e:,ze: AyNoyx' AA.AM e:Bo>,,.11 ziiA nnA-

PAA1coc MN TE:'-IZIME: 

Ayw Mne: nAIE:1 p wcge: MMooy NTAYAA'-1 

TE: Aye:1 e:zoyN e:ntyHN MTIWNZ AyTKTo I NZNNOCS NZPTE: e:poq' 

(§ I JO) PAP .. ?OR.4926( I)(? begins ca. 120:23 NnpeqNAy). 
(§ 111) PAP .. ? OR.4926( I)(? breaks off at 120:31 MnwNz). 
(§§ 112-133) PAP. 

14-15 Sah. TeyzH ... NTeyeNTOhH.
18 Sah. eney AAAM. 23-24 Sah. eNey KTICMA. 
27 i.e. NOYA (Bohlig emends thus) esoh NZHTN. 30 i.e. Nqe1. 33 i.e. neNeooy. 

18 <£>All Bohlig 

24 KTICMA: [KTICMA ] THP'?IY - - - I ?Or.4926(1) 25 ArWNIA: ArNWCIA em. Bethge,

poss. rightly 29 MHnwc: used like µ1111:otE: [ - - - MH]noT[e - - - I Or.4926( I): er.

Gen 3:22 LXX µ1111:otc 32 sim. rest. Bohlig 33 rest. Bohlig 34 sim. rest. Boh

lig (INAf: p is definite. superlinear stroke restored 34-35 M�[oN MN - - - I rest. 

Bohlig 35 ( - - - nN Ko]c:;Moc Layton (cf. 120:33): [ - - - nKo]c::Moc Bohlig 

§If
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109. From that day, the authorities 'knew that truly there was some

thing mightier than ' they: they recognized only that 1� their command

ments had not been kept. Great ' jealousy was brought into the world 

solely because of' the immortal man. 

I IO. Now when the rulers saw ' that their Adam had entered into an 

alien state of acquaintance (gnosis) they ' desired to test him, and they 

gathered together 20 all the domestic animals and the wild beasts ' of the 

earth and the birds of heaven and brought them to Adam ' to see what he 

would call them. 'When he saw them he gave names to their' creatures. 

111. They became troubled because Adam had recovered from 25 all the 

trials. They assembled and' laid plans, and they said, "Behold Adam!' He 

has come to be like one of us, so that he ' knows the difference between 

the light and the darkness. ' Now perhaps he will be deceived as in the 

case of 30 the tree of acquaintance (gnosis) and also will come to ' the tree 

of life and eat from it' and become immortal and become lord and despise 

'us and disdain {us] and all our glory! 'Then he will denounce 35 {us along 

with our] universe. Come, let us expel him 121 from Paradise down to the 

land ' from which he was taken, so that henceforth he might not ' be able 

to recognize anything better ' than we can.'' And so they expelled Adam 

from 5 Paradise, along with his wife. 

112. And this deed ' that they had done was not enough for them.

Rather, they were afraid.• They went in to the tree of life and surrounded 

it• with great fearful things, 

120:25 trials (aywvio): although appropriate to the context, possibly an error for ignorance 

(o.yvcoaio. lack of gnosis) 
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10 ZNZWON' N KWZT' I €YMOYT€ e;pooy XE; X€POYBIN AYW AY K W  R N-

15 

oycHqe NCATe ZN TOYMHT€ ecK[w]T� I NNAY NIM ZNNOYN06 NZPTE: 

(YINA [x ]� I NE: l\AAY £Nez ZN <P>PMNKAZ BWK ezoyN' elnTonoc 

€TMMAy 

MMNNCA NAE:1' NTAIP£ NAPXWN' KWZ AAAAM Ayoyw(9' AISWXB II N -

NoyxpoNoc Mnoy'91SM 60M €TB€ .x.1IMAPM€NH E:TKH ezpA"i XIN N-

cyopn' AyP1zop1ce rAp' NNoyxpoNoc MnoyA noyA I cyo ppoMne 

20 KATA n.1,.poMoc NNP€1.1P oy loe1N Mnoycy6M 60M A€ N6 1 NAPXWN II 

Ae1pe; MnAe1' AnoyA noyA ZN Netre Mlnneeooy Ay6wxe MMHTE: p-

poMne I Ayw ne"ixpoNoc THPI.I' Al.IP ljllT' Ncye MAIAee NPOM-

ne Ayw NA€ 1 ZN oy l\YTIH MN I oyMNT6WB Ayw ZN zMnep1cnAc-

25 MOC II MTIONHPON Ayw NTE:e1ze; XIM nzooy I E:TMMAY Ane1oc 

PKATANTA (YA TC YN'T€ll\€1A MTIAIWN 

TOT€ Tcoc)>1A ZWH NTAIP£CNAY .x.e ANAPXWN MTIKAK€ xe Ay lczoywp § I
30 N€C(9BP€1N€ AcpArANAKTE:1 I I  Ayw NTApece1 eeol\ ZN Tcyopn' Mne 

35 

*p. 122 1 

(170 Bo.) 

MN I A Y��MI<,? NIM' ACPAIWK€ N NIAPXWN eleol\ z� [NoyM]nHye; Ayw 

AcNoxoy emlTN E:TIK(?[CMO]c Npeqp NOl_'IE: cylN� e ylNA(9wne MMAY N

ee N�l.[AJ�•.M�. MOONHPOC ZIXM TIKAZ 

[ •••• s: 1•0Y2 •••• ] * xeKAAc Tcyo rroMne enM nAPA.1>.e1coc I

€1.lNAAy Mnoy KocMoc oyzwoN NE:M'l'i'YXON e y Moy Te e;poq' .x.e 4>01-

5 Nl3 

AYPAAIKE:I NAAAM' MN Teq'lr eNeA cyA TC YNT€l\€1A MTIAIWN 

< - - - > cyoMT' I ppwMe Ne' Ayw Neqr eNeA cyA TcyN'T£ll\£1A M- § 1'

TIKOCMOC TIN€YMA TIKOC MTIAIW(N) I MN nq,y'iKOC MN nxo'iKOC 

121: 10 Sah. T€YMHT€. I I i.e. lN oyNo6. 
17 i.e. NO YXPONOC. 
19 i.e. eMnoy(!I. 
32 Sah. N£ynHy£. 
122: I i.e. nnApAA€1coc (Bohlig emends thus). 2 i.e. eqNAAAy (Bohlig emends thus).

5 Sah. MnEYlAn. 
8 i.e. nnNEYMATlllH (Bohlig emends thus). 9 i.e. ljlyx11:.oc 

121: 10 i:.[wJ-r�: cf. Gen 3:24 LXX O"tpEcpoµEvTJv 11 (!IINA [x]� : cf. 118:22 
Bethge (cf. 103: 19. 107:26): <N> Bohlig

.21 AY6WXB <MnoyAl€> Bethge

12<ji> 

28 NAY xe A : prob. emend to NAY A 32 [ - - - M]nHye: for the form cf. 112: 17, 
115:30, 123:5, 126:29 33 sim. rest. Bohlig 34 sim. rest. Bohlig

/22 :6 < - - - >: some words accidcntly omiucd, or else the following passage is corrupt 
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fiery living creatures ' called "Cheroubin," and they put 10 a flaming 

sword in their midst, fearfully I twirling at all times, so that ' no earthly

being might ever enter ' that place.

113. Thereupon' since the rulers were envious of Adam they wanted to 

diminish 15 their (viz., Adam's and Eve's) lifespan. They could not because

of • fate (heimarmene), which had been fixed since the beginning. ' For to 

each had been alotted a lifespan ' of 1,000 years according to the course of 

the luminous bodies. ' But although the rulers could not 20 do this, each of 

the evildoers I took away ten years. 1 And all this lifespan (scil., which 

remained) amounted to 930 1 years: and these are in pain and ' weakness 

and evil 25 distraction. And so I life has turned out to be, from that day 

until the cons�mmation ' of the age (aeon). 

114. Then when Sophia Zoe ' saw that the rulers of the darkness had '

laid a curse upon her counterparts, she was indignant. 30 And coming out 

of the first heaven with ' full power she chased those rulers out of' [their] 

heavens, and cast them down into ' the sinful [ world], so that there they ' 

should dwell, in the form of evil 35 spirits (daimones) upon the earth. 

115. f ... ], 122 so that in their world it might pass the thousand years

in Paradise 1 -a soul-endowed (empsychon) living creature ' called 

"phoenix." It ' kills itself and brings itself to life as a witness 5 to the 

judgment against them, for they did wrong to Adam and his ' generation , 

unto the consummation of the age (aeon). 

116. ( ... } are ( ... } three ' men, and also his posterities (geneai), unto

the consummation ' of the world: the spirit-endowed (pneumatikos) of 

eternity (aeon), ' and the soul-endowed (psychikos), and the earthly 

(khoikos). 

122:6 { ... ) are { ... ) : either some words have been erroneously omitted here or the text is 

erroneous 

122:7 his : or. its 
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10 TA E: I  Te ee MlncgoMT' Mcj)o1N1.:r <M>nnA PA Ae1coc ncgopn' I [o § 11·

15 

N]�ea.NA Toe nMA ZCNAY «gA qp ego PIP<;>Mne nMA Z«goM'T' qcHz 

ZN x1epa B1IB1'.0C XE: cga.yoyoMq 
Tee1ze oN oyN I CDOMT' NXWKM «goon' ncgopn' ne nNe yUMaT 1- § 11@

KON nMA.ZCNa.y OYKWZT ne nMa.zjcgoMT' oyMooy ne 

Nee Mcj)OINl3' eq'loyoNz E:BO1'. zwc MNTpe NNa.rre1,.oc I Ta.e 1 Te ee § 1111

20 NNZYA PIA- MMooy E:TZN KHIMe a.ccgwne a.yMNTPE: NNE:TBHK' amHTN 

anxwKM NNoypwMe NA-1'.HelNOC I 

nMace cNa.y eTzN KHME: e yNTa.y MMAY I NOYMYCTHPION npH MN § 120
nooz ey cgolon' a.y MNTPE: NCA.BAwe xe ezpa.·i exwjoy a.ex, N61 Teo-

25 cj)IA MnKOCMOC XIM ft cJ)ooy NTA.CTA.MIO MnpH MN nooz a.cP!ccJ>pA-

rize NTecne cga. zoyN' a.nA IWN I 

nqNT Ae NTa.y xnoq' £BO"- ZM cJ)o1N1.1' I oypwMe A-N ne qcHz § 121 

30 E:TBHTq' xe nA IIKa.1oc Nat oyw Nee NNoy cj)olNl3 ayw II cj)OIN13' 

35 

*p. 123 1 

(171 Bo.) 

cgA q'oywNZ E:BO1'. Ncgopn' eqloNz a.yw cga.qMoy na.1'.IN NqTwoy N I 

eqcgoon' NCHME:ION MneNT��oywNz I E:BO1,. ZN TCYNTE:1'.E:IA. ;:;:t[na.1wN] 

Nee1INO6 NCHME:ION NTa.[ yoyw]Nz E:BO1'. I �� KHt:1[e] oya.a.q' ZN Ke

xwpa. aN eqcH'*Ma.Ne xe ecTNTWN enna.pa.Ae1coc MnNoy!Te 

TTA-1'.IN MAPN£ I E:ZOYN £NA.pXWN NjTA.N«gA.XE: epooy XE:KAA.C E:NA.P

na.pZICTA-1 NToyanoAl3E:IC 

12 i.e. Tcg1epa., ii iEpa. 
13 Tf;f;IZf; ON: Sah. TAf;I Tf; ee. 14 i.e. TIT!Nf:YMATIKON. 
16 i.e. MTl4)01Nl3 (Bohlig emends thus). 20 i.e. NOYPIIIMf:. 
27 i.e. zM n4>O1N13 (Bohlig emends thus). 28 Sah. ON. 29 i.e. Noy4>01N13. 30 i.e. n4>01-

N13 (Bohlig emends thus).

123 :4 Sah. NTeya.no.i.1:se1c. 

10 ncgoMT' <Ne1Ne> M4'01N1:s' Bethge <M>n Bohlig 11 rest. Bohlig 13

oyow:: poss. for (K<Xt)ava>..(mmv (Bohlig 17 explains thus)

18 NZYAPIA: understood by Puech in Tardieu Trois myrhes 267 as ai ivu6pm; or as to. 
ivu6pa (ibid. 265): NZYAPA em. Bohlig (i.e. ai u6pm), comparing Slavonic Enoch 12: I : N
zy.i.p1a. understood as ai u6pfo1 by Doresse Les l ivres secrers 194: explained by Tardieu

Trois myrhes 264-69 
23 EZPAI €.lllllOY: poss. corrupt 26 cgA zoyN' A<TCYNTf:/\f;IA M>TIAIIIIN Bethge

28-29 Ps 91: 13 LXX 6iKmoc; � q>01v1� o.v0ticm 33 � : M is definite, superlin. stroke 
restored rest. Bohlig : cf. 110: 13, 114:24, 121 :26, 122:6, 123:30 , 125:32 

34 rest. Bohlig 35 �� : superlin. stroke is definite, N restored rest. Bohlig eq : 
cf. Shisha-Halevy Journal of Egyprian Archaeology 61 ( 1975) 256 -57 : ey em. Bethge 

§ 122 

§ 123 
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117. Likewise. 10 the three phoenixes (in) Paradise-the first ' [is)

immortal; the second lives I ,000 ' years; as for the third, it is written in 

the Sacred Book' that it is consumed. 

118. So too there are ' three baptisms-the first is the spiritual, 1s the

second is by fire, the third' is by water. 

119. Just as the phoenix' appears as a witness concerning the angels,'

so the case of the water hydri in Egypt, 'which has been a witness to those 

going down 20 into the baptism of a true man. ' 

120. The two bulls in Egypt possess ' a mystery, the sun and moon,

being ' witness to Sabaoth: namely, that over ' them Sophia received the 

universe; from 25 the day that she made the sun and the moon she I put a seal 

upon her heaven, unto eternity (aeon). ' 

121. And the worm that has been born out of the phoenix I is a human

being as well. lt is written (Ps 91: 13 LXX) concerning it, ''the just man ' 

wi:J blossom like a phoenix.'• And 30 the phoenix first appears I in a living 

state, and dies, and rises again, ' being a sign of what has become apparent 

'at the consummation of [the age (aeon)].' 

I 22. It was only in Egypt that these great signs [appeared) 35 

-nowhere else-as an indication 123 that it is like God's Paradise. 1 

123. Let us return to the aforementioned rulers, 1 so that we may offer 1 

some explanation of them. 

122: I 8 water hydri : the hydria or hydriai spoken of in this passage have been van·ously 

identified as water serpents, crocodiles. and (understanding enhydries) otters; cf M. Tardieu, 

Trois mythes gnostiques (Paris: Etudes augustiniennes. 1974 ). 264-269 

122:29 phoenix : in the Greek version ( = Ps 92: 12 of the Hebrew text) phoiniks is usually 

thought to mean • "palm tree'· 
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mco<gq rAP NAPX WN NIITA poyNoxoy £BO"- ZN NoyMnHye £TTIITN 

E:XM TTKAZ' AycwNT NAY NZNArrE:1,.o c I £TE: ZAZ NE: NAAIMWN ATpoyp

zynHPE:TE:11 NAY NAE: I A£ AYTCE:B£ PPWME: A ZAZ MTT"-A INH z1 MAr£1A 

IO ZI cJ>APMA KIA ZI MNT(UM(UE: II E:IAW1'.0N' ZI TTE:TZ CNoq' €B01'. ZI (UHYE: ZI I 

P TT£ z1 eyc1A z1 cnoNAH NNAAIMWN I THPOY MTTKAZ £ YNTA Y MMAY N

Toy<gBP IP zwB XIMAPME:NH TAE:I NTAZ(UWTTE: KAITA TCyM'cJ>wNIA ZITN N-

15 NOYTE: NTA AIKE:IA II MN TAIKAIOCYNH 

§ 124 

Ayw NTE:E:IZE: NTAPE: nKoclMoc (UWTTE: ZNNOY x1 zpAq' Aqpn1'.ANACI- § 12�

8€ ZM TTXPONOC THpq' ANPWME: rA p THPOY I E:TZIXM TTKAZ AyqJMqJE: 

20 NNAAIMWN x1N I TKATA BO"-H <UA TC YNTE:1'.E:IA NArrE:1,.oc II ME:N NT Al-

KAIOC YNH MN NPWME: NTA AIIKIA TE:E:IZE: A TT KOCMOC (UWTTE: ZNNOYIXI 

zpAq' ZNNOYMNTATcooyN MNNOYBl<U£ AYTT1'.ANA THPOY (QA ZOYN 

ATTTAPOYCIA I MTTPWME: NA1'.H81NOC 

25 oyA<gPE: E:PWTN II <gA NE:E:IMA E:ITA TNNH Y E:ZOYN E:TTNKOCjMoc § 126 

XE:KA A C  E:NAXWK' €B01'.' NTE:q'cyCTA ICIC MN TE:q' AIOIKHCIC KATA 

OYMNTA KPIIBHC 

TOTE: qNAOYWNZ €B01'. N8€ E:NTA.YIZE: E:TTTICTIC NN€8HTT' NE:TOYONZ § 127 

30 €BO"- II XIN TKATA B01'.H' (QA zoyN ATC YNTE:1'.E:IA I Mn�[l](!>N 

35 
*p. 124 1 

(172 Bo.) 

tNNH Y A€ E:ZOYN €NKE:cl>A 1'.AIO(N) I E:TX I  �[zoyN E:]TTPWME: NA8ANA- § 128 

Toe tNAl<UAXE: £�[£TE:] Noyq' THpoy XE: £TB£ oy I NCMOT' £ YN-

NE:E:IMA 

NT�[PE: o ]y�[H]Hll<Ue PPWME: <gwn£ £B9[1,. ZN A AA M  TTA 0

i] * N

TAYTT1'.ACC£ MMoq' Ayw £BO"- ZN ey1,.H' I HAH NTAPE: TTKOCMOC Moyz 

5 Sah. NEYTTH ye. 
16 i.e. ZN oy.iu. 
21-23 i.e. NT€€1Z€ •.. ZNOY- ... ZNOy- ... MN0y-. 
25 l!IA NEEIMA : Sah. ETIEEIMA. 
33 i.e. €NET€ Noyq NE THl'0y. 34 N N€€1MA: Sah. ZM Tl€€1MA. 

123 :7 EZA Z NE is expected 
19 TCYNT€/\€1 A <MTJA IWN> Bethge (cf. on 122:33) 

29 N€T0Y0NZ €801\ : poss. emend to <N61 > NET0Y0NZ €801\ 
32 rest. Layton: ET.XI �[ooy zA) Schenke2: ET.XI 9[yw zA) Bohlig 33 rest. Wisse: 

for the construction cf. Layton Zeitschrift fiir Papyrologie und Epigraphik 11 (1973) I 82 
35 E8c;>[A zN AAAM - - - J rest. Bohlig 35-124: I [ - - - TTAI) I NTAY rest. Lay-

ton 124: 1-2 MM0(j" AYW €801\ ZN ... HAH NTAPE: MM0(j" €801\ ZN •.. AYW HAH NTAPE 
em. Bethge 427, with hesitation 

§ 129 
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124. Now, when the seven rulers 5 were cast down from their heavens 1 

onto the earth, they made for themselves angels, ' numerous, demonic, to 

serve ' them. And the latter instructed mankind in many kinds of error 1 

and magic and potions and worship of 10 idols and spilling of blood and 

altars and ' temples and sacrifices and libations to all the spirits • of the 

earth, having their coworker ' fate (heimarmene), who came into existence 

by ' the concord between the gods of injustice 15 and Justice. 

125. And thus when the world' had come into being, it distractedly erred

'at all times. For all men 'upon earth worshipped the spirits (daimones) 

from ' the creation to the consummation-both the angels 20 of righteous

ness and the men of unrighteousness. ' Thus did the world come to exist in 

distraction, ' in ignorance, and in a stupor. ' They all erred, until the 

appearance (parousia) ' of the true man. 

126. Let this suffice 25 so far as the matter goes. Now we shall proceed to

consideration of our world, ' so that we may accurately finish the descrip

tion of its structure ' and management. ' 

127. Then it will become obvious how ' belief in the unseen realm,

which has been apparent 30 from creation down to the consummation ' of the 

age, was discovered. 

128. I come, therefore, to the main points ' [regarding] the immortal

man: 1 shall 'speak of all the beings that belong to him, explaining how' 

they happen to be here. 

129. When a multitude 35 of human beings had come into existence,

through the parentage of [the Adam] 124 who had been fashioned, and out 

of matter,' and when the world had already become full, 

124: I text possibly erroneous; correct text possibly who had been fashioned out of matter 
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ANAPXWN p xolE:IC E:ZPA.i E:XWll' £TE: TTAE:I TT£ AYK ATE:XE: MIMoq' ZN 

oyMNTATCooy N 

A(!1 TT€ TTA ITION II n A€ I TT€ E:TTE:I TTE:IWT' NA8ANATOC cooyN I 

XE: AYQ1TA (!1WTT€ €BO.II. ZN TM€ ZPA.i ZN NAIIWN' MN noyKOCMOC €TB€ 

nA'i NTAPE:q'oyjw(!1 Aoywcq NNAPXWN' MTTTAKO Z ITN NOYITT.11.ACMA 

IO Aqxooy NNE:TNE:INE: E:ZPA'i E:nKocUMoc MTTTAKO £TE: NAE:I NE: MTTNA N

CE:o AN NQ1MMo E:T'lrNwc1c 

§ 130 

TrNWCIC rAp THPC ZNNOyAr'rE:.11.0C It E:TOYONZ €BO.II. Z I  TOYE:- § 131

ZH nae I oyATt>oM' I AN TT£ NNAZPM TTE:IWT' Ayw A<q>t NAY N-

15 TrNwftc1c {TrNwc1c rAp THPC ZNNoyAr'rE:.11.oc I E:ToyoNz E:Bo.11." z1 

TOYE:ZH nae1 oyATt>OM' I AN TT£ NNAZPM TTE:IWT' Ayw at NAY N-

TrNwlc1c} 

NTE:YNOY £YQ1AOYWNZ £BO.II. Z M  nKoclMoc MTTTAKo CE:NA t>w.11.n' § 132 

20 £BO.II. N(!1opn' MllnTynoc NTMNT AT'TAKO AyK ATAKp1c1c I NNAPXWN MN 

NOY AyNAMIC 

NTAPE: MMAIK ap1oc 6£ oywNz £BO.II.' ZN n.11. ACMA NE:l!loyc1 A AYKWZ § 133 

E:pooy ANE:!loyc1 A AE: E:TBE: I nK wz AYTWZ NNoycnE:PMA' NMMAY 

25 a.Tpoyftx AZMoy MTTOYQ16M t>oM' 

MMAK APloc' I<>£ NTAPOYWNZ E:Bo.11. ZNNOYOE:IN K ATA I AIAcJ)opa. § 134

ayoywNz £BO.II. Ayw noya. noya I NZHToy £BO.II. ZM noyK AZ ay-

30 t>w.11.n' E:Bo.11. I NToyrNwc1c NTE:K 'K.11.Hc1a NTAzoywNz II E:Bo.11. ZNNM-

(§ 134) PAP .• OR.4926(1) (begins 124:27 Tioy.1. Tioy.1., breaks off ca. 124:32 TO[T)E:).

124 :7-9 Sah. TIE:YKOCMOC ... NE:YTI-'.l.CM.l.. 12 i.e. ZN oyurE:-'OC. 
21 i.e. NE:YAYN.l.MIC. 
26 i.e. NT.l.POYOYWNZ ... ZN oyoyoE:IN. 28-29 Sah. TIE:YK.l.Z . .. NTE:yrNWCIC. 30 i.e. 

ZNM-. 

13 t E:ToyoNz : emend to E:qoyoNz (thus Bohlig) 13-14 TIAE:I oy.1.TcsoM' I AN TIE: N-
N.l.ZPM TIE:IWT' .1.yw .1.t pap.: TI.l.€1 NN.l.ZPM TIE:IWT .1.yw OY.l.T6OM' AN TIE: .1.t em. Bethge 
432 14 .1.<q> Layton 15-18 {TrNwc1c ... NTrNwc1c): erroneously repeated by 
copyist 

22 ZN <M>TI-'ACMA em. Bethge, poss. righlly 
(Bethge emends thus): cf. on I 11 :23 

NE:lOYCl.l. : poss. for NNE:lOYCl.l. 

28-29 €BO-' ZM TIOYK.l.Z AYISW-'TI' €BO-' N: <.1.qoyWNz> €BO-' ZM TIOYK.l.Z .l.Y6W-'TI
E:BO-' N em. Oeyen 133 : .l.(jOY'!)[N)Z A.BA-' [MTIK.l.)� .l.(jlS'!)�TI A.BA-' N Or.4926( I) 29 N-
TOyrNWCIC : NTE:tji:-(N)'!)(?[I)(? Or.4926( I) 
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the rulers were master ' over it-that is, they kept ' it restrained by 

ignorance. 

130. For what reason? 5 For the following: since the immortal father

knows '. that a deficiency of truth came into being amongst the eternal 

realms (aeons) ' and their universe, when he wished ' to bring to naught 

the rulers of perdition through the ' creatures they had modelled (plas

mata) he sent your (pl.) likenesses down into the world 10 of perdition, 

namely, the blessed little' innocent spirits. They are not alien to' acquain

tance (gnosis ). 

131. For all acquaintance (gnosis) is ·vested in one angel ' who appeared

before them; he is not without power ' in the company of the father. And 

(he) gave them acquaintance (gnosis ). 15 18 

132. Whenever they appear in the world ' of perdition, immediately and

first of all they reveal 20 the pattern of imperishability as a condemnation I of 

the rulers and their forces. 

133. Thus when the blessed beings ' appeared in forms modelled (plas

mata) by authorities,' they were envied. And out of envy the authorities' 

mixed their seed with them, in hopes of 25 polluting them. They could not. 

134. Then when the blessed beings ' appeared in luminous form, 1 they

appeared in various ways. And each one ' of them, starting out in his 

land, revealed ' his (kind of) acquaintance (gnosis) to the visible church 30 

constituted of the 

124: 13-14 he is not without power ... And (he} gave them: or, he is in the company of 

the father and is not without power to give them: the manuscript has (erroneously) he is not 

without power And to give them 

124: 15-18 in this passage the copyist erroneously repeated the text of§ 131; the repetition 

has not been translated into English 

124:27-29 the British Library manuscript probably had [And each) one of them appeared 

[on earth) and revealed his (kind of) acquaintance (gniisis) 



35 
*p. 1251 

(173 Bo.) 
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n.11.aCMA MTTTaKo' ayz£ £IPOC E: YNTaC CTTE:PMA NIM' €TB€ 

�[c]n£PIMa N£.loyc1a NTazTw[z NMMa.c] 

To[T]E: I ncwTHP' aqTaMIO No[y ..... ]�•£BO.II.I N[z]HToy [T]Hpoy 

a.yw MnN� NNA.£I oyH[oNZ £BO.II. E: ycJoTn' £yo MMAKa.p1oc' * ayw 

£y(!1BE:IOE:IT' aNE:K'.11.orH a.yw ZNIKooyE: £NA(!1woy £yo NATPPO £Y

cOTn' I a.oyoN NIM E:TZI ToyE:ZH 

zwcTE: oyN qToloy NrE:Noc (!1oon' oyN (!1OMT E:THn' ANPIIPwoy 

NTMAZ(!1MOYN£ nMa.zqTooy A£ I NrE:NOC oya.T'ppo n£ NTE:.11.E:ION 

£!.IMlnoyca. NZPE: THPOY 

NaE: I  rap E:yNaBWK' I E:ZOYN' E:TTTOTTOC E:ToyaaB MTTOYE:IWT' 

a.yw CE:NAMTON MMooy ZN oyaNa.nayHc1c MNNoyE:ooy (!1a E:NE:Z 

£MAYC!1C!1AX£ I E:poq ayw ZN oypa.(!1£ AXN w xN 

cE:o A£ I NPPO zt::i neNHTON zwc a.ea.Na. Toe 

NNNOYTE: Mnxaoc MN I Noy AyNaMIc 

§ 136 

§ 137 

§ 138

15 n.11.oroc 6£ E:TXOCE: E:oylloN NIM ay TNNooyq' E:TTE:E:IZWB MONO(N) I § 139

ATPE:(jPKHpyccE: £TB£ TTE:ToycooyN a.(N) I MMoq [xD n£xaq' XE: 

MN TT€8HTT' E:TOYIONZ €BO.II. AN 

coywNq' 

(§ 135-138)PAP.

a.yw n£T£ MnoycoywNq' I CE:NA-

(§ 139) PAP .. OR. 4926( I) (begins 125: 17 E:TOYONZ).

32 i.e. NNe;soyc1a (Bethge emends thus). 
/25 :3 Sah. TeyzH. 
6 Sah. eqMneyca. 
8 Sah. Mneye1c.oT. IO i.e. MN oyeooy. 
14 Sah. NeyAyNAMIC. 

32 Tc.o[z NMMac] rest. Bohlig 
33 TAM1O No[yoy.is.aJ�• rest. Schenke2 : desired sense is not apparent 34-35 oy[oNz

eBoA - - - J Layton : oy[c.oNz eBoA - - - J Bohlig 35 [ - - - eyc]oTn rest. Bohlig 
/25: 17 fi.is.B cancelled by the copyist ne.is.aq: 11 altered from false start of .is. (which 

has been erased) 17-19 MN ... CE:NACOYC.ONlj: [MN TJE:l8HTI eqN)�oyc.oNZ ABA[A) E:N
ay[c.o MN I pc.o)t:1e eyNacoyNc.oq [e]N Or.4926( I) 
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modelled forms (plasmata) of perdition.' It (viz .. the church) was found to 

contain all kinds of seed, because of the seed ' of the authorities that had 

[mixed with it]. 

135. Then ' the savior created [ ... ] of ' them all-and the spmts

(pneumata) of these [are manifestly] 35 superior, being blessed 125 and 

varying in election (ekloge)-and ' also (he created) many other beings. 

which have no king and are superior' to everyone that was before them. 

136. Consequently, four ' races (gene) exist. There are three that

belong to the kings 5 of the eighth heaven. But the fourth ' race is kingless 

and perfect, being ' the highest of all. 

137. For these shall enter ' the holy place of their father. ' And they

will gain rest in repose (anapausis) '° and eternal, unspeakable glory' and 

unending joy. 

138. Moreover they are ' kings within the mortal domain, in that they

are immortal. They ' will condemn the gods of chaos and ' their forces. 

139. Now the Word (Logos) who is superior to 15 all beings was sent for

this purpose alone: ' that he might proclaim the unknown. ' He said (Mark 

4:22 parr.), "There is nothing hidden that is' not apparent, and what has 

not been recognized ' will be recognized.'' 

125: 17 nothing : or, no one 

125:17-19 the British Library manuscript has [There is nothing (or, no one) hidden that) 

will not become apparent, and [there is no] person who will not be recognized 
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20 Na.E:1 AE: a.y TNNooycE: I a.TpoyoywNz' E:BO"- ZMnnE:eHn' MN I § 140

25 

TCA(Y'IE: NE:.loyc1a. Mnxa.oc MN TOYIMNTa.CE:BHC a.yw TE:E:IZE: a.yKa.-
Ta.KPIINE: MMooy E:MooyToy 

NTa.pE: NTE:1'.E:lloc CSE: THpoy oywNZ E:BO"- ZN Mn1'.a.cHMa. NNAPXWN 
a.yw NTa.poycsw1,.n' E:IBo1'. NTa.1,.HeE:1a. E:MN nE:T'TNTWN E:lpoc a.y t (!11-
nE: NcocJ)1a. NIM NNNOYITE: a.yw TOYQJIMa.pME:NH" a.yzE: E:poc I E:CO 

30 NKa.Ta.rNwc1c a.yw ToyAyNa.MIC I a.cwQJM' TOYMNTXOE:IC 

35 

*p. 1261 

(174 Bo.) 

5 

a.ypKa.Ta.1,.ye I Mt:,t[o]c ToynpoNO1a. a.cqJwnE: a.ynE:T'IQJ[oyE:1T' MN 
n]oyE:ooy

za. TE:ZH NTC Y(N)ITE:1'.€1� [Mna.1w]N nMa. THP'I NANOE:IN I ZITN-
Noy[N]<;>cs Nzpoyeea.[E:1] TOTE: �a.pHxwN Na.pnE:N8E:I ey[ ...... . 
no] y'*Moy Na.rrE:1'.oc Na.p ZHBE: NNOYPWME: I a.yw NAa.lMWN 
NAPIME: NNoyKa.1poc I a.yw NOYPWME: CE:Na.NE:ZnE: NCE:A<YIKa.K' 
E:B01'. E:XN noyMoy 

TOTE: na.1wN I Na.pa.pxE:1 NCE:(!1TOPTP NE:qppwoy Na.ltzE: €BO"- ZN 
TCHqE: NCa.TE: a.yw CE:NAIP no1'.E:MOC E:ZOYN E:NOYE:PH Y zwcTE: I N-
TE: nKa.z tzE: E:B01'. ZN NCNoq' E:TnozT' I E:B0"-

10 NA(YTOPTP ZITN II Mno1'.E:MOC E:TMMa.y 
a.yw Nea.1,.a.cca. 

(§ 140 ) PAP .. OR.4926( I).
(§ 141) PAP .. OR.4926(1) (breaks off ca. 125:24 oywNz E:BOA ZN).
( §§ 142-150)PAP.

20 ZM: i.e. M (Bohlig emends thus ). 21-22 Sah. TE:yMNTAceBHC. 22 i.e. NTeerze. 
28-32 Sah. TE:y- ... TE:YAYNAMIC ... TE:YMNT.l'-OE:IC ... TE:YTIPONOIA ... neyeooy. 
34 i.e. ZITN oyNOIIS. 35-126:4 Sah. neyMOY ... NNE:YPWME: ... NNE:YKAIPOC ... Ney-

PWME: ... neyMoy. 
/26 :7 Sah. eNeyepHy. 

20 MN : [eywNz) N ... ABAA Or.4926( I) 
eMooyToy : Or.4926( I) different 

32 rest. Wisse, Bethge 

21 ii:inxAoc : absent in Or.4926(1) 23 

33 sim. rest. Bohlig: cf. on 122:33 34--35 �APIXWN : superlin. stroke is definite, N 
restored 35 ey(p zoTe £.l'-N no]y' sim. Wisse: desired sense is not apparent 

I 26 :5 APxe1 NCE:l!ITOPTP : poss. corrupt : Apxe1 Nl!ITOPTP em. Bethge 

§ 141

§ 142

§ 143
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140. And these were sent 20 to make known what is hidden, and I the

seven authorities of chaos and their ' impiety. And thus they were con

demned' to death. 

141. So when all the perfect (teleioi) 'appeared in the forms modelled

(plasmata) 25 by the rulers and when they revealed ' the incomparable truth, 1 

they put to shame all the wisdom of the gods. ' And their fate (heimar

mene) was found ' to be a condemnation. And their force 30 dried up. 

Their lordship was dissolved.' Their forethought (pronoia) became [empti

ness,' along with] their glory. 

142. Before the consummation ' [of the age], the whole place will

shake ' with great thundering. Then the rulers 35 will be sad, [ ... ] their 

126 death. The angels will mourn for their mankind, ' and the demons 

(daimones) will weep over their seasons,' and their mankind will wail and 

scream 'at their death. 

143. Then the age (aeon) 5 will begin, and they will be disturbed. Their 

kings will ' be intoxicated with the fiery sword, and they will ' wage war 

against one another, so that ' the earth is intoxicated with bloodshed. ' 

And the seas will be disturbed by w those wars. 

125:21 of chaos: this phrase is absent in the British Library manuscript 

125: 35 sad : two letters of the following word survive. indicating that it was the equivalent of 

a participle (e.g., [fear Jing their death) 

126:4-5 text possibly erroneous; correct text possibly Then the realm (aeon) will begin to 

be disturbed 
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TOTE: TIPH NAP KAIKE: .a.yw nooz NAT.a.Ko MnE:qoyoE:IN I NCIOY § 144 

NTTIE: NAP.a.eE:TE:I MTIOYAPOMoc I .a.yw oyNNOyNocs NzpoyBBAE:I 

15 NHY E:IBO.>.. ZNNOYNOCS NAYNAMIC E:TMTICA NIITTIE: NNAYNAMIC THPOY M-

nx.a.oc TIM.a. I £TE: ncTE:PE:WMA MMAY NTCZIME: NTAIPE: TH TAMIO M-

myopn' NE:proN CN.a.lKW E:zp.a."i MnKWZT' NC.a.BE: NT£ T£TIIIN01.a. cN.a.t 

20 z1wwc NoyoprH MMNT'l.a.eHT 

TOTE: CNAPAIWKE: NNNOYTE: I Mnx.a.oc NAE:I NTACCONTOY MN n.a.r'I- § 145 

XlrE:NE:TWP' CNA NO XO y  E:TIITN E:TINOY(N) I CE:NA <.jOTOy £BO.>.. 

25 ZITN TOYA AIKIA ' CE:NAl<QWTIE: r.a.p' N0£ NNITO OY E:TXE:PE: KWZT' U 

NCE:oywM NC.a. NOYE:PHY <QA NToywxN I £Bo.>.. z1To0Tq' Mnoy.a.px1r£NE:-

30 

35 

*p. 1271 

(175 Bo.) 

TWP' I zoT.a.N E:q<g.a.NOXNoy qNA KOT'I' E:poq' I oy.a..a.q' NqoXNE:q' 

<QANTE:<.j'WXN 

.a.yw I NOYMTIHYE: NA Z AE:1£ E:XN NOYE:PHY II .a.yw NT£ llYD NOyAyN.a.-

MIC POKZ t NOYKE:IAIWN CE:NA<QO P<QP 

.a.yw TE:qn� NAIZAE:1£ NCP CN.a.y nE:qK .... N[ •2
1

(2.] N.a.lz.a.£1£ .a. n£-

CHT' E:TIKA[ ........ ] - l<Y'II z.a.pooy CE:NA ZA�[I E: E:TIIT]i:i E:TINOY(N) 

II .a.[y]'!' n�[oyJN t NA<QOP<QP 

n9yo£1N NA 'I[ •• 4:/2 . . MTIKA]KE: NqqOTq' £BO"- q.a.p eE: * M-

TIE:TE: MTIE:<.j<QWTIE: .a. yw nE:proN NT .a. I TIKAKE: oyHz Ncwq' qNABW.>..' 

£BO.>..' .a.yw I n<gT.a. NATIWPK' z.a. TE:qNoy NE: E:TIITN £1TIKAKE: .a.yw 

5 noyo£1N NAPAN.a.xwpE:1 E:ZIIP.a."i E:TE:<.jNOYNE: 

13-14 i.e. OYN oy- ... ZN oy-. 
23-26 Sah. TE:YA.IUKIA ... NE:YE:PHY ... MnE:yApxrE:NE:Twp. 
29-31 Sah. NE:ynHyE: ... NE:yE:pHy ... NE:y AyNAMIC ... NE:YKE:AIWN. 
36 Sah. (jNAP. /27:2 oyHz (infinitive): Sah. oya.zq: cf. Funk3, n. I.

30 (yJ cancelled by the copyist 
Bethge 459) 

30-31 t NOyKE:IAIWN : emend 10 NOyKE:AIWN (thus 

32 pap. poss. nE:<1KC?ZN . N[ .. ) (first letter trace (<?) cannot be�) : reading of pap. cannot 
have been nE:(jKOCMoc : nE:qK .... 1'i[c1oy] sim. Wisse, with hesitation 33 
E:nKA[ ..•.... . ] . : E:nKa.[z - - - ) . rest. Bohlig: E:nKa.[z a.yw NNE: nKA)� rest. Schenke : 
reading of pap. cannot have been E:nKA[ ........ )� 34 rest. Bohlig [ - - - )� 
E:nNoy(N): of �. N is definite, superlin. stroke restored 35 n�[oy)N : sim. rest. 
Bohlig t 19oji19p : o added above the line; copyist first wrote <9P<9P, then corrected to 
19op19ji, neglecting to erase the first superlin. stroke: em. to 19op19p 

36 [oywcq' - - - ) Wisse : [cKena.ce - - - I Bethge ( - - - MnKA)KE: Bohlig 127: I 
MnE:TE: : no superlin. stroke could be inscribed above M because of an original imperfection 
in the papyrus 

Library of Ruslan Khazarzar 

§ 146 

§ 147 

§ 148 
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144. Then the sun will become dark.' And the moon will cause its light 

to cease. ' The stars of the sky will cancel their circuits. ' And a great clap 

of thunder will come out 'of a great force (dynamis) that is above 1s all the 
forces of chaos, where ' the firmament of the woman is situated. ' Having 

created the first product, she will ' put away the wise fire of intelligence 

(epinoia) 'and clothe herself with irrational wrath. 20 

145. Then she will pursue the gods' of chaos, whom she created along

with the prime parent. ' She will cast them down into the abyss. ' They 

will be obliterated because of their wickedness. For they will 'come to be 

like volcanoes 25 and consume one another until they perish ' at the hand of 

the prime parent. ' When he has destroyed them, he will turn against him

self ' and destroy himself until he ceases to exist. 

146. And ' their heavens will fall one upon the next 30 and their (the

rulers') forces will be consumed by fire. Their eternal realms (aeons), too,' 

wil l  be overturned. 

147. And his (the prime parent's) heaven will' fall and break in two.

His ... will ' fall down upon the [ ... J ' support them; they will fall into 

the abyss, 35 and the abyss will be overturned. 

148. The light will' [ ... the] darkness and obliterate it: it will be like

127 something that has never been. And the product ' to which the dark

ness had been posterior will dissolve. And' the defic_iency will be pluc�ed 

out by the root (and thrown) down into' the darkness. And the light will 

withdraw up 5 to its root. 

126:32-33 His ... will fall down : part of the text is damaged and undecipherable 
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a.yw n£ooy Mna.r£NINHTOC Na.oywNz £80J\. a.yµ, qNa.Moy z IN- § 149 

NAIWN THP0Y £P<ga. TnPocl>HT£1a. MN I x1cTop1a. N N£To NPP0 1SWJ1.n' 

10 £80J\. a.yw I NCXWK' £80J\. ZITN N£T0YM0YT£ E:pooy I XE: T£J1.£1oc 

N£T£ i-inoyp T£J1.£1oc A£ I ZM na.r£N<N>HT0C £1WT' C£Na.x1' N Noy-

£1ooy ZN Noya.1wN a.yw ZN MMNTPP0 NINa.TMoy c£NA8WK' A£ AN 

£N£Z E:Z0YN I £TMNTATPPO 

15 za.nc ra.p £TP£ oyoN NIM' II 8WK' £nTonoc NTa.q£1 £80J1. N- § 150 

ZHTij noy la. ra.p noya. £80J\. ZN T£qnpa.31c MN T£qlrNwc1c NA1SWJ1.n' 

£80J\.' NT£qcl> y c1c: 

127 :8 i.e. T<91cTop1a., ti icn:opia. 11 i.e. NE:tWT (Bohlig emends thus). Sah. 

NE:yeooy. 

11 a.reN<N>HToc Bohlig 

17 after this line the copyist wrote the title of tractate 6 (TE:lHrHctc E:T8£ T'i'YXH) 

instead of the one belonging to the present work, whose own title is in consequence 

unknown 
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149. And the glory of the unbegotten 'will appear. And it will fill I all

the eternal realms (aeons). When the prophecy and' the account of those 

that are king becomes known and ' is fulfilled by those who are called 10 

perfect, those who-in contrast-have not become perfect 'in the unbegot

ten father will receive their glory' in their realms (aeons) and in the king

doms of' the immortals: but they will never enter' the kingless realm. 

150. For everyone must 15 go to the place from which he has come. 1 

Indeed, by his acts and his 'acquaintance (gnosis) each person will make 

his nature known. 

127: 17 The other tractates in this codex have a subscript title at the end. Here, however, the 

copyist has written a superscript title for the following work, tractate 6, Expository Treatise on 

the Soul, in the place that should be occupied by the subscript title belonging to tractate 5. Con

sequently, the title of our tractate is not recorded, while tractate 6 has its own title twia, once as 

a superscription and once as a subscription 
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APPENDIX ONE: THE FRAGMENT IN CODEX XIII 

CG XIII 50*: IO up-ult. 

EDITED BY 

BENTLEY LAYTON 

The text and its translation are identical with CG 11,5 97:24-98:5. 

[E:]OIA H oyoN NIM NNOYT£ MTTKOCMOC a.y[w] I [p]�WME: CE:XW MMOC 

xe MN Aa.a.y <9oon' z[a.] I "fZH Mnxa.oc ANOK NA£ tNa.pa. noAIKN Y£ I 

XE: a.ypnJ\.ANA THPOY £ NCE:cooy N ,·acat I �N NTC YCTACIC Mnxa.oc MN 

Sup T£(4NOY N£ TAll£1 A.£ TE: T'ATTOAl31C 

£<9X£ cpcyMcl>WN£1 �[N] I PPWM£ THPOY £TB£ nxa.oc xe <?lY]1SAK£ 

TT£ I oy£BOJ\. A£ ne ZN oyza.·i�[ec a.yMOYT£ ep oq] I xe KA-

KE: eza."iBE:C A.£ o[y£1 £BOA TT£ ZN NOyE:p]lroN £ q<9oon' nzD X IN 

50 :8 up "fZH read in photographs 7 up �f: read in photographs 6 up ±N read in 
photographs 5 up� A€ read in photographs 

4 up ITWMf: read in photographs ult. n z D cancelled by the copyist 



APPENDIX TWO 

THE BRITISH LIBRARY FRAGMENTS 

BENTLEY LAYTON 



INTRODUCTI ON 

THE British Library Fragments (Oeyen Fragments) are small pieces of an 

ancient papyrus codex. This codex contained, perhaps inter alia, a 

Subachmimic version of CG 11,5; no other pieces of the codex have been 

found. Although the fragments have been known since 1905, it is to the 

great credit of Dr. Christian Oeyen to have first recognized (in 1972) their 
true identity and so to have established the significance of the fragments 

for scholarship. After his announcement of this important discovery, 1 Dr. 

Oeyen was able to make further refinements in his work, and he kindly 

provided a copy of his improved text to Dr. Bethge; his new text was con

sulted in the preparation of the present, new edition. Dr. Oeyen's gen

erosity and the cooperation of Mr. Peter Lawson, Head of Conservation, 

Department of Oriental Manuscripts and Printed Books, British Library, 

must be gratefully acknowledged. 

The fragments were acquired by the British Museum, and now belong 

to the British Library, Department of Oriental Manuscripts and Printed 

Books, London, where they are MS. Or.4926( I). It appears that when 

Crum studied and catalogued the fragments2 nothing was known of their 

provenance except that they were "from the binding of a book"; that is, 

in antiquity after the original Subachmimic codex was withdrawn from 

circulation its leaves were reused by a bookbinder to pad and stiffen the 

leather covers of a new codex. In fact, the reuse of leaves from old reli

gious books was common enough, and in no way implied a judgment 

upon the merits of the texts being destroyed; thus we find discarded bibli

cal texts reused in the bindings of ecclesiastical libraries, Brit. Lib. 

Or.6783 (a discarded Psalter leaf), 6799 (discarded gospels), 7021 (dis

carded biblical lectionary), 7597 (discarded John), etc. 

As might be expected, the present state of the Oeyen Fragments is 

necessarily poor. In some cases, they are still glued to one another form

ing little pieces of cartonnage. A considerable amount of ancient glue 

and single layers of papyrus obscure parts of the text; much of the extant 
surface has been abraided or stripped; also there is a considerable amount 

1 See Bibliography. Crum, indeed, had already noted (Catalogue ... British Museum, No.

522) the "Ophite" character of the text.
2The MS number is in fact Or.4926( I); Crum 's catalogue entry contains a typographical

error in this detail. 
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of offset, which seriously impairs study of the fragments in photographs. 
For all these reasons decipherment is extremely difficult; it can be facili
tated somewhat by infrared light (though not by ultraviolet), and in one 

case-fragment iva-the readings were briefly improved by wetting the 
fragment with trichlorethylene to allow an obscured layer to show 
through. Yet despite the extensive damage of the manuscript very many 
decipherments and a number of restorations can be established with cer
tainty by comparison with parallel passages in the Cairo manuscripts. 
While no means of ungluing or cleaning pieces of cartonnage is yet 
known in which the papyrus does not risk serious damage, it seems likely 
that such a procedure will eventually be developed and that the Oeyen 
Fragments will someday be able to provide a more complete witness to 
the Subachmimic text. In anticipation of that day, I have tried to exercise 
restraint in transcribing and editing the papyrus in its present state. 

Crum estimated the date of the fragments by comparison of the script 
of a Vienna manuscript, which Kenyon had put in the fourth century: this 
is about the time in which the two Cairo manuscripts of our tractate were 
copied. Nothing can be ascertained of the codicological characteristics of 
the manuscript to which the fragments belonged, and they are too scant to 
give any idea of the quality of textual transmission of the Subachmimic 
branch. No ancient corrections have been discovered in the fragments. 
Word division marks (apostrophes) are not employed. 

The ''fragments•• edited below are fragments in the sense not of indivi
dual pieces of papyrus, but rather of excerpts from the original text 
(somewhat as one might speak of the "fragments" of the Presocratics). 
Oeyen's original edition (1975) contained only twelve fragments, that 
being the number whose contents he believed he had specifically 
identified at the time; subsequently he was able to add nos. iia, iva, and 
ivb. To these I have added transcriptions of yet another sixteen small 
pieces, all unidentified and probably insignificant, in  order to  provide the 
completest possible record of the extant papyrus pieces in fheir present 
state. Oeyen's own numbering of the fragments remains unchanged, 
though I have not accepted all of his identifications. Improvements in the 
transcription have made it necessary to revise the line numbering in cer
tain cases. 

This edition, as already stated, is a conservative one, in anticipation of 
further physical restoration of the fragments. My transcriptions are based 
upon extended autoptic study of the manuscript on two occasions, in June, 
1978 and in December-March, 1979-80, and of two sets of photographs 
(one shot in 1973 with infrared light). Between these two study sessions 
the Conservation Section of the Department of Oriental Manuscripts an1 
Printed Books, British Library, reassembled and reconserved the frag
ments according to Dr. Oeyen's recommendations. 
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The details of transcription in the present edition represent advances 

over previous transcriptions. However, the only significance of the frag

ments lies not in their readings, which add little to our knowledge of the 

text, but in the dialect in which they are written: in view of the crypto

Subachmimic character of all the tractates in CG II, it is of no small 

interest to have indubitable attestation of a frankly Subachmimic version 

of one of them. This value was fully evident as soon as Oeyen 's first edi

tion appeared. 

The text of the two Coptic versions of our tractate is virtually the same 

in both cases; very few (if any) of the differences between them reflect 

variants in the Greek original. Clearly one of the Coptic versions has 

been transposed from the other; but no evidence within the manuscripts 

points to the order of precedence. 

The variants between the two dialect versions fall into two classes: (a) 

differences attributable merely to dialect and style (see Table l). (b) true 

textual differences (some or all of which, however, may have occurred 

within the Coptic transmission). The true textual variants (b) are all cited 

in the critical apparatus of CG 11,5. Variants of the other class3 are not. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. W. E. Crum, Catalogue of the Coptic Manuscripts in the 

British Museum (London: British Museum, 1905). no. 522 (pp. 251-252). 

C. Oeyen, "Fragmente einer subachmimischen Version der gnostischen

• Schrift ohne Titel'," Essays on the Nag Hammadi Texts in Honour of

Pahor Labib (M. Krause, ed.; Nag Hammadi Studies 6; Leiden: Brill,

1975) 125-144. [See now also volume I, p. 8, note 16.J

3For varianr spellings of the same word (e.g. London MMf:Y for Cairo MMAy) attributable

to dialect, the index should be consulted. 



TABLE I 

Dialectal and Stylistic Variants in the London (Brit. Lib.) Fragments 

CAIRO 

CGII Reading LONDON READING DIFFERENCE 

102:34 t:1[opq] CWfclE:Z MMa.q diction 

102:34 f>.:1[0pqJ ... CWfclE:Z MMa.q ... 

NO.X(j [ N ]c;>Y �� �f>.:1[a.q] symagm 

103:2-3 NTa.pe MTTHye NT�[poy]ci;it:11:!'!"C?Y 

... CMNTOy ..• N[is1] �nHye word order 

103:3 60M [.11.y]N[a.]t:1[1](? diction 

103:4-5 ana.rx1reNeTwp a. TT a.[p ].x1re[ N ]E:TWP

.XICE: a.q�!C?E: syntagm 

103:27-28 Nqpee MTTE:TE: a.yw Ka.6N'f[o]y

MTTE:q- E:C.XE: MTTE:(j- diction 

103:32 ca.ea.we •.. NTa.pe ���a.[w]e 

NTa.peq- ••. Nnpe[q]- syntagm 

106:16 E:TBE: n a.el ZM TTE:E:I diction 

112:3 Ta.MIO Ta.N O  diction 

112:3 ZNN06 NIN�6 syntagm 

112:4 Ka.a.y K'!)E: MM[a. ]y syntagm 

112:4 a.Tpoy - NCE:- syntagm 

112:5 a.yW CE:- NCE:- syntagm 

112:5--6 .XWK E:BOA �•re N�NCHMION diction 

NZNCHME:ION 

112:7 a.yw ZNNE:Ba.TE: MN z[NN]E:f:I�'!" diction 

115:8 MHTTWC N(j- [a.PH]oy �- diction 

116:27-28 a.c- ... a.c- a.c- ... a.yw �c- syntagm 

116:28 N.XIOye a.TOYN [uoy ]N ��a.t:-1 

a.Aa.M [N.x]!oy� word order 

116:30 a.yoywz NCWC [a.yo]ya.zoy 

N[cwc] diction 

117:22 za.pMoce ezoy N e- [c]�Ta.Tq a.- diction 

117:23 ayw [a.]y'!) t:-11:1 diction 

120:29 MHTTWC NCE:- [MH]noT[E: NCE:-) diction 

124:28-30 ay-... ay- aq- ... [a.yw ay-] syntagm 

125:20 a.Tpoy- a- symagm 

125:20 OyWNZ E:BOA ZM- (o )YNZ-... a.ea.[A syntagm 

125:22 TE:E:IZE: "thus" TE:E:I TE: �E: diction 



COPTIC MUSEUM CG II 

§§ 22-23

p.10211 aclt:,1(opq' ac]Noxq' E:TTITN E:TTTA PTA-

35 PO N II [x1M' ci,oo]y E:TMMAY ATne: CMNTc MN * ne:cKaz
*p.!03' E:B[OA ] ZITN TCOcl>IA NIAA AA-

BAIWe' TE:TMTTITN MMooy THPOY NTAIPE: 

MTTHYE: AE: CMNTOY MN NOY60M' I 

MN TOYAIOIKHCIC THPC 

5 anapx1re:NE:ITWP x1ce: MMoq' AY-

w aqx1 e:ooy z1TN I <T>CTPAT E:IA THpc N

Narre:1,,.oc AYW t NNOYINE: THPOY MN Noy-

ar're:Aoc oycMOY I MNNoye:ooy ayTaaq Naq' NToq 

AE: aqlOYNO q' etc. 

Copt. Mus. CG II 102:33-103:9 (see above, pp. 38-40) 



fibers J. 

BRIT. LIB. OR.4926(1) 

Fr. i (Oeyen) 

�ccwr:,ez MMAQ A�[N]«?Y�� t:1t-;1(Aq ATTTA PTA)-

1;'0� XM ci,o oy E:TMME:Y ATCOcl>l[A N°IAhA A ]-

I_IA� · �CC�T TIJ[E: M]N l)'UZ NT �(poy ]

Ct-:1�T«?Y NA� N[61] t:iTTHYE: MN No [yAy)-

5 N[A ]t:,1(1)� MN TOY�tOl�CIC THPC TO[TE:] 

ATTA [P)XlrE:[N]E:TWP AQ�t�E: Mt:,1AQ A)"-

� AQ<9C?Y<9[0y] MMAQ ZffN TCTPATE:IA N

NNA[rrE:1,,.0 C AY]� NNOYTE: THPOY MN NOY

[ - - - ] . [ . ] . [ . ])"NE:Q[ .. ] 

Brit. Lib. Or.4926(1 ), Frame C (back) 
The lines are laid out as in the manuscript. 

i I reading of pap. cannot be [N)<?Y�� ��[z..q lt.TTITN lt.TTTAPTlt.){'O� J:i�[z..q - - - I: 
first M not definite, superlin. stroke restored 3 c�T : MN not definite, superlin. stroke 
restored 4 cBt:tt:1T<?Y : MMN not definite, second superlin. stroke restored J:inHyE: : M 
not definite, superlin. stroke restored 5 TO[TE:) Oeyen 
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§§ 25-27

p.10325 NE:TNZBHYE: CE:INAPKATAAYE: 

MTT<!)TA THPQ' NTAQ'OYIWNZ E:BO1\ 

ZN TME: AYW qNAWXN Nqp I ee MTTE:TE: ivineq'

<!)wne NTAPE: TTTIICTIC xe NAE: 1 

30 ACtSWATT' E:BO1\ ZNNMIIMOOY MTTE:CE:INE: NTE:CMNTNOtS 

AYIW NTE:E:IZE: ACPANAXWPE:1 E: ZPA°i 

e1necoyoe1N CABAW0 AE: TT<!)H-

PE: I NIAAAA BAW0 NTAPE:Q'CWTM �T'ICMH NTTTICTIC 

35 AQZY MNE:I epo[c AqP]IIKATArE:INWCKE: ivine1wT etc.

Copt. Mus. CG II 103:25-35 (pp. 40-42) 



BRIT. LIB. FRAGMENT II 

Fr. ii 

fibers➔. The other side of Fr. i. 

[ - - - NE: TN]��l:IOY� ��t:i[Alfl:-�T��[ ye] 

[iiii]n <!)TA THPQ TTE:E:I NTAZOYWNZ ABA�

[ZN] TMHE: AYW KA6N"f[O]y E:C.KE: iiiineq

[<9]WTTE: NE:E:I NE: NTAC�<?<?Y iiit TTTICTIC 

5 [A] yw AC0ZBE: TTAP�WN An�[c]"iNE: ZN N[M]

MOyE:IAYE:IE: AYW ACPAN��WPE:I AZPHE:I 

ATTE:COYAE:IN NTAPE: ���A[w]e' NAE: TT<!)H

p� iii"iAl\�A�Awe NTAPE:[qcw]TM ATTTICTIC 

AqrzyMNE:1 �e�� �l" ___ 1 ... l .2:3. 1

Brit. Lib. Or.4926(1). Frame C (front) 

103 

ii I 'f: p not definite, superlin. stroke restored 3 palaeographically the most obvious 
reading would be CSN'fC?� E:c.u:: also palaeographically possible are lsN T� E:C.11.E: and isN!' 

J!.E:C.11.E:; the reading is obscured by bits of glued-over papyrus and (poss.) offset 4 Nt : 
expected is NCS 1 (poss. emend thus) 9 letter traces very indistinct 
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§§ 35-36

p. 10614-
15 AYMOYT€ €OYIINA M' J'-€ A 1-

l(AIOCYNH iseoyp A €  AYMOYITe epoc xe TAAIKIA 

€TB€ TIA€16€ AY.l'-1 I THPOY t NOYKOCMOC NT€K 'KAHCIA 

NTAIK A IIOCYNH MN TAA IKI-

A AZ€ epA"i exN oycwNT' I TH

poy t TIAPXlr€N€TWP 6€ MTIXAOC 

20 NTAHP£QNAY eneq'<9HP€ CA BA We' etc. 

Copt. Mus. CG II 106: 14-20 (pp. 46-48) 



BRIT. LIB. FRAGMENT IIA 105 

Fr. iia 

fibers ➔. The text is on the back of a thin layer of horizontal 

fibers glued face-down to the fragment in Frame D (back). 

The ink shows through this layer, in mirror-image. The read

ing was somewhat improved by reference to a photograph 
(Brit. Lib. Or. neg. no. 3448) made while the papyrus was wet

ted with trichlorethylene, and also to an infrared photograph 
(Brit. Lib. Or. neg. no. 2863). 

[ .. ]<?Yt:,1[ - - - ] 

[ . ]�1ocy�[ - - - ] 

�M TTE:E:I �[ - - - ] 

� �Z� AP[ . ]"f[ - - - ] 

5 [ .. ] •..• [---] 

[ 
. . .  

] �[ - - - ] 

Restoration of Fr. iia by Dr. Oeyen: 

[A Z](?Yt:,i[OyT E: AOYNE:M .KE: TAl]

[K]�IOCy�[H 6B OYP .KE: TAAIK IA ] 

�M TTE:E:I �[E: TAIKAIOC Y NH MN TAAIKI]-

� �z� AP[E:]"f[Oy A.K N NOYCW NT T H)-

5 [po)y i:i��[x1rE:NE:TWP 6€ MTTXAOC ] 

[NTA)�[E:QNE:Y ATTE:Q<!)HPE: CABAwe] 

Brit. Lib. Or.4926( I), Frame D (back, lower right corner) 
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§62

p.1122 ACXI oye.1oyc1A NTOOTC I NTmcT1c

ACTAMIO NZNN06 Npeq'p oyo1e1N MN N

c1oy THPOY ACK.AAY ZN Tne ATPOY IIP 

5 OYOE:IN E:XM TTK.AZ AYW CE:XWI(' E:B0.1\ NIZNCHME:ION 

NXPONOC MN ZNK.AIPOC MN I ZNPMTTOOy-

e Ayw ZNNE:BATE: MN zNzooy I MN zNoy-

'!JH MN zNcoycoy MN nii::.ecee-

10 ne I THPq' AYW NTee1ze ATTMA THPQ' pii::.ocME:I H ZIXN Tne 

AAAM' Ae oyoe1N' NTApeq'oywqJ I ABwii::. ' ezoyN' eneq'oe1N 

etc. 

Copt. Mus. CG II I I 2:2-11 (p. 58) 



BRIT. LIB. FRAGMENT III 

Fr. iii 

fibers ,1, 

[ - - - NT ]1:f! <: [ T 1! <: �T-
�<:T �N«? �NIN�6 NOY [AE:]!NAy[e]![e] MN N�

c,[o]y T[H]fO[y] �CK(!>E: MM[A]y ZN TTTE: NCE:p

<?Y�E:IN A .K M  1:f�[A]Z NC��IPE: N�NCHMION

5 �XPONOC [M]N Z�Ulf[oc] MN z�[P]t:1nAy-

E:IE: MN z [NN]E:�� "!" t:1[N ZN]zooy t:1N ��oy

<!)AYE:IE: t:1� ��[. ] . [ •• 4� •• ]YE:IE: MN TTUICE:[E:]

TTE: THPQ [.] ... [ .... ZI.K]� [T]ne NTA(;I<!)�[.] 

[ - - - ].[.].[.].[---]

Brit. Lib. Or.4926(1), Frame E (front) 
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iii 2 '!'�NC? � : second N not definite, superlin. stroke restored 5 �XPONOC : N not 
definite, superlin. stroke restored first z� : superlin. stroke is definite, N restored 5-6 
[P)�nayE:IE:: M not definite, superlin. stroke restored 6 E:��'!': extraneous ink gives false 
impression of e��t 7 �� �� : letter traces not definite, two superlin. strokes 
restored [ . ] . [ . ."1� .]yE:1£: Subachmimic plural of coycoy or its synonym 
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§§ 66-67

p.11227 AYCWBE: NCA TT APXlrE: NE:-

TWP' .KE: Aq'IXE: 601\ E:Q.KW MM OC .KE: A

N OK '  ne nNoylTE: MA AA AY <9oon ' z1 TAE:ZH 

30 NTAPOYE: I <9ANPOQ' TTE: X AY .KE: 

MH nAE:I ne nN OYTE: NTAZITAKO MTTNE:ProN 

Aq'oyw<9ii nexAq xe I eze' e:<9.x.e TE:TN 'oyw<9 

XE:KAC NE:Q'<96N I 60M NT AKO MTTNE:Pr O N  

�MHE:ITN MAPN ITAME:10 N OYPWME: E:B01\ ZM TTKAZ 

etc. 

Copt. Mus. CG II 112:27-34 (pp. 58-60) 



BRIT. LIB. FRAGMENT IV 

Fr. iv 

fibers➔. The other side of Fr. iii. 

a [ - - - TTAPXlr£N£]-

TWP �[e A(jX£ 6]�� �<J�'!' [MMAC xe A)

NAK TT£ [TTNOYT£] �N 6£ (9(?[0TT Z]I T��f ZH] 

TOT£ z�[ye1 AZO] YN <g�p�q n��ey [xe] 

MH i:i[ee1 ne nN]oyr[e - - - ] ... [ - - - ] 

5 Z . [ . ] .. [ - - - T ]£TN[ oyw ]

(9£ . . . . . [ - - - ] ... [ - - - ] 

Brit. Lib. Or.4926( I), Frame E (back) 
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iv 7 AMI;'"!'� : N not definite, superlin. stroke restored NTN : MAPN Oeyen [ - - -
a.e)�� read from small ambiguous traces 
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p.l 154.5

ON THE ORIGIN OF THE WORLD 

§ 80

EA(jXI MO Pllcl>H N0€ NNIZoy-

ZE €MN TTNEYMA NZHTq' I €TB€ TTEEIZWB NT APE 

TTN06 NAPXWN I p TTMEEyE MTTq)A-

XE NTTTICTIC A(lP ZOTE I MH-

nwc Nql N61 TTPMMME ezoyN' eneq'lnAACMA 

Nqji XO EIC exwq" etc. 

Copt. Mus. CG II 115:4-9 {p. 64) 



BRIT. LIB. FRAGMENT IVA 

fibers➔ 

.... �[ 

ZE ��[ 

TINA.? i:t[

XE�[.]. [ 

5 oyg[ 

Aq[ 

Fr. iva 

l ll

The following restoration is based upon Oeyen 's, adjusted to the 
new readings of the manuscript. The fragment is so slight, and the 
traces so uncertain owing to surface damage, that identification of 
the fragment as corresponding to CG II l 15:5-lO is far from cer
tain. 

..... �[ 

ZE �[MN 

TINA.� t:l[APXWN 

XE �[q)f [ZA.TE 

5 oy <J[E1 NCSI 

A. q[ji XA.EIC

Brit. Lib. Or.4926( I). Frame B (back) 

NIZoy] 

- - - ]

- Mm!)E] -

- - - A.PH] -
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§§ 90-91

p.11626 ACCWB£ NCA 

ToyrNwlMH' a.ct 01,.a.CTN eNoyea.1,. 

ACKW MMAy I ii.1nece1Ne Nx1 oye AToyN AA.AM' 

ACBWK' I ezoyN en<gH N NTrNwc,c AC6W 

30 MMAy II NTOOy 11..e a.yoywz Ncwc a.coywNz 

etc. 

Copt. Mus. CG II 116:26-30 (p. 68) 
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Fr. ivb 

fibers l The other side of Fr. iva. Several papyri are here stuck 
together. At some places ink traces of the various layers can be 
seen. The text cannot be edited in its present state. 

Fr. v 

fibers ➔. Two non-contiguous pieces, (a) and (b). There is a kol
lesis approximately 48 mm from the left edge of (a), stepping down 
from left to right, between� and TT£(?[1N£]. 

(a) 

I [ - - -

TO[yr]N�[MH 

Z..CKW£ �TT£(?[£1N£ 

z..yw �CB�[K .?>.ZOyN 

5 NZH"f(j N[T z,.y NA£ 

bottom margin 

Fr. ivb: Bril. Lib. Or.4926(1), Frame B (back) 
Fr. v: Bril. Lib. Or.4926(1). Frame A (from) 

(b) 

] . . .  [ -

] . .  [ . . . .  ] . .  [ 

.?>.TOy]N �+z..t:-t ( Y NX]�oy� 

A.TTq)]HN NT[rNWCI]<_:: �[C6W] 

z..yo ]yz.. z oy N[c wc] �<_::oy[wNz] 

v I ) :...:....: [ indislincl lraces read in infrared photograph (penes Layton) made Nov. 
1973 4 HN NT read ibid. 
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§§ 96-97

p.11720 XE KAAC ngopn' MMAAY I ECAxn o ZPA°i N ZH-

TC NcnepMA NIM I eqTHZ eqi>ZAPMOCE ezoyN' ex1-

MAPIMENH MnKocM oc MN NeccxHMA 

AYIW TAIKAI OCyNH' Ay OIKON OMIA etc. 

Copt. Mus. CG II 117:20-24 (p. 70) 



BRIT. LIB. FRAGMENT VI 115 

Fr. vi 

fibers !. The other side of Fr. v, q.v. Two non-contiguous pieces, 
(b) and (a).

(b) (a) 

[ .. ]. [. ]'f'!J[Apn) MM[eey ecAxno NZ]�"f NZH

[T)(? NCO£Pt:'9� [NIM £(lTHZ .. C]".!'fAT(l AXl

[M)APt:'9£Nl;I Mn�[yKOCMOC MN N£](?XHMA 

[A ]y(!.l 1\:1� T AIK A IOC[yNH AyOIKON]<;)MIA 

bottom margin 

Brit. Lib. Or.4926( I), Frame A (back) 

vi I )MM[ read in infrared photograph (penes Layton) made Nov. I 973 3 reading of 
pap. cannot be [ - - - Nt:c]c;:xHMa. for reason of space; prob. emend thus 4 [ - - -
OIK0N)c,>M1a. : after this word there is offset from another page 
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§ 104

p.1197 AC6W(9T' £ZOyN I 

ZM n<gHN a.cNa.y epoq xe Necwq a.yw I 

10 oy 1,.ez1,.z ne ACM£PI Tq' a.ex, eeo1,. ZM II neq-

1<.a.pnoc a.coywM' a.ct Mnec1<.[e]lza."i a.q'oywM' 

zwwq' TOT£ a.noyNoyc I oywN NTa.poyoywM' ra.p a.noy

oeIN I NTrNwc,c ji oyoeIN NAY NTa.poy t zIwloy 

15 Mn<gme a.yeIMe xe Ne y 1<.a.1<.AZHY II 

a.TrNwcIc NTAPoVPNHcf>e a.yNa.y epooy I 

X£ C£KAKAZH y AYMPP£ NOY£PHY NTAl

poyNa.y ANOYn"-ACTH C etc. 

Copt. Mus. CG II 119:7-17 (pp. 72-74) 



BRIT. LIB. FRAGMENTS VII, VIII ll7 

Fr. vii Fr. viii 

fibers➔ fibers J-. The other side of Fr. vii. 

5 

]zoyN 

] • El 

] . nE(j 

]WM 

] . noy 

] . xoa 

]KaZHy 

]pay 

] . 

5 

-ro[ 

�[ 

i:i[ 

�[ 

z[ 

. .  [ 

. [ 

c[ 

The following restoration of Fr. vii, based upon Oeyen's (adjusted to the new read
ings of the manuscript), is very hypothetical and in some ways unsuccessful. The 
fragment is so slight, and the traces so uncertain owing to surface damage, that 
identification of the fragment as corresponding to CG II 119:7-17 is far from certain. 

[Kapnoc 

5 [zwwq 

a]zoyN

] • El 

aeaA. Z]":f nE(j

aqoy ]wM 

]�noy-

[AEIN NTrNWCIC ] . xoa 

NEyKH]KaZH y 

[aTrNWCIC - - - ayNEy a]pay

[XE NT]�-

9a (poyNEy 

Brit. Lib. Or.4926(1), Frame B, Fr. vii= (front), Fr. viii= (back) 

vii 2 [ - - - ] . : bottom of an upright stroke (e.g. T) preceded by an ambiguous trace 3 

I - - - ] . : the letter trace can be read �. 1:4. � (?). �. ":', �. � (?), or else � 5 I - - - ) . : the 

letter trace can be read�.�.�.":',�. or else�; ink trace above this letter is prob. offset 6 

I - - - ] . : letter trace obscured by a layer of papyrus; poss.� 

viii I -ro[TE: N.AE: na.xey xe - - - ) Oeyen. comparing Copt. Mus. CG II 119:34 TOT[£ 

nexa.]y �[T)':4 xe etc. 
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§§ I IO-I I I

p.12023 NTAPEq'NAy Epooy' Aqt PAN' ENoVIKT ICMA ' 

Ayq)TOPTP XE A(jpNHcj)E 

25 E80A II ZN ArWNIA NIM' N61 AA.AM' Aycwoyz 

Aylx1 cyM80yAION nExAy XE EiC AA.AM' I 

A(jq)WOE N0E OyA E80)1.' MMON ATPE<l'IEIME N-

T AIAcj)opA il.inoyoEIN MN OKAIKE TENoy MH-

30 nwc NCEP ZAA MMoq' NeE II

Mn<gHN NTrNwc1c Nq1 oN EZoyN I En<gHN' 

MOWNZ NqoywM' E80)1. NZHTq' etc.

Copt. Mus. CG II 120:23-31 (p. 76) 
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Fr. ix 

fibers➔ 

I . f?[ 

THP(?[ 

All.AM I 

Azoy.x[ 

5 A{l'9�[ 

TA[ 

TTOT[ 

MTT[ 

ii[ 

The following restoration of Fr. ix is by Oeyen, adjusted to the new 

readings of the manuscript. Since so little of the text is preserved it 

must be considered hypothetical. 

I . f?[ - - - A(jt PE:N ANOYKTICMA] 

THP<?[ Y AZOY(9 TAPTP .xe A(jfNHc)>e N61] 

All.AM [ABAh ZN AfWNIA NIM Azoycwoyz] 

Azoy.x[1 CYMBOYhlON TTA.Xey Xe e1c All.AM] 

5 A{l'9�[ne tiiee tiioyeel ABAh MMAN ATPE:(jMME: tii]

T 11.[IAc)>OPA MTTOYAE:IN MN TTKE:Ke tNoy MH]

TTOT [e tiicep ze>. MMA{I - - - tiiee] 

MTT[(9HN NTTNWCIC N(jE:I AN AZOYN ATT(9HN] 

M[TTWN Z 

Brit. Lib. Or.4926( I), Frame B (front) 
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§ 134

p.12427 A YW noy-

A noyA I NZH TOY eeo>. 

ZM noy1<.Az Aycsw>.n' eeo>. I NToyrNwc1c 

30 NTE:K 'K>.HCIA NTAZOYWNZ II E:B01' ZNNMTT-

hACMA MTT TAKO' Ayze el roc eyNTAC 

cnepMA NIM ' eT ee �[c]nerlMA Ne3oy

c1A NTAZTW[Z NMMAC] TO[ T)e I TTCWTHP' 

etc. 

Copt. Mus. CG II 124:27-33 (pp. 84-86) 



I 

5 

BRIT. LIB. FRAGMENTS X, XI 

Fr. x 

fibers J,_ The other side of Fr. ix. 

[ - ]e

[ - ]z

[ - - - ] .

[ - - - ] . N

[ - ] .

- - -

[ - ] • M 

[ - ]KO 

[ - ]

Fr. xi 

fibers➔ 

(l [ Ayw noy]-

I [t:E:I n]oye el NZHTOY AljOY(!>[N]Z ABA.>. 

[MTTU]� Alj6(!>�TT AU>. NTE:ljf[N](!>(?(I](? 

[NTE:KK]�HCIA N"f[AZOYWNZ ABA.>.] ��N ":1[TT]

[.>.ACMA M]TTTE:KO [AyW Ayze"ie APAC e]yNTE:C 

5 (NCTTE:P]MA NIM t:[TBE: NCTTE:PMA NN]t::S�y

[CIA - - - ] .... I - - - );: [ - - - ] 

Brit. Lib. Or.4926( I), Fr. x = Frame B (back), Fr. xi= Frame D (back) 

121 

xi 2 reading of pap. prob. cannot be [zM nu.]� 3 i:i : M is definite, superlin. stroke 
restored 
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§§ 139-141

p.12517 MN ne

eHn' eToyloNz eeo J\ AN AYW neTe 

MnoycoywNq' I ceNAcoywNq' NAe1 Ae 

20 Ay TNNOoyce n ATpoyoyWNZ ' E:BO J\ ZMTTTTE:0H TT' MN I 

TCA(!)c.je Ne3oyc1A MTTXAoc MN 

TOYIMNTAcee Hc Ayw Tee1ze Ay-

K ATAKPIINe MMooy eMooy Toy N-

25 TAPe NTeJ\e11oc cse THPOY oywNz eeo" ZN MTTJ\ACIIMA 

Copt. Mus. CG 11 125:17-25 (pp. 86-88) 



BRIT. LIB. FRAGMENT XII 

Fr. xii 

fibers ,l,_ The other side of Fr. xi. 

a [ - - - MN ne]-

[eHn £tjN]�oyWNZ .\.B.\.[A] £N .\.y[w MN] 

[pw]f\:1£ eyN.\. COYNWtj [e]N NE:£! �[Ae] 

[.\.yT]NN.\.yce .\.YNZ neeHn .\.B.\.[A ey)

[WNZ] NT<;:.\.(9B£ N£lOYCI.\. .\.B.\.A Ml:,I 

5 [ToyM)NT.\.ceeH� �yw Tee1 "f£ �e- [.\.yl

[PK.\.T].\.Kl;'[l]Ne M[M.\.y MN] H£1.\.IW[N) �

[T.\.P£ - - - ] ... -:- . 

Brit. Lib. Or.4926(1), Frame D (front) 

123 

)(ii I [ - - - e14N)� Layton 2 (pw►..e Layton 3-4 [eyWNz] (i.e. eyoyWNz) ... ABAII. 

Layton: [AYNl TM)NT�A(!jllE: Oeyen 6 i.e. TIE:IAIW(N] (poss. read thus) 
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Fr. xiii 

fibers➔ 

I ] • [ 

Brit. Lib. MS. Or. 4926( I), Frame D (front) 

Fr. xiv 

fibers ,l,_ The other side of Fr. xiii. 

I ] •. [ 

J •. [ 

Brit. Lib. Or. 4926( I), Frame D (back) 

Fr. xv 

fibers➔. The readings are confused by offset. 

I N[ 

..... I 

T�POYN[ 

A. �.--:-[

Brit. Lib. Or.4926( I), Frame F (front) 
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Fr. xvi 

fibers ,l,_ Not the other side of Fr. xv, but rather a distinct fragment 
glued to the other side of it. 

I [ ]":1�[ -

]TT�AT[ 

Brit.Lib. Or.4926( I), Frame F (back) 

Fr. xvii 

fibers ➔- The surface of the other side has been stripped away. 

I [ - - - ] ON .XIN[ - - - j 

Brit. Lib. Or.4926( I), Frame F (front) 

fibers➔ 

I • [ 

TTN. [ 

re. [ 

Fr. xviii 

Brit. Lib. Or.4926( I), Frame F (front) 
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Fr. xix 

fibers J.,_ The other side of Fr. xviii. 

I [ I .. 

]y�y 

) . YM 

)ECCi 

I 

Brit. Lib. Or.4926( I). Frame F (back) 

Fr. xx 

fibers J.,_ The surface of the other side has been stripped away. 

I 

-

l .. I

I .. - I 

I . i:i . [ - -

- ]
- I

- ]

Brit. Lib. Or.4926( I), Frame F (front) 



BRIT. LIB. FRAGMENTS XIX-XXII 

Fr. xxi 

fibers J,,_ The surface of the other side has been stripped away. 

I ] • [ 

] . [ 

Brit. Lib. Or.4926( I), Frame F (back) 

Fr. xxii 

fibers J,,_ The surface of the other side has been stripped away. 

I ] •• [ 

] . [ 

] . [ 

] . [ 

5 ] . [ 

] . [ 

Brit. Lib. Or.4926(1), Frame F (front) 

127 
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Fr. xxiii 

fibers!. The surface of the other side has been stripped away. 

I ] . [ 

] . [ 

] . [ 

] . [ 

Brit. Lib. Or.4926(1 ). Frame F (front) 

Fr. xxiv 

fibers J., 

I [ - ] . [ - ]

[ - ]N�[ 

[ - - - ] . [ 

Brit. Lib. Or.4926( I), Frame F (front) 
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Fr.xxv 

fibers ➔. The other side of Fr. xxiv. 

I[- - -].[ - - - l

[ - - - ]� . [ - -- ]

Brit. Lib. Or.4926(1), Frame F (back) 

fibers J, 

I [ - - - li:r . [ 

[- - -] . .[

[ - - -]e . [

Fr. xxvi 

- - - ]

- - - ]

- - -]

Brit. Lib. Or.4926( I). Frame F (front) 
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Fr. xxvii 

fibers➔- The other side of Fr. xxvi. 

I ] •• ( 

Brit. Lib. Or.4926( I). Frame F (back) 

Fr. s.n. 

Both sides of this fragment.are blank. 

Brit. Lib. Or.4926( I). Frame F (bottom row, center) 



TRANSLA TION 

Frg. i 

22 . ... and bound him and cast him [into] Tartaro�. 'Since that day, 

Sophia {the daughter of] Yaldabaoth 'has consolidated the heaven, along 

with the earth.' 

23. Now when the heavens had consolidated themselves along with

their forces 5 and all their administration, then ' the prime parent became 

insolent. And' he boasted on account of the army of ' the angels. [And] 

all the gods and their ' ... him (?) ...

Frg. ii 

25 . ... [your (pl.)] works ' the entire defect that has become visible' 

[out of] the truth will be abolished, 'and it will be like what has never ' 

been. 

26. This is what Pistis said. 5 And she showed (?) to the ruler her like

ness in the ' waters. And she withdrew up ' to her light. 

27. Now when Sabaoth the son 'of Yaldabaoth [heard] Pistis, ' he sang

praises to her, and [he] ... 

Frg. iia (hypothetical restoration ) 

35. . .. [right has] been called justice, ' [left wickedness.] ' Now

because of this [justice and wickedness]' stand [over all their creatures.] 

36. 5 [Thus when] the prime [parent of chaos' saw his son Sabaoth] ... 

ii 5 (§ 26) showed(?): the exact meaning of this Coptic verb is not certain 
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Frg. iii 

62. . .. Pistis, who (?) ' fashioned great lights and ' all the stars. And

she put them in the sky to ' shine upon the earth and to render temporal 

signs 5 and seasons and years ' and months and days and nights ' and 

[moments] and so forth.' ... [upon the) sky ... he ... ' ... 

Frg. iv 

66. a • • •  [the prime] parent I because [he had) lied when he said,' "It is

I who am [God.] No other exists before me." ' 

67. Then they gathered unto him and said,' "[Is this] not the god ... "
5 • • •  " • • •  you ... want ' ... ' come [let us create a man (i.e., human 

being)] out of [earth] ... " 

Frg. iva (hypothetical restoration) 

80 . ... [an] abortion, 'in that [no] ... 'the chief [ruler) ... [the] say

ing,' he was [afraid] ... lest 5 • • •  ' • • •

Frg. ivb 

(U ntranslatab!e.) 

Frg. v 

90. . .. ' their decision . ... ' (she) secretly left her [likeness with]

Adam.' 

91. And she entered [the] tree of [acquaintance (gnosis) and

[remained] 5 in it. [And they] pursued [her], and she revealed ... 

iii I (§ 62) who(?): text damaged 

iva (§ 80): so few letters survive that the identification of this fragment is uncertain 
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Frg. vi 

96. · ... the first mother [might bearj within • her [every] seed, [being 

mixed and ... ] ... to the ' fate of their [universe] and [the]

configurations, 'and to Justice. 

97. (AI prearranged plan (oikonomia) ...

Frg. vii (doubtful restoration) 

I 04 . ... at' [the tree] ... ' ... of its' [fruit] ... ate 5 
• • •  the [light' of 

acquaintance (gnosis)] . . . ' . . . [ they were] naked ' [ of acquaintance 

(gnosis) ... they saw] that they ' ... [When they 90 saw] ... 

Frg. viii 

(Untranslatable.) 

Frg. ix (hypothetical restoration) 

110 . ... [he gave names to] all [their creatures). ' 

11 I. [They became troubled because] Adam [had recovered' from all 

the trials. They assembled] ' and laid [plans, and they said, "Behold 

Adam!] 5 He has come to be [like one of us. so that he knows] ' the 

[difference between the light and the darkness. Now] perhaps' [he will be 

deceived ... as in the case] 'of the [tree of acquaintance (gnosis) and also 

will come to the tree]' of [life] ... 

vi 3 (§ 96) [the) configurations: there is not room in the lacuna/or [their) configurations 

vii (§ I 04): so few letters survive that the identification of this fragmem is uncertain; further

more, the proposed restoration is not entirely successful because some letters remain unac
counted/or 

ix (§§ I I 0-1 11) : so few letters survive that the identification of this fragment is uncertain 
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Frg. x 

(Untranslatable.) 

Frg. xi 

134. 0 
• • •  [And each) 1 one of them appeared' [on earth) and revealed 

his (kind of) acquaintance (gnosis)' [to the visible} church constituted of 

the' [modelled forms (p/asmata) of} perdition. [And it (viz., the church) 

was found to) contain 5 all kinds of seed, [because of the seed of the J author

ities' ... 

Frg. xii 

139. 0 
• • •  [There is nothing (or, no one) 1 hidden that] will not become 

apparent, and [there is noJ 'person who will not be recognized. 

140. [And) these' [were] sent to make known what is hidden, [making

'known] the seven authorities and 5 [their] impiety. And thus [they 'were 

condemned [along with) this age (aeon).' 

141. [ . .. when) . . .

Fragments xiii-xxvii 

(Untranslatable.) 



TRACTATE 6 

THE EXPOSITORY TREATISE ON THE SOUL 



INTRODUCTION 

W1LLIAM C. ROBINSON, JR. 

I. The Expository Treatise on the Sou/1 (ExSoul) is an anonymous
treatise in the form of an exhortation to otherworldliness, using narrative, 

paraenesis, and proof texts. It must have been composed in Greek, 

perhaps as early as A.O. 200. No trace of the original Greek text survives, 

except for the present Coptic translation. The place of composition has 

not been ascertained. 
Two narrative episodes tell of the soul's fall from the presence of the 

heavenly father into this life, where she is violated, degraded, and aban

doned. She bears deformed children, weeps at her desolation, and prays 
to the father. Heeding her prayer the father restores her to her original 
state, and from heaven sends her bridegroom and brother with whom she 
is reunited in spiritual marriage. For this marriage she is reborn in youth

fulness, and in union with the heavenly bridegroom she ascends back to 

the father. Biblical and Homeric proof texts are adduced (attached to 
catchwords), a chain of Old and New Testament quotations characterizes 
life in this world as prostitution, and the treatise cQncludes with an exhor

tation to repentance. 

2. GENRE. PURPOSE. ExSoul exemplifies no distinct literary type. It

treats topics which were discussed in philosophical treatises on the soul 
starting in the second century A.O. (the nature of the soul, her incarnation, 
her lot in this life, eschatology), and follows in part a typical Platonic out
line found also in various Hermetic and pagan Gnostic systems. For a 
clear statement of this outline cf. Plotinus 6.9.9. Nevertheless ExSoul is 
neither philosophical argument nor sketch nor pure myth nor even 
novella, despite its story of risk and disaster and a happy ending of re
united lovers. Its aim, which becomes apparent not only in the closing 
exhortation but also in the paraenetic sections of the narrative, is exhorta
tion to otherworldliness. 

3. ARRANGEMENT. The work divides into a narrative, followed by an
exhortation, and then a recapitulation (in two parts) which focuses upon 
the theme of repentance. Apart from quotations of the bible and Homer, 

1 Also known as Exegesis on the Soul. 
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the literary components easiest to identify are narrative, exhortation

(135:4 to the end), and a self-contained exegetical composition on the

prostitution of the soul ( 129:5-131: 13 ). There are also exegetical glosses

to the quotations (130:20-28; 133:3-9, 20-28), hortatory comments

(128:20-26; 130:31-131:2), didactic comparisons and definitions 

(131:22-27, 31-34 [?]; 131:34-132:2, 27-35; 134:4-6, 11-15, 28-34), 

gnomic sentences (135:21-22, 25-29; 136:21-22, 25-27), narrative links

(132:10-12, 15-17; 133:11-13, cf. 128; 131:13-16), and two summaries 

near the end(l37:5-I I and 11-15). 
The guiding concepts of the composition are evident in (I) gnomic sen

tences in the hortatory conclusion ("The beginning of salvation is repen
tance .... And repentance takes place in distress and grief. But the father 

is good and loves humanity, and he hears the soul that calls upon him and 

sends it the light of salvation"); (2) various expressions which recur 

throughout the composition: sigh and repent, weep, mourn; suffering, 

affliction, distress, and defilement to designate the soul's bodily 

existence; and (3) two concluding summaries, one patterned on Homer's 

Helen, the other on the biblical Exodus from Egypt, which also denigrate 

earthly existence and predicate deliverance on sighing and repenting. The 

first part of the narrative aims to show that the reality of earthly existence 

is indeed suffering and defilement and that those who recognize it for 

what it is (cf. 131: 13-22) weep and repent. By showing that God is mer

ciful and graciously heeds the penitent's prayer, the narrative itself-and 

not just the hortatory conclusion--encourages the readers to repent. 

4. CONTENTS AND OVERALL UNITY. Despite overall compositional

unity the narrative motifs are not wholly coherent. The story begins, after 

prefatory remarks (127:18-21), with a general statement on the soul's 

preexistence and fall (127:21-27). In contrast to her preexistent asexual 

state (virginity and androgyny), the sours earthly state is characterized by 

sexual identity (female or male); thus sexuality in itself is the soul's 

plight; deliverance would entail restoration of the original state of asex

uality. Such, in general, is the tenor of the second part of the narrative 

(from 132:2 on): yet in the first part of the narrative the soul's plight is 

not described as sexuality itself, but as the state of sexual violation. She 
is raped, prostituted, defiled, abandoned, and corrupted-she finally 

defiles herself in promiscuity. The first narrative episode leaves no doubt 

that suffering is her lot on earth, and yet what she confesses in her prayer 

is not the narrated defilement but the abandonment of her pristine state 
("I abandoned my house and fled from my maiden's quarters. Restore 

me to thyself again"). And the same seems implied in the father's 

response: he "will have mercy on her, and he will make her womb tum 

from the external domain and will turn it again inward, so that the soul 
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will regain her proper character.'' Here, as in the opening generalization, 

her plight is sexuality, which compared with a nonsexual androgynous 
state is an inferior mode of existence. 

The second narrative episode, the love story which begins at 132:2 
( 132:2-10, 13-15, 18-27; 133: 10-11, 14-15. 31-134:3, 8-11, 25-28), 
does not follow from what preceded. The first narrative section neither 

requires a sequel, having reached its resolution with the implication that 

the father has answered the soul's prayer ( 128:26-129:5) and restored her 
to her original state (131: 13-132:2), nor does it imply the love story 
which follows. (Since it may be assumed that cleansing preparatory to 
the wedding was part of the ceremony-like perfuming the bridal 
chamber and waiting there for the bridegroom ( 132: 13-15)-the cleans

ing motif is inherent in the wedding story and hence not motivated by the 

defilements of the first narrative episode, despite narrative links in the 
second episode which make that connection.) Instead of being set in 
motion by the preceding narrative, the wedding story seems to originate 
in theory, in the doctrine of deficiency as the mark of this earthly life: 
"But since she is female, by herself she is powerless to beget a child. 
From heaven the father sent her her man, who is her brother, the 
firstborn'' ( 132:6-9). 

5. U sE OF QUOTATIONS. The argument is sanctioned by quotations
from scripture, biblical and Homeric. They occur in two blocks, one in 
each of the narrative episodes, and are interspersed throughout the con
cluding exhortation. At the end of the narrative, Psalm I 02 (LXX) is 
quoted to support assertions about the soul's resurrection, rejuvenation, 
and ransom, and John 6:44 certifies that the happy outcome is indeed the 
father's gracious doing. 

As probably in the case of the love story. the quotations may have had 
a literary history prior to their use in ExSoul. It has been shown that 
florilegia on themes found in ExSoul existed at the presumed time of com
position and that some of them contained quotations which also occur in 
ExSoul. But the attempt to demonstrate that ExSoul actually used such 
florilegia has not succee<led; it has not been shown that two or more quo
tations in a given context in ExSoul also occur together in any identifiable 
florilegium. Yet even without strict demonstration, it seems quite likely 
that these quotations were not all excerpted specifically for the composi
tion of this one work. The first and last quotations in the hortatory 
section-the beatitude on those who mourn and weep and Psalm 6-were 
treated together in Origen's commentary on Psalm 6, where he, as in 
ExSoul, referred the groaning and weeping of Psalm 6 to Israel's suffering 
under oppression in Egypt. Psalm 102 (LXX) was connected with rejuve
nation and resurrection in the myth of the phoenix, and in ExSoul the 
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quotation concludes with the words, "Your youth will be renewed like an

eagle's."

The most complicated and most interesting use of quotations occurs in 

the second narrative episode. First of all, the block of quotations
(133:1-31), which interrupts the story, is itself interrupted by part of the 

story-the recognition scene (133:10-l l )  and the account of the soul's
self-adornment (133:14-15), motifs which connect the preceding narra

tive with that which follows the block of quotations. The most interesting 

aspect of the composition here is that an exegetical gloss (133:3-9)-a 

reference to what stands in Genesis between the two statements quoted by 

ExSoul (Gen 2:24 and 3: 16)-supplies what a reader might have inferred 

but what the narrative had not told, viz., that the marriage is to reunite 

and so to reconstitute a syzygy. (The gloss has other allusions to the 

Genesis story incompatible with the narrative in ExSoul; viz., that "the 

woman led astray the man" and that originally "they were with the 

father"-while in the mise-en-scene the soul was "alone with the 

father," even though androgynous.) Here we see a narrative that is other

wise uninfluenced by the Genesis account skillfully augmented from it. 

Furthermore. this block of quotations introduces motifs which digress 

from the narrative frame in which it is set: the soul's "true master" (in 

the two glosses [133:3-9, 20-28]; cf. her "master" in the quotations 

from Gen 3: 16 and Psalm 44 [LXX]) and the soul's forgetting the house 

of her earthly father and "turning her face from her people and the multi

tude of her adulterers" (Psalm 44 [LXX] and the second gloss). But what 

here stands in tension with its immediate narrative context helps unite the 
whole of ExSoul; in the first narrative episode the soul had turned her face 
from the adulterers only to run to others who treated her' 'as if they were 

her masters" and whom she dared not leave (128:7-13). Not only is the 
past nullified, in that in union with her true master she finally turns her 

face from the false masters, but this section also suggests what is to come, 

the soul's departure from earth by ascending to her father who is in 

heaven. It is primarily within this block of quotations that the diverse 
components of ExSoul are tied together. 

6. EonoRIAL H1sToRY. There is disagreement on how ExSoul was
composed, ranging from the view that the quotations stood first in the 
process, furnishing both concepts and materials for the treatise, to consid
ering them as final additions to a prior composition. The question is 
inherently difficult: proof texts are by definition both foreign and fitted to 
their contexts. Hence from one view point it can be argued that the quota
tions are removable and therefore secondary; while from another it is pos
sible to stress their aptness, as an argument that the whole work was com
posed in a single effort. Both kinds of argumentation beg the question. In 
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fact the quotations are set alongside the narrative but not fused with it
they do not affect the context-and therefore seem to be later additions to 

a previous composition comprising narrative and exhortation. But even 

granting this, it would still remain unclear whether such a previous com

position had been used directly in written form or from memory of written 

or oral presentations. Some of the data seem better explained by assum

ing a written model: unresolved differences in vocabulary and nuance 

remain; the narrative seems to have maintained its integrity both from 

fusion with the quotation and-in matters of some importance (e.g., 

133:3-9)-against assimilation to the editing; and identifiable parts of the 

narrative survive in the midst of complex editing at I 33: I0-11, 14-15. 

7. AFFILIATIONS WITH OTHER TEXTS. ExSoul has points of contact

with several other works of the Nag Hammadi collection. The Authorita

tive Teaching (Vl,3) speaks of the spiritual soul being thrown down into a 

body, where involvement in the desires and vanities of this life causes her 

to forget her brothers and her father. Then coming to despise this transi

tory life, she strips off this world and puts on bridal clothing; she reclines 

in the bridal chamber; her bridegroom brings her the word and gives it to 

her as food which enables the eyes of her mind to know her origins in 
order that she might leave matter behind and receive what is hers. The 

Gospel According to Philip 2 connects salvation and the bridal chamber. 

Like ExSoul, the Gospel According to Philip and the Gospel According to 

Thomas3 reflect the androgyne myth. Similarities have also been noticed 

between ExSoul and the Naasenes, the Sophia Salvanda form of Valentin

ianism, Simonian Gnosticism, and the Wisdom myth. 

ExSoul is important in that it reflects a simple form of the androgyne 

myth without any anti-Jewish aspects; in its treatment of Helen and thus 

what it may contribute towards an understanding of Simonian Gnos

ticism; and in furnishing an instance of the image used in Eph 5:22-23 

(bridegroom who saves the bride) which may be independent of the pas

sage in Ephesians (the bridegroom as "brother" of the bride [ 132:8; 

133:5-6; 134:27] is not derived from the Christian image of the church as 

the bride of Christ, and if "who is her brother" is not a secondary addi

tion in ExSoul, then ExSoul documents the existence of the figure apart 
from its use in Ephesians). 

The text of ExSoul is well transmitted and survives in a relatively good 

state of preservation. 

2 Edited in volume I. 

J Edited in volume I. 
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p. 127 18 TE:]HfHCIC E:TBE: TlflYXH I 

20 ANco cj)oc eT<yoon z1 TNNE:ZH ayt 0MN0Mac1a E:TlflYXH NNoypaN N-
CZIME: I ONTWC ON ZN TE:Ccj)yc,c oyCZIME: TE: I oymac MMay 
ZWWC NTE:CMHTPA 

zewc I ME:N ec<yo on' oya aTc zazTM ne1wT' I oynapeeNoc 
25 TE: ayw oyzoyTCZIME: TE: I ZM ITE:CE:INE: ZOTAN AE: E:C<yANZAE:IE: 

I emTN ecwMa NCI enee1e1oc TOTE: ac1zae1e ATOOToy NZAZ N-
AHCTHC ayw NIZY':![P1)cTHC ayNoxc E:TOOToy NNoyepHy I a y[ .... 

30 ..... Joe ZOE:INE: ME:N ayxpw M NA<:: z[NNoye1) � ZNKo oye AE: 
eyne,ee I MMoc z� [o )yanaTH NAWl;'[O)N zan�l I zanAwc ay-

*p. 1281 xozMc ac::[ ..... TE:CMN]T'*napeeNoc 
ayw acnopNeye zM nec1cwMa ayw ACTA.AC NTOOTq' oyoN 

NIM' I ayw neTCA60AXC MMo q' ecMeeye I xe neczae, ne zo-
5 noTe NTACTaac NIITOOToy NZNM01xoc NZYBPICTHC NAlmcToc 

ATpoyjixpw Nae TOTE: aca<g ezoM' I E:MA TE: ayw ACME:TA-
NOE:1 naA1N ec<ya(N)IKTE: neczo eeoA NNee1Mo1x oc <yacnwT I 

10 ezoyN ezN1<.o oye NcejiaNar1<.aze MMoc I ATPE:C<ywne NMMAY NCP 

AUXILIARY NOTES 

/27: 19 Sah. ZA TE:NZH. 20 i.e. NOYPAN. 
26 i.e. Nce1. 28 Sah. NNE:yepHy. 30 i.e. ZN oya1A. 
128 :2 i.e. NOyON NIM. 3 Sah. TTE:TCNA601U!I.C. 

TEXT CRITICAL NOTES 

127:22 zewc: prob. forifo� ou: cf. Lay1on 26 e<n>cwMA Hedda Bethge ("in (den) 
Leib") 29 Ay(w AyxwzM MM)oc Krause 30 z[NNoya1J� Lay1on, sim. Krause 32 
[MNJ-r'": or else [M]�[T]'- poss. [TE:KO NTE:CMN]"!"'" (Polotsky) 

128 :4 poss. NTA<Pe>c: cf. Layton 
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THE EXPOSITORY TREATISE ON THE SOUL 

TRANSLATED BY 

WILLIAM C. ROBINSON. JR. 

Expository Treatise on the Soul' 

Wise men of old gave 20 the soul a feminine name. ' Indeed she is female 

in her nature as well.' She even has her womb. 

As long as' she was alone with the father, 'she was virgin and in form 

androgynous. 25 But when she fell ' down into a body and came to this life, 

then she ' fell into the hands of many robbers. And ' the wanton creatures 

passed her from one to another ' and l ... ] her. Some made use of 30 her 

[by force], while others did so by seducing' her with a gift. In short,' they 

defiled her, and she l ... her] 128 virginity. 

And in her body she prostituted herself ' and gave herself to one and 

all, ' considering each one she was about to embrace ' to be her husband. 

When she had given herself 5 to wanton, unfaithful adulterers,' so that they 

might make use of her, then she sighed ' deeply and repented. But even 

when she ' turns her face from those adulterers, she runs ' to others and 

they compel her m to live with them and 
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zMZAA NAY' I Ne£ NNXOE:1c z1xN noyMa Nr KoTK' I £BOA A£ Mn<91-
n£ oyKE:TI MACTOAMA I E:KAay Ncwc NTooy A£ <gaya na.Ta MIMoc 

15 NNOYN06 NXPONOC N0E: NNIZAIIE:1 E:TNZOT NPMMME: zwc E:<gXE: E:YTIMA 

I MMOc £MAT£ ayw eza.H NNa.£1 THPOY I <gayKaac Ncwoy NCE: BWK 

NTO C A£ <gAIPE:C<gWnE: NXHPA NZHKE: NE:PHMoc' I E:MNTac BOHeE:1a 
20 MMay oy A£ <gayMa.UaxE: MNTAllqDcq' £BOA ZM nE:CMKAZ MI-

TTE:C6N ZHY rap XAaay NTOO Toy £1 MHIT1 a.NxwzM NTayTaay Nae ZM 
nTpoyP!KOINWNE:I NMMAC ayw NE:NTacxno1oy £BOA ZN NMOIXO C 

25 NKwc)>oc NE: ayUw ·zNB�Aaay NE: ayw cE:o NPMNAaxl-
AE:X' noyzHT' no<gc 

zoTa.N A£ E:p<ga(N) I TTE:IWT' E:TMnca NTnE: 6M nE:c<glNE: Nlq6W<gT' 
30 E:mTN £.xwc NqNay E:poc E:CE:1'9 E:ZOM MN NE:cnaeoc MN TacxHMO ll

cyNH ayw E:CME:Ta.NoE:1 E:XN TE:cnor'INE:1a NTacaac ayw NcapxE:1 N
NPE:lmKa.AE:1 {NfE:mKAAE:1} E:zpa"i E:n[E:qp]�N I a.TpE:qpBoHeE:1 Nae �[c-

35 ....... n]E:CIZHT' THPll' E:CXW MM?[C XE: Ma]Toyxo 11£! 1:fAE:l'!)T XE: 
*p. 1291 E:ICZHHT� tNat Aoroc I [NAK XE: AZIKW] NCWE:I MTTAHE:1 ayw' *

azmwT' £BOA Mnanap'eE:NWN n a.Al(N) I TK TOE:I <gAPOK' zo-
T a.N E:q<ga.NNay E:poc I E:c<goon' MnE:E:ICMOT' TOTE: qNAPKPINE: I a ac 

5 NA!IIO C ATPE:tjNA Nae 
TTE:CHE:1 NCWC 

XE: NA<gE: MMOKZC II NTAZI E:XWC XE: ACKW M-

10 

E:XN I TnopN1a 6£ NTlflY XH qnpoc)>HTE:YE: Nlzaz MMA N6 1 nE:nNa 
E:TOyaa. B nE:xaq' I rap ZN 1£PHM1ac nE:npoc)>HTHC XE: 

zOTa(N) I E:p<ga nza.£1 ToyE:1£ TE:qz1ME: ayw NCI
BWK' NC.XI KE:oya MH cNa.KoTc E:poq x 1N I TE:-

I I Sah. neyMA. Nn::on:: : i.e. NNKOn::. 14 i.e. NOYN06. 16 i.e. NeAH. 

19 i.e. (!,)A oyMAAXE: (Crum 213a ). 24 i.e. ZNKw4>oc NE:. 26 Sah. TTE:YZHT. 

Jer 3:1--t 

31 i.e. NPE:TTIKAl\£1. 129 :4 i.e. a.AAC, Sah. E:AAC (Schenke emends thus). 5 Sah. N

TAye1. 

I I Nee NNI is expected 20 IIID: copyist wrote and then cancelled a false start of II for 

the construction cf. Layton 72-73 22 ANxwzM : N added above the line 26 

<e>noyzHT Hedda Be1hge ( "(insofem als) ihr Verstand verwirrl isl")

29 poss. emend 10 T<E:C>ACXHMOCYNH 32 n(e11r)�N Krause 33 �(cew E:ZOM ZM 

n]ec Krause: �[CC!,11\ii: NAIi Mn]ec W. Robinson 34 rest. Krause 36 rest. Krause 
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render service to them ' upon their bed, as if they were her masters. ' Out 

of shame she no longer dares 'to leave them, whereas they deceive ' her 

for a long time, pretending to be faithful, true husbands, 15 as if they 

greatly respected ' her. And after all this 'they abandon her and go. 

She then ' becomes a poor desolate widow, ' without help; not even a 

measure of food 20 was left her from the time of her affliction. ' For from 

them she gained nothing except' the defilements they gave her while they 

had I sexual intercourse with her. And her offspring 'by the adulterers are 

dumb, 25 blind, and sickly. 'They are feebleminded. 

But when ' the father who is above visits her ' and looks down upon her 

and sees her ' sighing-with her sufferings and disgrace 30 -and repenting 

of the prostitution ' in which she engaged, and when she begins to call ' 

upon [his name] 'so that he might help her, [ ... ] all 'her heart, saying, 

"Save 35 me, my father, for behold [ will render an account' [to thee, for I 

abandoned] my house and 129 fled from my maiden's quarters. 'Restore 

me to thyself again'' -when he sees her ' in such a state, then he will 

count ' her worthy of his mercy upon her, for many are the afflictions 5 that 

have come upon her because she abandoned her house. 

Now concerning' the prostitution of the soul the holy spirit prophesies 

in' many places. For he said' in the prophet Jeremiah (3: 1-4 LXX), 

If ' the husband divorces his wife and she 10 goes 

and takes another man, can she return to him after ' 

that? 
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Noy MH ZN oy xwzM' MnecxwzM' I N61 

T£CZIM£ £TMMAY a.yw NTO a.penorlN£ YE MN 

za.z Ncywc a.yw AP£KOT£ cya.lroe1 ne-

xa.q' N61 n xoe1c q1 NN£BAA' ezHra.·i 

encooy TN a.yw NT£NAY .X.£ NTAZ£1ITOPN£ YE 

TWN MH NEP£ZMOOC AN ZN N£1ZIH £P£.X.WZM 

MnKa.z ZN NenopN1a. I MN N£KAK1a. a.yw a.re

x I za.z Ncywc ey 1.x.ron' N£ a.pecywne NAT'-

cyme MN oyHoN NIM). Mn£MOY TE ezpa."i 

epoe1 zwc I PMNH£1' H zwc e1wT' H a.pxHroc N 

T£1MNTna.peeNoc 

na.A1N' qcHz ZN WCH£ I nenpocJ>HTHC xe 

AMHEITN x I za.n' MN I T£TMMa.a.y xe 

cNa.cywne Na.£1 AN NZ1IIM£ a.yw ANOK' tNa.-

cywne Nae AN Nza.1e1 

MAY MITAMTO I £BOA 

tNAtjl NT£CITOPNIA M

a.yw tNA(jl NT£CMOI-

X£1A ZN I TMHT£ NN£CKIB£ tNAKAAC £CKA

KAIZH Y Ne£ M<l>ooy NTa.yxnoc MMoq a.yllw 

t[N]�a.c N£1_'HMOC Ne£ NoyKa.z £MN I M[ooy N-

ZHTq a.] yw tNa.a.c NAT(9HP£ I z�N'?[ye1-

B£ t]NANA AN NN£C(9HP£ XE I ZN(9HP� 

[NI� �norNe1a. xe �"!"O Y M�a.y I pnopNey-

£ a.yw a.ct q1[me NN£ccy]1;11:"[£] * xe 

t a.cxooq XE tNa.nopNeye MN N£T'IM£ 

15 i.e. NTAPE:-. 

30-31 i.e. tNAAAC ... tNAAAC. 32 i.e. ZN oyE:IBE:. 33 Sah. ATE:YMAAy. 

Hos2:� 
(LXX) 

129 :24 AN : N add ed above the line 30-3 I re st. Krause : cf. oyi::Az NATMAY Hos 2:5 

Achmimic (2:3. ed. Till) 31-32 rest. Schen ke, Krause: without e xact paralle l. but cf. 

Hos 2:5 anoKu:vro aunJv Ev 6{'1/EI , tNAMAyTc �N oye1a� Achmimic (2:3, ed. Till) 33 

�TTOPNE:IA : M d efinite, superlin. stroke re stored 34 rest. Krause : without exact parallel, 

but cf. Hos 2:7 Ka-ajcrxuvEV Ti U:Koiicra au"tci, T[E:TA]CME:CT{wloy �[cx1] C!,IITTE: Achmimic 

(2:5, ed. Till) 130: I t Acxoo<1: e me nd to Acxooc ( thus Krause) 
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Has not that woman utterly ' defiled herself? 

'· And you (sg.) ' prostituted yourself to many 

shepherds and you returned '-to me!" said the 

lord. "Take an honest 15 look and see where you ' 

prostituted yourself. Were you not sitting in the ' 

streets defiling the land with your acts of prostitu

tion ' and your vices? And you took many 

shepherds for a ' stumbling block for yourself. 

You became shameless 20 with everyone. You did 

not call on me as 'kinsman or as father or author of 

your' virginity." 

Again it is written in the prophet Hosea (2:4-9 LXX = 2:2-7 MT),' 

Come, go to law with ' your (pl.) mother, for she 

is not to be a wife to me 25 nor I a husband to her. ' 

I shall remove her prostitution from my presence, ' 

and I shall remove her adultery from ' between her 

breasts. I shall make her naked ' as on the day she 

was born, and 30 I [shall] make her desolate like a 

land without' [water], and I shall make her [long

ingly] childless. ' [I] shall show her children no 

pity, for ' they are children of prostitution, since 

their mother ' prostituted herself and [put her chil

dren to shame]. 130 For she said, "I shall prosti

tute myself to 'my lovers. 

129: 14-15 literally, Lift up your eyes towards uprightness and see ... 

129:31 literally. I shall make her childless with [a thirst] 

149 
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MMOEI Nt:TMMAY Nt:Yt NAt: I iiiinAl o t:1K' MN 

nAMo oy MN NA(9THN' MN NAlzeooc MN nA Hpn' 

MN TTANHZ MN ZWB' II NIM ETP (9AY NA£ I A I A  

TOYTO £1CZH HT£ I ANOK' tNA(9TAM MMOOY .XE 

Nt:C(96"M I CS"oM' iiiinwT' NCA Nt:CNo t:1K' Ayw 

£C(9Aj(91N£ NCWOY NCTMCS"NTOY CNA .XOOC I .XE 

tNAKOT' t:nAZAt: I .XIN t9opn' .xt: Nt:Nt:1p 

(9AY NNzo oy t:TiiiiMAY Nzoyo ATt:INoy 

TTAJI.IN 0£.XAC.,' ZN t:ZEKIH/\ .XE 

AClt9wnt: MNNCA ZAZ N KAKI A '  nt:.x.Aq NCS" I I 

n.xo t:1c .XE APEKWT NE N oynopNION I Ayw 

APt:TAMt:1O NE N OyTo noc NCAt:INt: ZN NTTJI.A-

Tt:A ' Ayw APEKWT' NE NZNlnopNION z, Z I H  

NIM AYW AP£T£KO N IT£MNTCA£ 1 £  AYW 

APECWT' N N£Y£PHT£ I £80)1. £.XN ZIH 

NIM' Ayw APETA(YO N Tt:noplNIA 

nopNt:yt: MN N (9HP£ N KHME N NAEI t:To N Tt:(9£ 

NA NA NINOCS" NCAP.l' 

NIM I A£ NE N (9HP£ N KHME NA NINOCS" NCAP.l I £ 1  MHTI ANCAPKIKON AYW 

N A ICeHTON I MN NZBHYE iiiinKAZ NAE I NTA TIJ'YXH 1.xwziiii NZHToy N-

25 N££1MA EC.XI OEIK' NII TO OTOY EC.XI Hpn' EC.XI NEZ EC.XI zeojoc AYW 

TKt:c)>J1.OI API A t:TiiiincA NBOJI. I iiiinKWTt: iiiincwMA NA£ 1 t:TCMt:t:yt: I .xt: 

CEP (9AY NAC 

30 T££1TTOPNI A A£ ANAlnoCTOJI.OC iiiinCWTHP nApAr'rt:IJI.£ .XE N 

APEZ EPWTN t:p oc Toyet: TH YTN t:p oc I 

/30:2 i.e. E:NE:)'t. 

20 Sah. NTE:l!/E: NE: (Quecke emends 1hus. wi1h hesitalion). 

24 Sah. MnE:E:IMA. 

2 NE:TMMAY <E:>Neyt Hedda Be1hge ("jenen, (die) mir ... gaben") 

20 (NAI NINocs Nagel 

Ez 16:23-l 
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It was they who gave me my ' bread and my water 

and my garments and my ' clothes and my wine 

and my oil and everything 5 I needed." Therefore 

behold 'I shall shut them up so that she shall not 

be able ' to run after her adulterers. And when she 

'seeks them and does not find them, she will say,' 

·'I shall return to my former husband, for 10 in

those days I was better off than now.'• '

Again he said in Ezekiel ( 16:23-26 LXX), ' 

It came to pass after much depravity, said ' the 

lord, you built yourself a brothel ' and you made 

yourself a beautiful place 15 in the streets. And you 

built yourself ' brothels on every lane, and you 

wasted ' your beauty, and you spread your legs ' in 

every alley, and you multiplied your acts of pros

titution. ' You prostituted yourself to the sons of 

Egypt, 20 those who are your neighbors, men great 

of flesh. 

151 

But what' does "the sons of Egypt, men great of flesh" mean' if not the 

domain of the flesh and the perceptible realm ' and the affairs of the earth, 

by which the soul ' has become defiled here, receiving bread from 25 them, 

as well as wine, oil, clothing, ' and the other external nonsense ' surround

ing the body-the things she thinks ' she needs. 

But as to this prostitution the ' apostles of the savior commanded (cf. 

Acts 15:20, 29; 21:25; I Thess 4:3; I Cor 6:18; 2 Cor 7:1), 30 

Guard yourselves against it, purify yourselves from 

it I 
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t:Y�A.X.t: t:Tn OPNIA oyAATC AN MncwlMA A "-"-A TA T'IJlyxH N-
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speaking not just of the prostitution of the ' body but especially of that of 

the soul. For this reason 'the apostles [write to the churches] of' God, 

that such [prostitution) might not 35 occur among [us].

Yet the greatest ' [struggle) has to do with the prostitution 131 of the 

soul. From it arises the prostitution ' of the body as well. Therefore Paul, 

, writing to the Corinthians (I Cor 5:9-10), said, 

I wrote 'you in the letter, "Do not associate with 

prostitutes,'' 5 not at all meaning the prostitutes of 

this world ' or the greedy or the thieves or the 

idolaters, since then you would have to ' go out 

from the world. 

here he is speaking 'spiritually-

For our struggle is io not against flesh and blood

as he ' said (Eph 6: 12)-but against the world 

rulers ' of this darkness and the spirits of' wicked

ness. 

As long as the soul ' keeps running about everywhere copulating with 

whomever 15 she meets and defiling herself, she exists suffering ' her just 

deserts. But when' she perceives the straits she is in' 
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and weeps before the father and repents, ' then the father will have mercy 

on her and he will make 20 her womb turn from the external domain ' and 

will turn it again inward, so that the soul will regain her' proper charac

ter. For it is not so with a woman. ' For the womb of the body is ' inside 

the body like the other internal organs, but the womb 25 of the soul is 

around the outside ' like the male genitalia, which are 'external. 

So when the womb of the soul, ' by the will of the father, turns itself 

inward,' it is baptized and is immediately 30 cleansed of the external poHu

tion I which was pressed upon it, just as ' [garments, when] dirty, are put 

into' the [water and] turned about until their' dirt is removed and they 

become clean. And so the cleansing 35 of the soul is to regain the [newness] 

132 of her former nature and to turn herself back again. ' That is her bap

tism. 

Then she will ' begin to rage at herself like a woman ' in labor, 5 who 

writhes and rages in the hour of delivery. 'But since she is female, by her

self she is powerless to beget ' a child. From heaven the father sent her ' 

her man, who is her brother, 'the firstborn. Then the bridegroom came 10 

down to the bride. She gave up' her former prostitution and cleansed her

self of the pollutions ' of the adulterers, and she was renewed so as to be a 

bride. ' She cleansed herself in the bridal chamber; she filled it with per

fume; ' she sat in it waiting 15 for the true bridegroom. No longer does she ' 

run about the market place, copulating with whomever she ' desires, but 

she continued to wait for him-' (saying) "When will he come?"-and 

to fear him, ' for she did not know what he looked like; 20 she no longer 

remembers since the time she feH ' from 
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her father's house. But by the will' of the father ( ... ). and she dreamed 

of him like' a woman in love with a man. 

But then' the bridegroom, according to the father's will, 25 came down 

to her into the bridal chamber, ' which was prepared. And he decorated the 

bridal chamber. 

For since that marriage is ' not like the carnal marriage, those who are 

to have intercourse ' with one another will be satisfied with 30 that inter

course. And as if it were a burden ' they leave behind them the annoyance 

of physical 'desire and they [turn their faces from] 'each other. But this 

marriage [ ... ]. 'But [oncej they unite 35 [with one another], they become 

a single life. 133 Wherefore the prophet said (Gen 2:24 LXX) 'concerning 

the first man and the first woman, ' 

They will become a single flesh. ' 

For they were originally joined to one another when they were with the 

father 5 before the woman led astray the man, who ' is her brother. This 

marriage ' has brought them back together again and the ' soul has been 

joined to her true love, her' real master, as it is written (cf. Gen 3:16; 

I Cor 11:1; Eph 5:23), 10 

For the master of the woman is her husband. 

Then gradually she recognized him, 1 and she rejoiced once more, weep

ing ' before him as she remembered the ' disgrace of her former widow

hood.' 
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And she adorned herself still more so that 15 he might be pleased to stay 

with her. 

And the' prophet said in the Psalms (44: I 1-12 LXX = 45: 10-11 MT), 

Hear, ' my daughter, and see and incline your ear ' 

and forget your people and your father's house, 

for the king has desired your beauty, 20 for he is 

your lord. 

For he requires her ' to turn her face from her ' people and the multitude of 

her adulterers, ' in whose midst she once was, to devote herself' only to 

her king, her real 25 lord, and to forget the house of the ' earthly father, with 

whom things went I badly for her, but to remember her father I who is in 

heaven. Thus also it was said 1 (Gen 12: I LXX) to Abraham, 

Come out from your 30 country and your kinsfold 

and from' your father's house. 

Thus when the soul [had adorned] 'herself again in her beauty ' [ ... ] 

enjoyed her beloved,' and [he also] loved her. And 35 when she had inter

course with him, she got 134 from him the seed that is the life-giving ' 

spirit, so that by him she bears good children 'and rears them. 'For this is 

the great, perfect marvel 5 of birth. And so this marriage is made perfect ' 

by the will of the father. 

Now it is fitting that the soul 'regenerate herself and become again as  ' 

she formerly was. The soul then moves of her own accord. 1 And she 

received the divine nature from the father 10 for her rejuvenation, so that 

she might be restored to' the place where originally she had been. This is' 

the resurrection that is from the dead.' This is the ransom from captivity.' 

This is the upward journey 
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of ascent to heaven. This 15 is the way of ascent to the father. Therefore ' 

the prophet said (Ps 102: 1-5 LXX = 103: 1-5 MT),' 

Praise the lord, 0 my soul, and, all that is 'within 

me, (praise) his holy name. My' soul, praise God, 

who forgave 20 all your sins, who healed ' all your 

sicknesses, who ransomed ' your life from death, 

who crowned' you with mercy, who satisfies your 

longing ' with good things. Your youth will 25 be 

renewed like an eagle's. 

Then when she becomes young ' again she will ascend, praising the 

father ' and her brother, by whom she was rescued. ' Thus it is by being 

born again that the soul will ' be saved. And this 30 is due not to rote 

phrases ' or to professional skills or to ' book learning. Rather it [is] the 

grace of the [ ... , 'it is] the gift of the [ ... ]. 'For such is this heavenly 

thing. 35 Therefore the savior cries out (John 6:44), 135 

No one can come to me unless ' my father draws 

him and brings him to me;' and I myself will raise 

him up on the last' day. 

It is therefore fitting to pray to the father and to call 5 on him with all 

our soul-
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ne £TOyNAINA NAY ZMMAKAPIOC NeT-

Zk.A£1T' .xe NITooy ne eTNAceI 

TTA/\IN nexAq xe 

�[P)HTM oyA MecTe Teqq,y xH qNAqJoyzAq I AN' 
Ncwe, 

TAPXH rAP Mnoy xAel ne T'IMeTANOIA AIA TOYTO 

ZA TeZH NTn�'lpoyc1A Mnexpc AqI N6I "iwZAN
NH� [eq]'l1<.Hpycce MnBAnT1cMA NTMeTANOIA' II 

TM £TANOIA Ae <9Ac<9wne ZN oyl\.yTTH' I MN oyMKAZ NZHT' neIwT 

Malt 5:4,, 
Luke 6:21

Luke 14:2' 

Acts 13:24

.&.e oy Mz..e•IPWMe ne' NArAeoc AYW eqcwTM AT'l'l'YXH eTpentKA-
30 1'.eI ezpA"i epoq' Ayw Nq'ITNNAY NAC Mnoyoe1N NNoyxz..e, AIA II 

ToyTo nexAq z1TM nenNA Mnenpol<l>[HT]Hc xe 

xooc NN(YHPe MTTAl\.AOC I x[e ep]�[A] ��"!'t:iNo
ee <9wne e yoy Hoy I x[1M nKAZ (YA T]ne Ayw 

I Clem.8:3 

6 i.e. TTTTN£yMA. 7 Sah. TT£NTA1j£L 9 i.e. NTAZNAAlj. 11-12 i.e. £N£N-- .•• £N£N-- (Quecke 
emends thus. with hesitation).

23 i.e. Alj£1.
29 i.e. NOY XA£1.

18 poss. emend <NE> N£TZKA£1T 19 or else �(reJ 21 ne : poss. emend to T£ 23
res1. Krause 28-29 poss. emend to eqTNNAY 33 / Clem. 8:3 Achmimic XN MTTKAZ
111.a. Tne (ed. Schmidt)
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not externally with the lips ' but with the spirit, ' which is inward, which 

came forth from the ' depth-sighing; repenting for ' the life we lived; 

confessing '° our sins; perceiving the empty deception ' we were in, and the 

empty zeal; ' weeping over how we were ' in darkness and in the wave; 

mourning for ourselves, 'that he might have pity on us; hating 15 ourselves 

for how we are now. Again' the savior said (cf. Matt 5:4, 6; Luke 6:21), 

Blessed ' are those who mourn, for it is they who 

will be pitied; ' blessed, those who are hungry, for 
1 it is they who will be filled. 

Again he said (cf. Luke 14:26), 

If 20 one does not hate his soul he cannot follow 1 

me. 

For the beginning of salvation is' repentance. Therefore (cf. Acts 13:24), 

Before 'Christ's appearance came John, 'preach

ing the baptism of repentance. 25 

And repentance takes place in distress ' and grief. But the father is good 

and loves ' humanity, and he hears the ' soul that calls upon him and ' 

sends it the light of salvation. Therefore 30 he said through the spirit to the' 

prophet (cf. 1 Clem. 8:3; Clem. Al. Paed. l .91.2; Ezekiel apocryphon?), 

Say to the children of my people,' "[If your] sins 

extend 1 [from earth to] heaven, and 



35 

*p. 1361 

s 

10 

15 
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ey<9Aq>wne I eyTP�[<9pw]<9 Nee MnKo K'Koc 

Ayw II eyKHM t:izoyo eycrn[o]y[Ne Ay]'!) [NT£]

*TNKOTTH Y TN <!JAP0£1 ZN T£TNIJIYXH j THPC AYW 

NT£TNXooc ez pA"i epoe, xe I n AetwT' tNAcw

TM epwTN Nee N NoyjhAoc eq'oyAAB 

qxw MMoc H NTee, ze Ntil n xoe,c neToyAAB N

T£ mjcpAHh xe ZOTAN £Kq)AKTOK' N K£q) 

ezoM' I TOT£ KNAoyx Ae t  AYW KNA£1 Me xe 

N£KTW(N) I Nzooy eKNAZTe ANtn£T'<9oye1T' 

TTAhtN I nex Aq N K£MA xe 

e1epoyCAhHM' ZN oyl!PtMe ACPIM£ xe NA 

NA£1 qNANA NT£CM H  I MTT£PIM£ 

TApeqNAY AqcwTM epo' I AYW n xoe1c NA-

t NHTN l'ioyoenc.' NehtllJltc M NNOyMooy 

NhWX Z C£NACWT£ AN j XIN' T£NOY 

eTpoyTZNo ezoyN epo Nest H t neTpnhA-

NA N£8Ah NANAY AN'£TPTThANA I MMO 

ZWCT£ (!Jq)£ Apn pocey xeceAt £1TTNOYT£ NTOY<!JH M N  nezooy £M'

TTWPq) I NN61 X £ZPA
0

i epoq' Nee N N£TZN TM HT£ I NeAhACCA £TTTh£A 

20 <9Ay<9hHh en NOYII"!"£ ZM noyzHT THPq' ZNNoyz yno1<.p 1c1c I A N  xe 

N£T'npoceyxeceAt ZNNoyz yjn OKPICIC e yATTATA MMooy oyA-

/36:3-4 i.e. NOy/\AOC. 

Isa 30:lt 

Isa 30:l� 

13 i.e. MN oyMooy . .. C£NACWT (W. Robinson emends thus): for the form cwT£ cf. 
Gospel of Truth CG I 38:2. 

18 i.e. NNN<Slx, Sah. NN£N<Slx. 20 Sah. neyzHT. zNNoy- : i.e. ZN oy-. 

34 �Y read in photographs cf./ Clem. 8:3 Achmimic TP£1!1PA<!IT 35 !:YKHM read in pho-
tographs 35-136: I cf. I Clem. 8:3 Achmimic ay.sayN£ [T]£T[N]Noyz THN£ 

/36 :4 <N>K£MA Hedda Bethge 
IS t n£Tfn/\ANA: emend to N£TPn-"ANA (thus Krause) 
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if they become ' [red] like scarlet and 35 blacker 

than [sackcloth and if] 136 you return to me with 

all your' soul and say to me, ' 'My father, ' I will 

heed you as a ' holy people." 

Again another place (Isa 30: 15 LXX), 

Thus says 5 the lord, the holy one of ' Israel: "If 

you (sg.) return and sigh,' then you will be saved 

and will know where you were ' when you trusted 

in what is empty." 

Again 'he said in another place (Isa 30: 19-20 LXX), 

Jerusalem wept 10 much, saying, ''Have pity on 

me." He will have pity on the sound' of your (sg.) 

weeping. And when he saw he heeded you. ' And 

the lord will give you (pl.) bread of' affliction and 

water of oppression. ' From now on, those who 

deceive will not approach you (sg.) again. 15 Your 

eyes will see those who are deceiving 'you. 

165 

Therefore it is fitting to pray to' God night and day, spreading out' our 

hands towards him as do people sailing in the middle ' of the sea: they 

pray to God 20 with all their heart without hypocrisy. 'For those who pray ' 

hypocritically deceive only themselves.' 
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Toy elJJNoyTe rA P CSW<!)T' NCA N61'ATe Ayw' I �gMoy<!)T' Mcj>HT' 

2s eTMTICA MTIITN II eTpeq'e1Me enA:51oc NNoy xae, MN 1\alay rAp 

30 

3S 

*p. 137 1 

5 

oe, NA:51oc MnoyxAe1 eT1 eqMe I MnTonoc NT£TI1'ANH 

TO (ICHZ I ZM TIOIHTHC xe 

oAycce yc NeqzMooc I z, TMoye eqp1Me ayw 

eq,-yne, eq1<.To II Mneqzo eso,- NN<!)AXe NKA-

1\yljlw I MN NecanaTH eqeme yMe1 eTpeqNay I 

eneqtMe Ayw e y1<.AnNoc eqN�[H y} erso,-' 

MMoq' ayw CA BH[1' 'l �[e A qx, NNoy]solH-

ee,a eBol\' ZN Tne N[eqNa<9}�9[Tq} �(N) II

eneqtMe' 

1:'�[Z}HT' aqKTO(j t:ITOOT' 

OYW<!) BWK' enaHel 

Neca<!) ezoM rap' I ecxw MMoc xe 

TIA 1'1(N) * ee,-

Acl>PO AITH TeNTAZPAITJATA MMoe, ACNT esol\' 

MnatMe Ta<!)ployoarc AZIKAAC Ncwe, AYW 

nazae1 II £TNaNoyq' PPMNZHT' NCAe1e 

AIA TOY-

Od. 1.48. 

Od. 4.SS� 

4.260-61 

4.261-64 

ZOTAN I rap £P<!)AN TljlyXH KW Ncwc MneczA·i I NT£1\e1oc £Tse Ta

na TH NTAcl>POAelTH I Tae, eT<9oon' ZM nexno Mnee1Ma TolTe cNap-

2S i.e. NOYXAE:I. 28 i.e. nno!HTHC. 
33 i.e. NOYBOH0E:IA. 
/37 :3-4 111i>oyoOTc : for the form cf. qieere NoyooTc Judg 11 :34. Tob 3: 14, ed. 

Maspero: explained by Polotsky. 

32 rest. W. Robinson, Hedda Bethge 33 rest. Hedda Bethge. Wisse: �[e a4qien oy] 
Browne (exempli gratia): �[e Nt:yNTAq] Schenke 34 rest. Layton: cf. Homer Od. 4.5S8 
OU ouvatm iiv !tatpioa yaiav iKfo0m 35 �[E:/1.E:]�� w. Robinson and independently 
Fischer poss. < - - - > ecxw (main verb omitted by accident) : • 'Nt:c11.ynE:1 is to be sup-
plied from the preceding passage, or else ... emend ... to Nt:cxw" Browne 
in photographs 

ecxw read 

36 �� indistinct traces of ink : conjectured by W. Robinson, Browne. Wisse : cf. Homer 
Od. 4.260-61 µ01 Kpaoiri tEtpanto va:a0m ii'I' oiKovo' na11.1(N) read in phomgraphs 

Library of Ruslan Khazarzar 
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Indeed, it is in order that he might know who is worthy of salvation 'that 

God examines the inward parts and 25 searches the bottom of the heart. For 

no ' one is worthy of salvation who still loves ' the place of deception. 

Therefore it is written' in the poet (Homer Od. l .48-59; 4.558), 

Odysseus sat ' on the island weeping and grieving 

and turning 30 his face from the words of Calypso • 

and from her tricks, longing to see 'his village and 

smoke coming ' forth from it. And had he not 

[received] ' help from heaven, (he would] not 

[have been able to return] 35 to his village. 

Again [Helen] ( ... ) saying (Od. 4.260-61),' 

[My heart] turned itself from me. 137 It is to my 

house that I want to return. 

For she sighed,' saying (Od. 4.261-64), 

It is Aphrodite who' deceived me and brought me 

out of my village. My only daughter ' I left 

behind me, and my 5 good. understanding, hand

some husband. 

For when ' the soul leaves her ' perfect husband because of the treachery 

of Aphrodite, ' who exists here in the act of begetting, then ' she will 
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10 Bl\2".nTecel..1 

ezoyN' enecjHe1 

ec<92".Na.cy ezoM' N ..a.e NCPMeT2".Noe1 ceNl..k.TOC 

k.2'.I rl..p mcpl..Hh' MnoycsN neq<91Ne I N<gopn' eTpoyNTq eBol\ ZM 

nKl..Z NKHMe I ZM nHe1 NTMNTZMZl..1' e1 MHTI xe 2".q'el<9 ezoM' ezpl..°i 

15 enNoyTe 2".qp1Me t,;in,-wxz II NNeqzBH ye nl..AIN qcHz ZN MIJ'l..AMoc I 

xe 

20 

a.e1z1ce eMl..Te ZM nl..a.cy ezoM' tNl..j.x.w

KM MTilo.CSl\OCS MN Tilo.TIPH(!) Ka.Tl.. <?Yl<9H ZN Nl..-

PMMelH lo.ZIP 2'.C zpa."i ZN Nl..�[2'-]jxe TH-

poy Clo.Ze THYTN eBOl\ MMOel o[y ]!ION NIM' 

eTp ZWB' eT2'.NOM12'. 

cwTM ena.<!)Kl..K' MTil..P1Me 

CWTM enl..conc 

2'.yjw 2".nxoe1c 

e<9wn[e] I TNl..PMeT2".Noe1 N2'.M£ nNoyTe N�lcwTM epoN TIZl..P(!)-

25 ZHT' 2'.YW Til.. nNocs II NNl.. t N2".e1 eTe nwq ne neooy <9a. N1ejNez N-

eNez Zl..MHN: I

T£lHrHCIC £TB£ TIJIYXH 

24-25 poss. understand as na nNo6 NaNat:1.

137: 17 Mnl\.<l.61\.06 : M altered from false stan of n 
25 t Nat:1: emend to nat:1 (thus Krause) 

lj/6:7-1. 
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suffer harm. But if she sighs io and repents, she will be restored to her 1 

house. 

Certainly Israel would not have been visited ' in the first place, to be 

brought out of the land of Egypt, 'out of the house of bondage, if it had 

not sighed ' to God and wept for the oppression 15 of its labors. Again it is 

written in the Psalms (6:7-10 LXX = 6:6-9 MT).' 

I was greatly troubled in my groaning. I will ' 

bathe my bed and my cover each ' night with my 

tears. I have become old in the midst of all my 

enemies. ' Depart from me, all 20 you who work at 

lawlessness, for behold the ' lord has heard the cry 

of my weeping and ' the lord has heard my prayer. 

If ' we repent, truly God will ' heed us, he who is long-suffering and 

abundantly 25 merciful, to whom is the glory for' ever and ever. Amen.' 

Expository Treatise on the Soul 





INTRODUCTION 

JOHN D. TURNER 

I. The Book of Thomas the Contender 1 (ThCont) is a revelation dia
logue, with extended peroration, between the resurrected Jesus and his 
twin brother Judas Thomas, ostensibly recorded by Mathaias (the apostle 
Matthew?) and set just before Jesus' ascension. It is a literary exponent 
of traditions about the apostle Thomas such as were native to the ascetic 
Christianity of Syrian Edessa,2 traditional resting place of the bones of
Thomas, and was probably composed there in the first half of the third 
century A.O. The present Coptic version was doubtless translated from 
Greek. The existence of the text is otherwise unattested in antiquity. But 
one of its sources was apparently a collection of sayings of Jesus attrib
uted to Mathaias; sayings collections attributed to such a person are men
tioned by Papias (ca. A.O. 130), Clement of Alexandria (late second cen
tury), and Hippolytus (early third century). 

2. TITLE AND GENRE. Two titles occur: (a) the subscript title, which
designates the work as a "book" (xwMe, i.e., PtPAfov) of "Thomas the 
athletes writing to the perfect"; and (b) the incipit (I 38: 1--4), which 
designates it as "secret sayings" (cgAxe eeHn, i.e., a1t01epuq>ot AOyot) 
spoken by Jesus to Judas Thomas and recorded by Mathaias as he 
overheard them speaking. To some extent this designation as Myoi 
('"sayings"), like the isolated intrusion of Mathaias into the setting, does 
not correspond to the actual genre of the work. This discrepancy can best 
be explained by hypothetical isolation of the sources from which the work 
has been composed (see below§ 3). 

The genre of ThCont is the Gnostic revelation dialogue, typically 
occurring between the resurrected savior and a trusted apostle or apostles 
during the period between his resurrection and ascension. This type of 
dialogue is not the same as Plato's, where one discovers truth by a maieu
tic dialectic of statement, counterstatement, and clarification-in which 
knowledge is recalled or • 'delivered to birth.'· Rather it is closely related 
to the literature now sometimes called erotapokriseis ("questions and 

1 athletes here meaning "one who s1ruggles," like a wresller, againsl 1he fiery passions 
of the body. 

2Now Urfa, Turkey. 
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answers"), for in it a would-be initiate elicits revealed truth from a 
revealer figure or similar spiritual authority in the form of a catechetical 
question (topic) and interpretive answer (commentary). 

The present genre is represented both by the pagan Hermetic Corpus 
and by Christian Gnostic texts, including many from Nag Hammadi 
(Apocryphon of John, Sophia of Jesus Christ, Dialogue of the Savior, Letter 

of Peter to Philip). In its Christian variety this genre permitted the 
resurrected Christ, whose earthly, preresurrection teaching was regarded 
as hidden or obscure owing to his flesh, to appear in a true, divine, 
heavenly form so as to present clearly revealed teaching, unclouded by 
the impediment of materiality. Such teaching might be commentary (the 
true meaning) of his eanhly sayings, or it might even be new, supplemen
tary doctrine granted to special apostles. As the savior's twin, Thomas 
(Jewish Aramaic t'om(a), Syriac ta(' )ma, "twin") had a claim to direct 
insight into the nature of the savior and his teaching. Hence by ''know
ing himself," Thomas would also know the "depth of the all" whence 
the savior came and whither he was going to return, and could therefore 
become a missionary possessed of the true (here, ascetic) teaching of 
Jesus. 

3. CoMPOSITION. Stylistically and in terms of its constituent material
the work falls clearly into two major sections. These are approximate 
representations of two distinct and once independent literary works or 
sources that were subsequently combined-without perfect 
consistency-by a later author. 

The first section, § A (138:4-142:21 ). was a revelation dialogue 
between Jesus and Thomas. The dialogue framework appears to have 
been its original principle of composition, serving to draw popular Hel
lenistic ascetic and Gnostic doctrine into the orbit of the teachings of 
Jesus, in the form of postresurrection revelation (see above, § 2). Its orig
inal title may have been • 'The Book of Thomas the Contender Writing to 
the Perfect." As a source § A probably ends with Thomas's declaration 
to Jesus that "your word"-i.e., what you have said-"is abundant" 
(aq>0ov�. i.e., sufficient [?]). This statement, which occurs only a bit 
more than half way through, is Thomas's last appearance in the work as 
we have it. Thereafter begins Jesus' concluding homily. 

The material of § A consists of similes (139: 13-20, 142: 11-18), pro
verbial sayings (138:16-18, 138:28-30, 139:21, 140:1-4, 140:13-18, 
140:38-40, 140:41-141: I), and a quotation of Psalm I :3 (140: 17-18). 

The remaining section, § B ( 142:21-end), now occurs as a long mono
logue by the savior (it occupies two-fifths of the tractate). In it the dia
logue framework is completely absent. This fact allows us to recognize 
its original unity as a collection of sayings (not unlike the Mym of 
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Matt 5:l-7:28, 11:1-12:30, 13:1-53, 18:1-19: l, 24:1-26:1). Its formal 
character is possibly designated by the plural Nl<9AX€ (oi Myot) in 
142:21-22, "these words (sayings) that you speak to us." The original 
incipit of§ B, before it was attached to  § A, may have been almost identi
cal to the opening line of the present work: ''The secret words (hidden 
sayings)3 which the savior spoke, which I wrote down, even I, Mathaias" 
(138: l-2, omitting "to Judas Thomas"). 

When § B is inserted in its present position, it becomes the final testa
mentary speech of Jesus before his departure from the world (cf. § A, 
128:22-23, "tell me the things about which I ask before your ascen
sion"); its concluding woes and blessings bear a striking structural and 
functional resemblance to the blessings and curses in Moses' testamen
tary speech of Deut 27-28. 

In its original, independent form § B would have existed as a late and 
decadent reflection of the literary genre of sayings of Jesus, in which orig
inal sayings have been so expanded with interpretations that whatever 
may have been the original saying has been obliterated by accretion of the 
interpretation: virtually all that remains of the content of early sayings are 
the stereotyped beginnings like "Amen I say to you," "Woe to you 
who," "Blessed are you who," "Watch and pray that." The eleventh 
woe contains a parable (144:21-36). 

Originally § B, with its use of obvious (but nevertheless atavistic) say
ings formulas. would have counted as earthly teachings of Jesus tran
scribed by Mathaias (see above,§ l). But by being appended to§ A it has 
come to count as postresurrection teaching-authenticated by the figure 
of Thomas, the twin of the revealer, the apostle who directly received the 
teachings of the savior in his unambiguous, nonearthly form. 

The figure of Mathaias (only mentioned in 138:2--4) as amanuensis 
would have occurred only in source § B, where he would have been 
regarded as the recipient of Jesus' earthly teaching, as he is in the Gospel 
of Matthew (note, however, the different spelling of the name). But just 
as the Gospel According to Thomas (saying 13) favors the testimony of 
Thomas to that of Peter, who dominates the canonical tradition, so also 
the subordination of source B to  source A shows evidence of a preference 
for the testimony of Thomas (cf. the Gospel of John) over that of 
Mathaias who, like the Matthew of the canonical tradition, was not sin
gled out for a special resurrection appearance. 

ThCont thus fits into a natural interpretive development of the genre of 
sayings of Jesus-beginning perhaps with relatively unadulterated indi
vidual sayings, which were gradually collected and expanded by means of 

3Compare the same genre designation in the incipit of the Gospel According to Thomas, 

edited in volume I. 
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new interpretive material (as in Q or GTh), and then later embedded in 

larger interpretive frame story (e.g. a life of Jesus concluding with passion 
or resurrection; a postresurrection revelation dialogue; etc.). 

4. CONTENTS. The doctrine of ThCont is consistently ascetic. If a

single theme or catchword runs throughout it is "fire"-the fire of bodily 

passions that weigh down the soul, and its counterpart the fire of hell 

( 142:42-143:7): with that by which one sins shall he be punished. The 

prominence of this motif may constitute the literal motivation for combin

ing not only § A and § B, but many of the individual sayings (within each 
of the sections) as well. 

In § A occur a number of conceptual oppositions: divine light versus 

earthly fire (the passions of the body; cf. I 39:32-34); hidden vs. visible 

( 138: 17-139:3 l ); the wise man who understands the truth vs. the fool 

who is ignorant and guided by the illusion of truth, fire (140:6-3 l ;  

140:41-141 :2). §A.with its stress on the bestiality of the body, displays 

strong dependence on motifs from Plato (visible vs. invisible, dragging 

down and staking the soul to the body, the wings by which the wise man 

flees bodily appetites). "Knowledge," "illuminate," and 

"appear/reveal" are characteristic terms of§ A. 

§ B shows influence of the Hellenic nekyia (description of the

underworld; 142:30-143:8, again compare Plato) as well as solar theol

ogy (144:2-21 ). In this section lust is seen as resulting from the body's 

domination by malevolent celestial powers. 

In general § A appears to be the more Gnostic of the two: it stresses the 

move from ignorance to knowledge, made possible by the presence of the 

savior. He is the emissary of the light, who descends to illumine hidden 

realities for the eyes of the darkened world, where formerly only percep

tually visible (hence illusory) things could be seen. The earthly light is an 

illusory fire; but the divine light is the savior, who makes visible hidden 

truth (139:12-31). 

§ B is ascetic rather than Gnostic. Compared with § A its eschatology

is more futuristic (142:30-143:8; 145:8-16); here the vehicle of divine 

enlightenment is not the savior but the sun (144:2-6, 17-36). whose rays 

dispel the smoky darkness of the fiery passions (143:30-37, 144:15-19). 

The dualism displayed by both sections is much more anthropological 
(body oriented) than cosmological (world oriented). The Gnostic myth of 
world creation by an evil power is not mentioned and does not even seem 

to be presupposed. In this, ThCont is not typically Gnostic. 

The editorial history of ThCont is in fact more complicated than the 

general account given here; for a detailed account see below, bibliog
raphy §6. 
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5. PROVENANCE AND DATE. ThCont represents a tradition about the
apostle Judas Thomas as Jesus' twin and the recipient of his most secret 
teachings, whose literary and doctrinal development can be traced for 

more than a century. Scholars have dated two products of this tradition 

with fair certainty: the Gospel According to Thomas,4 composed ca. A.O. 

I 50, and the Acts of Thomas 5 composed ca. A.D. 225. Both are usually 

thought to come from an ascetic, pre-Manichaean Christianity of the 

Osrhoene (Eastern Syria, between Edessa and Mesene). Their similarities 

to ThCont suggest a common provenance; furthermore the Gospel Accord

ing to Thomas and the Acts of Thomas seem to provide a chronological 

bracket for ThCont (see below). 

All three texts have a dualistic view of man. In the Gospel the motif of 

sexual abstinence is merely present, being neither dominant nor explicit 

(sayings 22, 79, 101, 105, 114). While in ThCont and the Acts of Thomas 

asceticism is more developed, and Thomas's apostolic mission is to 

exhort mankind to abandon sexual passion. 

Moreover § A of ThCont (and consequently the final redacted version 

of the work [see above, § 31) occupies a median position between the Gos

pel and the Acts in terms of the relative dominance of the apostle Thomas. 

In the Gospel he is merely recipient and guarantor of Jesus' secret teach

ing, and figures as a character in only one episode (saying 13); while in 

the Acts, Thomas is always and everywhere the central character. In 

ThCont, which hesitates halfway between these two extremes, the savior 

still dominates-but Thomas is the interlocutor of the dialogue, comes to 

self-knowledge, makes crucial confessions and observations, and is to 
conduct a preaching mission. Correspondingly the trajectory of literary 
genres conveying the Judas Thomas tradition moves from sayings collec

tion (Gospel According to Thomas) to dialogue (ThCont) to romance (Acts 
of Thomas) as the dominance of the savior diminishes and the theme of 

sexual asceticism increasingly predominates. Thus ThCont, or at least its 
§ A, may have been composed ca. A.O. 200-225 in the ascetic milieu of
East Syrian Christianity.

6. BIBLIOGRAPHY. John D. Turner, The Book of Thomas the Contender
... Coptic Text with Translation, Introduction and Commentary (Society of 
Biblical Literature Dissertation Series 23; Missoula, Montana: Scholars 

4Edited in volume I.
5Greek text: ed. M. Bonnet. in R. A. Lipsius. M. Bonnet. Acta Apostolorum Apocrypha 

2/2 (Leipzig: Mendelssohn, 1903) 99-288. Syriac text: W. Wright, ed., Apocryphal Acts of 

the Apostles (2 vols.; London, Edinburgh: Williams & Norgate, 1871) I. 171-333. English 

translation: E. Hennecke, W. Schneemelcher, New Testament Apocrypha (Philadelphia: West

minster, 1965) 2. 442-531. 
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EDITED BY 

BENTLEY LAYTON 

*NtgAXE: eeHn' NA
0

i €NTA(jtgAXE: MMAY N61 ncw p  Nl°ioyAAc ewMAc 

NA°i E:NTA°iCAZOY' ANOK ZWWT' MAleAIAC NE:E: IM00(9€ E:E:ICWTM 

epooy eycgAxe MN I NOYE:PHY 

5 TTAX€(j N61 ncwp XE: TICAN' ewMAC zwc O E: Y NTAK' MMAY NOYOE:1 (9 

ZM TTKOCMOC CWTM E:PO°i I NTA6Wl\TT' NAK' E:BO/\ E: TBE: NE:NTAK'ME:E: YE: 

epooy I ZPA°i zM TTE:K'ZHT' 

ene1 AE: Ayxooc XE: NTOK' TTA'lco e1cg' .i.yw TTA(9BPMMH€' ze'T-

10 zwTK NKMME: I xe NTK NIM' Ayw AKcgoon' NAtg NZ£ H E:KNAcgwftne N-

NAtg NPHTE: E:TTE:IAH C€NAMOYTE: €POK' XE: TIACO(N) I TI€TE:CtgE: AN 

ne' E:TPE:K'cgwne £KO NATcooyN'e' I £POK' MMIN' MMOK' Ayw 

tcooyNe xe AKMM€' AKoylw rAp E:KMME: MMOE:1 xe ANOK ne 

ncooyN NTMH€ I zwc €KMoocge 6£ NMMAE:I KAN NTAK' oyAT'-

15 COOYN' ft AKOYW E:KCOOYN'E: Ayw CE:NAMOy TE: £POK' XE: TTPE:(J'l-

cooyN'E: epoq' MMIN' MMoq' xe TIE:T€ Mnq'coylwNq rAP' M-

nqcoywN l\AAy' TIE:NTA(jCOYWN(j AE: oylAAT(j' Aqoyw ON' E:(jX I  

cooyNe' ATTBAeoc MTITHP'I I £TB€ nA·i 6£ NTOK' nAcoN ewr-.1Ac' 

20 AKNAY AnneeHn' II €BO/\ ZN ppwME: £TE: TTA
0

i ne £Toy x1 xpon' epoq' 

E:N'ICE:COOYN AN' 

AUXILIARY NOTES 

138: I Sah. MMooy. 4 Sah. NeyepHy. 

4 i.e. TTCON. 5 i.e. NOyoyoe1cg 

9 Sah. er-cgoon. 

TEXT CRITICAL NOTES 

138 :3 Moocge <rAP NMMAy> Kirchner, with hesitation 

7 ene1 A£: enelAH em. Turner2, with hesitation 8 nA«gBPMMHe: understood by Nagel 

as mistranslation of Greek auva0ATJTili; as though auva>..118,ii; : as Greek o 1p(>..oi; µou o a>..11-

8w6(; Kirchner 18 BAeoc : a wrillen over erasure of n 19 coN: prob. emend to coN 

(but cf. 143:3) 



THE BOOK OF THOMAS THE CONTENDER 

TRANSLATED BY 

JOHN D. TURNER 

The secret words that the savior spoke to ' Judas Thomas which I, even 

I Mathaias, ' wrote down, while I was walking. listening to them speak 

with' one another. 

The savior said, "Brother Thomas, while 5 you (sg.) have time in the 

world listen to me, ' and I will reveal to you the things you have pondered ' 

in your mind. 

"Now since it has been said that you are my ' twin and true compan

ion, examine yourself and learn ' who you are, in what way you exist, and 
10 how you will come to be. Since you will be called my brother, 'it is not 

fitting that you be ignorant' of yourself. And I know that you have under

stood, ' because you had already understood that I am the knowledge of 

the truth. ' So while you accompany me, although you are uncomprehend

ing, 15 you have (in fact) already come to know, and you will be called 'the 

one who ' knows himself.' For he who has not known himself' has known 

nothing, but he who has known himself ' has at the same time already 

achieved knowledge about the depth of the all. 'So then you my brother 

Thomas have beheld what is obscure 20 to men, that is. what they ignorantly 

stumble against." ' 

138:2 Mathaias: not the same spelling as Matthew or Matthaias 

138:8 true companion: possibly an error for fellow contender 
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TTA XE<j AE N610WMAC' MTTXO EIC XE I ETBE TTAEI 6E tconc MMOK 

XEKAAC EKNAXW NA"i I [NN]et'!)INE MMOK' epooy' ZA 0H NTEK'ANA-

25 "-HM'ljl1c I [A y )w zoTAN' EEl'!)AN'cwTM EBO"- z1TooTK' ZA npA II

Nr:,iEeHn' TOTE o y N  60M MMOEI E'!)AXE ETBH'IT[o] y AYW coyoNZ 

EBOJ,. NAEI XE TMHE CMO KZ A'IA[c] NNAZPN N PWME' 

A<J'oyw<9ii N6 I ncwp E<JXW Mlt:1[ o Jc XE E'!)TTE NEToyoNZ EB01,. NHTN 

30 CEZHn' I �[N]�zpN THNE NA'!) NZE' EY N 6AM' MMWTN ACWTM II ANETE 

NCEOYONZ EBOJ,. AN' E'!)TTE NZBHYE NTMHE I ETOYONZ EBOJ,. ZM 

TTKOCMOC CEMO KZ ATPETNA'IAY EEIE nwc 6E ETETNAEI PE NNA TTMErE

eoc ET'lxocE' AYW NA TTTT"-HPWMA ETE NCEOYONZ EBO"-I AN' N-

35 NAty 6E NZE eyNAMOYTE epWTN xe eprA THC II ETBE TT A°i NTWTN 

ZENCBoyE1 AYW MTTATETNXI MlnMErEeoc NTMNTTE"-Eloc 

A<JOYW'9B AE N61 I eWMAC TTEXA<J Mncwp xe xoc NAN' ETB� [N]AEI I

ETKXW MMooy XE ceoyoNz eso1,. AN' �["-"-A CE)�Hn' I epoN' 

40 TTAXE ncwp XE CWMA [NI]":"' [ •••• ? .... ]NII NTBNooyE' EYXTTo 

MMooy . [ .... ... ] . . . [ .. )EI E<j[oy]oNz e[e )o1,. MTTI PHTE Nee 

�[ ... )�[. )T' E<j'f?OY I[ •••• _lq'I; • ••. J-r�[ J'(2.) TTA
0

I ZWW<j' NETMTTCA 

*p. 139 1 N'TnE I [ ....... �5 ••••••• J . NEToyoNz EBO"- A"-"-A E[y J*9Nz 

EBOJ,. ZN TOYNOYNE oyA A TOY 

t.1ooy NEEICWMA NTooy EToyloNZ eeo1,.' EYWM' EBO"- ZN NCWNT' 

EtNE MMOOY I ETBE TTA
0

I 6E NCWMA CE(!)IBE TTET'!)IBE AE <jNA-

5 TeffKo N<jWXN AYW MNTE<l ze1,.mc NWNZ X M  TTINAY I XE mcwMA 

26-27 i.e. AAAC. 
34 i.e.NA(!I.
43-139: I prob. i.e. eyoyoNz. /39 : I Sah. TeyNoyNe. 3 i.e. eyoyWM . . .  eTe1Ne.

38 rest. Turner, Krause 
39 [NI]':'' : rest. Krause [NT& NPWM& M ]N rest. Schenke, with hesitation: [c&(!loon 

Nee] N rest. Kirchner: (Ay19wne Nee) N rest. Krause 40 9[YW'!)N /\.or]<?<? �[e1]e sim. 
rest. Turner2 41 i:il ... ] : N is definite. superlin. stroke restored prob. i:i(oy . ] or 
i:i[N1 .] for '!' can also be read ':I i:i[oyc]l!)(N]T' sim. Turner: i:i[oyK](!>(Z]T' 
Schenke2 eq'coy read in photographs: for c can also be read o, w. 19 or 6 41-42

<;:ovl[TWN • - - ) �est. Kirchner 42 I I O½ ]� : or else I I O½ ii:i · i - - - · &K&CWN]T 
Kirchner: l · - - K&Kwz]T sim. Schenke2 nAi" pap. �[TBe) nAi" rest. Schenke2 CA 
N'Tne1•acat read in photographs 43 ) . : only a superlin. stroke survives [C&(!loon AN 
MnPHTe] i:i rest. Kirchner 43-139:1 e[y )l�NZ: e[yoy]l�Nz Krause. poss. rightly: also 
possible is e[y}'!'Nz (thus Turner) 
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Now Thomas said to the lord,' "Therefore I beg you to tell me' what I 

ask you before your ascension. 'and when I hear from you about 25 the hid

den things, then I can speak about ' them. And it is obvious to me that the 

truth is difficult to' perform before men.'· 

The savior answered, saying, ' "If the things that are visible to you 

(pl.) are obscure ' to you, how can you hear 30 about the things that are not 

visible? If the deeds of the truth ' that are visible in the world are difficult 

for you (pl.) to perform, ' how indeed, then, shall you perform those that 

pertain to the 'exalted height and to the pleroma, which are not visible? ' 

And how shall you be called 'laborers'? 35 In this respect you are appren

tices, and have not yet received ' the height of perfection.'' 

Now Thomas answered ' and said to the savior, ''Tell us about these 

things 'that you say are not visible, [but are] hidden 'from us.'' 

The savior said, "[All] bodies [ ... J 40 the beasts are begotten [ ... ] ... 

' it is evident like [ ... ] ... ' [ ... J ... this, too, those that are above ' 

[ ... ] things that are visible, but [they are] visible 139 in their own root, 

and it is their fruit 'that nourishes them. But these visible bodies ' survive 

by devouring creatures similar to them ' with the result that the bodies 

change. Now that which changes will 5 decay and perish, and has no hope 

of life from then on, ' since that body 

138:43-139: 1 or. but [they] live from their own root 
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rAP' oyTBNH ne NNee t>e NNTBNooye' I E:l!)APE: noycwMA' TE:KO 

TE:E:I TE: ee NNE:E:ITT>.ACMA' I CE:NATE:KO' MHTI oyeBOh AN ne ZN 

IO TcyNoycIA Nlee MTTA NTBNooye' E:l!)XE: oyeBo>. NZHTC zwllwq ne 

NA(!) Nze eqNAxno Noy A IA<!>OPA Nzoyo I epooy E:TBE: TTA "i t>e NTW-

TN ZE:NKOYE:I l!)ANTE:ITNP TE:hE:IOC' 

A qoywl!)B AE: N61 ewMAC xe elTBe nA"i txw MMOC NAK' nxoeI<;: xe 

15 NE:Tl!)AXE: I eTBe NE:Te NceoyoNz E:Bo>. AN' Ayw NE:T'MOKZ II NBO>.oy 

e yTNTWN ANE:TXW>.K' NNeycATe AYIMH
0

iNe ZN TOY(!)H CE:XW>.K' 

ME:N NNe ycoTe Nee I Nzoe1Ne xe e y.xw>.K' ATTMA"iNe' A >.>.A 

qoyoNz I E:Bo>. AN' zoTAN AE: E:Pl!)AN noyoeIN' eI E:BO>. N<l'lzwn' 

20 MTTKAKE: TOTE: nzwB MnoyA noyA NAOYWNZ II eBo>.' 

oyoeIN' E:KP oyoeIN nxoe1c' I 

NTOK' AE: TTN-

nAxeq N61 Ic xe noyoe1N' eqC9oon' ZM noy[oJ'le1N' 

nAxeq' N61 eWMAC' eq.xw MMOC' xe TTX(?[e1c] I eTBe oy moyo

e1N' eToyoNz eBo>. E:TP oyoeIr:,i I E:TBE: NPWME:' C9Aqnpp1e AYW l!)A<.j

zwTn' 

25 nAxeq' II N61 ncwp xe w TTMAKAPIOC ewMAC moyoeIN i:-[A]P I 

eToyoNZ eBo>. A<lP oyoeINe E:TBE: THNE: XE:KA[Ac] I AN E:TE:TNA6W M-

TTIMA' A >.>.A xe E:TE:TNAE:I E:l![o>.] I NZHT<l' zoTAN AE: E:PE:l!)A N-

30 cwTn' THPOY K'!) [e]zlrA"i NtMNTTBNH' TOTE: moyoeIN <.jNAPANAllxwre1 

ezpA"i E:Teq'oycIA Ayw Teq'oyc1A NA(!)onq' I epoc xe oyzy-

TTHPE:THC E:NANOY<l' ne 

TOTE: I Aqoywz E:TooTq' N61 ncwp nAxeq' xe 6> TE:Te I MAYl9N PATC 

TArA nH Mnoyoe1N' 6> ncIC9e MlnKwzT' eTxepo ZPA"i ZN NCWMA NN-

35 PWME: MN II Ne yATKAC' eqxepo ZPA"i NZHToy NTOY(!)H MN I ct>[ooy] Ayw 

eTrwxz NMMe>.oc NNPWMe' A yw I e[TTPE: N]e yzHT tze' A yw Ne yq,yxH 

6 NN8E: : i.e. N8E:. 7 Sah. TIE:YCWMA. 
26 Sah. eqp. 

I 39 :22 rest. Turner. Krause 
25 r:[a]p sim. Schenke2 27 rest. Turner, Krause 
36 rest. Turner, Krause 37 e[TTPE: N] Layton: for the syntax cf. 139:36 eTpwxz and 

139:39 E:TKIM : e[CTPE: N] Godron 
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is bestial. So just as the body of the beasts ' perishes. so also will these 

formations' perish. Do they not derive from intercourse 'like that of the 

beasts? If it (the body) too derives from intercourse, 10 how will it beget 

anything different from ' beasts? So, therefore, you are babes until I you 

become perfect.'' 

And Thomas answered, ' "Therefore I say to you, lord, that those who 

speak ' about things that are invisible and difficult 15 to explain are like 

those who shoot their arrows at a' target at night. To be sure, they shoot 

their arrows as ' anyone would-since they shoot at the target-but it is 

not visible. ' Yet when the light comes forth and ' hides the darkness, then 

the work of each will appear. 20 And you, our light, enlighten, o lord." 

Jesus said, "It is in light that light exists." 

Thomas spoke, saying, "Lord,' why does this visible light that shines' 

on behalf of men rise and set?'' 

The savior 25 said, "O blessed Thomas, of course this visible light' shines 

on your (pl.) behalf-not in order [that]' you (pl.) remain here, but rather 

that you might come forth '-and whenever all the elect abandon ' bestial

ity, then this light will withdraw 30 up to its essence, and its essence will 

welcome it,' since it is a good servant.'' 

Then ' the savior continued and said, '' 0 ' unsearchable love of the 

light! 0 bitterness of' the fire that blazes in the bodies of men and in 35 

their marrow, kindling in them night and 'day. and burning the limbs of 

men and ' [making] their minds become drunk and their souls 

139:9-11 lirerally. If ii too derives from it. how can ii bege1 anything different from 

them? 

139:15-17 or. are like those who extend their (signal) fires for a signal at night. To be 

sure. they extend their fires as anyone would- since they extend (them) for a signal-but ii 

is not visible 
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ecTpoynwl!)c I Al ........ I �l;'[o]oy ZPA 0i ZN NZOYT' MN NCZIO":"E: I 
40 [ . ) . e z  . [ .... To]yl9H Ayw eTKIM' epooy [zN] oyU[ .. ]M' eq[ ... z]N 

oyzwn' MN oy�z e eo[A ce]l[Kl)M rAp' �61 NzooyT' c[ - - - AXN 
*p. 140 1 NCZ1o)lt:1e' A yw NCZIOME:' AX[N NZooyT E:TBE: TTA"i ce]*xw MMOC 

xe oyoN NIM' E:Tl!)INE: NCA TMHE: E:BOh I ZN TCABH MMHE: qNACMINE: 
NAq' NZE:NTNZ ATpeq'lzwA' eqnHT' ZHTC NTemeyMIA E:TPWK NMTTNA I 

5 NNPWME:' Ayw qNACMINE: NAq' NZE:NTNZ eqnwT' II ZHTq' MTTNA 
NIM' E:TOYONZ E:BOh' 

Aqoywl!)B N61 I eWMAc' eq.xw MMOC' xe nxoe1c' nA·i pw netl9•1Ne 
MMOK' E:TBHTq' zwc E:TTIAH AE:IMME: xe NToK' I TTE:TP Noqpe NAN' KATA 
ee E:TK.XW MMOC 

10 TTAAIN Aq'loyw(9BN61 ncwp nexAq xe E:TBE: TTA"i oyANArKH II epoN 
TE: AXOOC NHTN xe TAE: I  rAp TE: Tecew NNTE:IAE:1oc 
TE:TNOYWl!)E: 6E:' AP TE:hE:IOC' TE:TNAIAPE:Z E:NAE:I' E:l!)WTTE: MMON' 
TTE:TN PAN ne ATCBW' I E:TTIAH MN (960M' NTE: oypMNZHT' oywz MN 

15 oy'lco6 TTPMNZHT' rAp' qXHK' E:BOA Ncoc1>1A NIM' II nco6 N-

40 i.e. oyoyWNz E:Boll.. 140 :3 i.e. PWKZ (Krause emends 1hus). 
12 i.e. ZAPE:Z. 

ecTpoy: prob. emend to E:TTpoy; for lhe syntax cf. 139:36 and 139:39 38 A [  - -- I read 
in photographs ��[ . Joy : for � can also be read �. 9 or c;:; for � can also be read 
I! rest. Krause 38-42 Turner2 compares Mani K 26:15-17 and 27:3-4 39 
I . I. ez. I ...... ] : first letter trace can be read ':t, !• �. ry or y; second letter trace is not 
distinct (.:i]r_iezc;>(oy --- ] : sim. rest. Krause. but unlikely (elsewhere text has 
4>ooy) I - - - To)ycgH rest. Turner. Krause [zN] rest. Turner2, Krause 40 [ .. )M' : 
lcso]M' rest. Layton, with hesitation: (Kl]M' rest. Krause eq[xepo z]N rest. Krause, with 
hesitation eao( 21/,-5 ] pap. 40-41 eao[ll. ce]l[u]M rest. Krause 41 zooyT'c[ l3-
15 I pap. 41-42 zooyT'c[z1ME: E:NE:YE:PHY A.KN cz•D�' sim. rest. Kirchner (A.KN 
"without"): zooyT' cteKtM' ezpA"i A.KN NcztoD�' Turner2, but unlikely; another verb 
may be needed restore I -- - A.KN Ncz10Jl�e' ... AX[N NzooyT --- ] if A.KN is for E:XN 
(sim. rest. Krause ) or else I --- A.KN cz,]IME:' ... Ax[N zooyT - - - ] if A.KN means 
·•without" (Crum 25h) 42 AX[ 13Vi-l5\/, ·)pap.: cf. on 138:41-42 42-140:1 [ - - -
E:TBE: nA"i ce]lxw MMoc rest. Turner2 : I --- AqoywcgB ON eq]lxw MMoc rest. Kirchner, but
unlikely 140: 1-5 the source of this quotation has not been identified 4 TNZ <ATP>eq-
nwT Kirchner: for the syntax cf. 145:2 5 nNX NIM'< --- > E:ToyoNz Kirchner 

7 zwc < - -- > emAH Kirchner, poss. rightly 
13 oywz MN : oywzM N Turner. Krause, with hesitation 
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become deranged' [ ... ] them within males and females' ... [ ... ] night 

and moving them, [ ... ] 40 
• • •  secretly and visibly. 'For the males (move 

... upon the females] 'and the females upon [the males. Therefore it is] 

140 said, 'Everyone who seeks the truth from ' true wisdom will make 

himself wings so as to ' fly, fleeing the lust that scorches the spirits I of 

men.' And he will make himself wings to flee 5 every visible spirit." 

And Thomas answered, 'saying, "Lord, this is exactly what I am asking 

' you about, since I have understood that you ' are the one who is 

beneficial to us, as you say.'' 

Again 'the savior answered and said, "Therefore it is necessary 10 for 

us to speak to you (pl.), since this is the doctrine for the perfect. ' If, now, 

you (pl.) desire to become perfect, you shall' observe these things: if not, 

your (pl.) name is 'Ignorant,' 'since it is impossible for an intelligent man 

to dwell with a ' fool, for the intelligent man is perfect in all wisdom. 15 

To the fool. however, 

139:41--42 upon ... upon: or, without ... without 
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TO(j' TTTTE:TNANOY <l  nneeooy TTl(9W<9 I NoywT ' NA(j' ne .21.E: nco-
c)>oc rAP' (lNACAANCV ZN I TMHE: Ayw (lNA<9wne Nee MTT(YHN E:TPHT ' 

em.AH oy N zoe1Ne eyN TNZ I MMooy eynwT ' 
20 Zl.21.N NE:TOYONZ E:B07'. NAE: I E:IITOYH Y  E:B07'. ZN TMHE: ' TTE:T.21.I MOE:IT ' 

rAP ZHToy ' I �[T]e TTKWZT ne' (lNAt NAY Noyc)>ANTACIA MMHE: 
[Ay ]� (lNAP oyoe1N epooy ZN oycAe1e E:(lNA Tel[Ko J AYW 

(lNAPAIXMA7'.WTIZe MMooy ' ZN oyz�l1>e NKAKe' N(lTopnoy ZN oyzH-
25 AONH ect CTOE: 111 AYW (jNAAY NB�7'.E: ZPA"i ZN Teme y MIA NATCE:I 

�yw (lNA.21.A(l.21.(j NNeyq,yxooye' Ayw N<l<YWl[ne] NAY Nee N
Noy <9Moye' ecTAKC ZM noyZHT ' I �[M]N <91>0M ' MMooy NNAZC e-

30 Nez AYW Nee Nl«;>YXA7'.1Noc ZN oyTAnpo E:(lCWK ' MMooy Ane<i'II-
oyw<9e' MMIN ' MMO<l ' 

Ayw A(lMOpoy ZN Ne<i'IA7'.yc 1c ' AYW NE: yME:7'.0C THPOY A(j-
coNzoy NIZPA 0i ZM nc 1<9e' NTMppe NTeme yME:IA' NNAe:1 I E:ToyoNz 
E:B07'. E:TNATE:K.O AYW E:TNA(YIBE: I AYU> E:TNATTU>NE: KATA TTCWK. ' N-

35 TAycoK.oy ' H NTne ATTITN Noyoe1<9 NIM' eyzwTB MMooy I eycwK 
MMooy Zl.21.N NTBNooye' THroy �nl.21.wzM 

A(l'oyw<9e N61 eWMAC nA.21.[e<i .21.eJ y'loyoNz E:B07'.' Ayw Ay -
.21.oo[c] .21.e z[Az] ' [NeT .. ] '  I e[ .2:"2• } NNE:TE: Ncecooy N A[N ..... ] .. 

40 [ •2°(1. ]II[ ... ]IJIYXH
�<lOYW<YB Ae N�[• ncwp) E:(l.21.'!) I [MMo]<;: J:',[e NAe]��"'!'[<l'] �nCABe 

25 i.e. ljNAAAy. 27 i.e. NOY(!IMOYE:. noyzHT: Sah. neyzHT. 

15 nneTNANOYll <z.yw> nneeooy Kirchner 21 rest. Turner2 , sim. Krause 22 rest. 
Turner, Krause 23 rest. Turner 26 JI.AljJI. "ij : first ll written over the false start of 
JI. 27 rest. Turner, Krause 28 rest. Turner, Krause 

37-38 cfloyONz pap.: the reading of pap. cannot have been <,'oyoNz: but cf. 138:26 
and 142:20 (coyoNz) 38 z[ .. )'[ 4-5 t_read in photographs: z[z.z]' [NE:T - - - I sim. rest. 
Turner2 ; for the syntax cf. 142:5 
poss. is z[z.z]' [NE:TW<!))' I e[so�] 

38-39 z[wK]' [MMWTN)' e[so�] sim. Kirchner: also 
39 z.[ 6) .. [ .. 1vacatread in photographs (Facsimile 

Edition incorrectly retouched here): first letter trace can be read r: (ligatured), t;t, !, t:t, �- ry, f. 
"!" (ligatured), y or 'I; second letter trace can be read�.�. 9. <?,'!),I\) or � z. [ 6 ] : z.[N M-
Mooy] Schenke 40 [MN T),j,yxH Schenke2 

40 N�[• ncwp): cf. 138:27. 140:8-9, 142:5--o, 142:9-IO, 142:26 40--41 JI.'!) I [MMo]<, 
J!-[E: - - - ] : also palaeographically possible is J!-W [M]l[Mo)<, [J1.e - - - ) 41 I - - -
NAE:)!�"!"[ll') �: sim. rest. Turner �: superlin. stroke is definite, M restored 
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the good and bad are ' the same-indeed the wise man will be nourished 

by • the truth and (Ps I :3) 'will be like a tree growing by 'the meandering 

stream· -seeing that there are some who, although having wings, ' rush 

upon the visible things, things that 20 are far from the truth. For that which 

guides them, ' the fire, will give them an illusion of truth, ' and will shine 

on them with a [perishable] beauty, 'and it will imprison them in a dark' 

sweetness and captivate them with fragrant pleasure. 25 And it will blind 

them with insatiable lust ' and burn their souls and become ' for them like a 

stake stuck in their heart ' which they can never dislodge. And like ' a bit 

in the mouth it leads them according to its 30 own desire. 

"And it has fettered them with its ' chains and bound all their limbs ' 

with the bitterness of the bondage of lust for those ' visible things that 

will decay and change 'and swerve by impulse. They have 35 always been 

attracted downwards: as they are killed, ' they are assimilated to all the 

beasts of' the perishable realm.'' 

Thomas answered and said, '' It ' is obvious and has been said, '[Many ' 

are ... ] ' ... those who do not know [ ... ] ... 40 soul'." 

And [the savior] answered, saying,' "[Blessed is] the wise 
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NP'!'t:1€ NTAC1''9[1 ]l[Ne NCA TMH€ Ayw N]"f APE:Clt>NTC A(lMToN' M-

*p. 141 1 *Moq' ezpA"i e.xwc (!)A €Nez Ayw Mnqp zoTe ZHTOY I NNeToywl!)e 

Al!)TPTwpq' 

5 

Aqoywl!)B Nt> 1 ewMAC I nA.xeq' .xe cp Noqpe NAN' n.xoe1c' AMTON 

MMON' I ZN NeTe NWN Ne' 

nA.xeq Nt>I ncwr .xe neTP l!)AY II rAP ne' AYW NANOYC NH-

TN €TTIAH N€TOYONZ I €BO/\ ZN PPWM€' CE:NABW/\ €-

BO/\ TTCKeyoc rAp NjTOYCAP.l' NABW/\ €BO/\ AYW €(l(9AN.XWP€ 

eBo/\ I qNA(!)wne ZN NeToyoNz eBo/\ ZN NE:TOYNAY elrooy Ayw 

10 TOT€ TTKWZT' eToyNAY epoq' eqt TKAC NAY II eTBe TAfATTH N

TTT1CT1c' €T€ oyNTAYC' Z A  8H Mmjoyoe1C9 TTA/\IN' CE:NACooyzoy 

ATT€ToyoNz eBo/\ I N€TNAY A€ €BO/\ ZN N€ToyoNz €BO/\ AN' A.XN 

I Tl!)OPTT' NArAnH ceNATAKO ZM TT1;'<?OYl9 MnB1oc' I MN nrwxz' M[ND-

15 TTKWZT' NoyKoy"i Noyoe1C9 l!)ANftTE:(lBW/\ €BO/\' Nt>I neToyoNZ 

€BO/\ TOTE: C€NA 'll9WTT€' N61 Z€N'€1A W/\ON €MNT€ Y MOP<!>H AYW I

NTMHTe NNTAct>oc Ncel!)wne Z I.XN NKWC Nl!)A I €Nez ZN oyt TKAC MN 

oyT AKO MIJ'YXH 

20 Aq'oY'!'ll9B A€ Nt>I eWMAC nA.xeq' .xe oy neTe oyNTANq' II A-

.xooq' NNAZPN NA€1 H oy neTNNA.Xooq' NBh/\ele ye NPWMe H 

Al!) NCBW TE:TNNA.Xooc' NNIT[A/\]�11nwpoc N8NHTOC N€T.XW MMOC' 

.xe AN€1 A[P ne]ITNANoyq' Ayw AycAzoy AN' TTA/\IN Ae ceNA-

25 .x[ooc]' I .xe E:Ne ii.1noy .xnoN ZN TCAP.l' N€NNAcoywr:,i [l9]�qftTe AN 

TT€ 

/41 :6-7 Sah. NTE:ycap3_ 

41-141:1 rest. Turner: cf. 140:1-4, 16-18

read in photographs 
3 n axeq' read in photographs 

141: 1 �'l' read in photographs 2 NNE:T 

8 NE:ToyoNz E:BOA- <ayw> ZN Kirchner 9 ayw TOTE:: TOTE: added above the 
line 10 <N>E:TE: oymayc' (with a sentence beginning E:TBE: TuanH) Kirchner 12 

<NE:T>A.l!.N (beginning a new sentence) Kirchner 14 llND cancelled by the copy
ist 17-18 z1xN Nt::wc (N1!1A E:NE:ZI ZN oyt Tt::Ac <N(!1A E:NE:Z> Kirchner 18 oyTat::o 
<N>M'i'YXH Kirchner 

20 poss. N<N>Bii:A.E:E:yE: (thus Quecke) 22 rest. Turner: a[ne]TNANOY'l Krause. but 
unlikely 24 coy� [. ]�qramtread in photographs l1!1)�qTE: rest. J. M. Robinson 
392 
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man who [sought ' after the truth, and] when he found it, he rested 141 

upon it forever and was unafraid of those' who wanted to disturb him." 

Thomas answered ' and said, "Is it beneficial for us, lord, to rest 1 

among our own?" 

The savior said, "Yes, it is useful. 5 And it is good for you (pl.) since 

things visible ' among men will dissolve-for the vessel of' their flesh will 

dissolve, and when it is brought to naught 'it will come to be among visi

ble things, among things that are seen. ' And then the fire which they see 

gives them pain io on account of love for the faith they ' formerly possessed. 

They will be gathered back to that which is visible. 'Moreover, those who 

have sight among things that are not visible, without ' the first love they 

will perish in the concern for this ' life and the scorching of the fire. Only 

a little while longer, 15 and that which is visible will dissolve; then' shape

less shades will emerge and' in the midst of tombs they will forever dwell 

upon the corpses' in pain and corruption of soul."' 

Thomas answered and said,' 'What have we 20 to say in the face of these 

things? What shall we say to ' blind men? What doctrine should we 

express to these miserable' mortals who say, 'We came to [do]' good and 

not to curse,' and yet [claim],' 'Had we not been begotten in the flesh, we 

would not have known 25 [iniquity]'?" 
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nAxeq NtS1 ncwp xe ZN oyMHe N[Ae1] �ITMMAy MnPKAAY NAK' N-
pwMe A"-"-A onoy z[wc TB]INooye' Nee rAp NNTBNooye 
e yoywM' ��[eye]IPHY' TAe1 Te ee zwoy NNee1pwMe NTeelMl�[e 

30 ce]loywM' NNeyepHy A"-"-A cezoy poe1T' NTM�T"flro] I I  emAH 
ceMAe1e NTZ�tSe MnKWZT' Ayw ce-
nHT' ANZBHye t:1nxwzMe I cexwK eso"- NTemey MelA NNeye10-
Te ceNAINoxoy ezpA"i AnNoy N' NcepMACT1roy MMooy I eBO"- zt-

35 TN TANAr'KH t:1ncl(ge NToycf>y c1c eeolloy 
MMooy ATPoynwT' NICAXwoy AnMA eTe Ncecooy N MMOq 
AN' Ayw I ce�[A"-)o NNeyMe"-oc' ZN oyzynoMONH A� ��I"-� 
[zN oy ]K� TOOTK' eBO"-' Ayw cepAcge ex� [ - - - ] I p[ ••• -

40 ••• ! 1.� ••. ] ""-IBe' MN nnwcgc ey<? [N - - - ] II [ce]i:rHT
�[CA ni]i:rwcgc NZHT' eN[c]eMMe �[N t:1noy ]l["-1]Be' ey [Mee]ye xe 
ZNCABeey N[e ce - - - - - - ] I [ .. ]Ae1e t:1noy cwMA z . [ - - - - -

*p. 1 42 1 - - - - - ] * ere noyzHT' nooNe epooy' ere noyMeeye z1 I
TCA Te Ae TeTNAPWKZ MMOOY' 

Aq'loywcge Ae NtS1 eWMAc' nAxeq' xe nxoe1c' neNITAy Noxq' 
5 ezpA"i epooy eqNAP oy trMePIMNA II rAp MncgA' eTBHTOY ZAZ 

rAp' NeTt oyBHY 
Aq'oytwcge NtSI ncwp nAxeq' xe ey NTAK' neToyoNz I eso"- NAK' 
nAxeq NtSI "ioyAAC' nAT eTOYMOy Te e1roq' xe 0WMAC xe NTOK 

nxoe1c' neTcpnpene1' I NAK' Acgexe' ANOK Ae NTACWTM epoK' 

34 Sah. NT£y4>yc1c. 43-142:1 Sah. Mn£ycWMA ... n£YZHT ... n£YM££y£. 

25 N[ . .  ).vacalread in photographs 26 rest. Funk: z[N NTii]Nooy£ Krause 28 
rest. Turner, Krause: for the syntax cf. 139:7 29 M°i:iftlro] : of�. N is definite, superlin. 
stroke restored: sim. resc. Schenke2 : also poss. is MNTM[H£] 38 sim. rest. 
Turner £Xt:i[ 1-3½] : prob. £X� [nil or £X°i:i It] or £X°i:i [N] ·o·r ·£x,:i [NI] 39 rl 1 1 ½] 
pap.: r[ooy� i:ins1oc ZM] rest. Turner2, cf. 141:13: r[w,a .i.yw c£M£ i:i] 
Kirchner £Y<?l 1 ½-41 pap.: £Y<? [Nco6) Schenke2 40 [c£]�HT �[c.i. - - - I rest.
Kirchner [ - - - m)�w�c rest. Turner2: [ - - - oy]�w�c Schenke2 MM£ .i.[ 2-4½] 
pap. 40-41 �[N Mnoy]1[11.1]B£' £y[M££]y£ sim. rest. Turner, Krause 41 N[ 9-11 ½)

: 

N[ - - - c£ - - - ] Layton 42 [nc].11.£1£ rest. Turner: also possible is [nM).11.£1£ (Turner2. 
with hesitation) cwMA z .  [ I 2½-151 pap. /42: l z 1  vacalread in photographs 

2 .i.q ,vacalread in photographs 3 n£N vacalread in photographs 
6-7 differently. £YNTAK' R£TOYONZ £BOIi. NAK' Turner
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The savior said, "Truly, as for' !those]. do not esteem them as men, but 

regard them [as] 'beasts, for just as beasts devour one another.• so also 

men of this sort ' devour one another. On the contrary. they are deprived 

of [the kingdom] 30 since they love the sweetness of the fire and are ' ser

vants of death and rush to the works of corruption. ' They fulfill the lust of 

their fathers. They will 'be thrown down to the abyss and be afflicted' by 

the torment of the bitterness of their evil nature. 35 For they will be 

scourged so as to make them ' rush backwards, whither they do not know, 

and' they [will recede] from their limbs not patiently but' [with] despair. 

And they rejoice over [ ... ] ' [ ... ] madness and derangement ... 40 

[They] pursue [this] derangement without realizing [their' madness, think

ing] that they are wise. [They ... ] ' ... their body l ... ] 142 their mind 

is directed to their own selves, for their thought is occupied ' with their 

deeds. But it is the fire that will burn them!" ' 

And Thomas answered and said, "Lord, what will the one ' thrown 

down to them do? For I am most anxious 5 about them; many are those 

who fight them." ' 

The savior answered and said, "What is your own' opinion?" 

Judas-the one called' Thomas-said, "It is you, lord, whom it  befits' 

to speak, and me to listen.'' 
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IO Aq'oy'llw<ge N61 ncwp xe CWTM AnetNAxooq' NAK' I NKPnlCTe ye 

ZN TMHe neT' xo MN neToy xo MMoq' I ceNABW.I\ eBO.I\ ZM noy-

KWZT' NZPA"i ZM nKWZT' I MN nMooy [A]yw Ncezwn' ZN NTAcj)oc' M-

15 n1<.A1<.e I Ayw MNNCA ZAZ Noyoe1<9 ceNAoywNz eBO.I\ NIINKApnoc N-

N<gHN' eeooy e ypKO.I\AZe MMooy e ylzwTBe MMooy ZN T'TAnpo' NN

TBNooye MN N PWIMe' ZN TAcj)OPMH' NNzooy MN NTH Y MN nAHP' I MN 

noyoe1N' eTr oyoe1N' MncA Nzpe 

Aqoyw<ge I .ti.e N61 ewMAc' xe AKPmee MeN' MMON' n xoe1c' 

20 H ANPNOe1 ZM nNZHT' Ayw coyoNz eBO.I\ xe TAe11 [Te 

e]e Ayw neK<gA.x.e O NATcj)eONOC A.1\.1\A Nl(!)Al[xe e]TKXW M-

MOOy NAN' zeNcwee Ne Mn1<.ocl[Mo]c' Ayw ZNhK <9Ae1 Ncwoy 

Ne' em.ti.H cecol[oy]Ne MMOOy AN' NA(!) 6e N PHTe 

25 eNNA(!)BWK' A'll[TA]<9e oe1<9 MMooy 

z]� nKOCMOC'

em.ti.H xe cewn' MMON' I [AN' 

Aqoyw<ge N61 ncwp nAxeq xe I [zAM]HN' txw MMOC NHTN xe

neTNACWTM Anel[TN (!)]�xe' Ayw N(IKTO Mneqzo eeo.l\' H N(j.l\K <gel[e] 

30 f:icwq' [ND H N(jCWTP NNeq'cnOToy z1 NAe[1] ZAIIMHN' t xw MMOC NHTN 

xe ceNATAA(j' ATOOT(j' I MnAPXWN eTMnCA N'Tne' nA"i eTAPXel 

ezrA·i elxN Ne.loyc1A THPOY eqo NPPO e.xwoy N(IKTO I MnAe1 eTMMAy 

N(jNOX"ij XN NTne' <gA mTN A 'lnNoyN' Ncewpex' Apwq' ZN oyMA 

35 eq6H y eqo II NKAKe' MA(l(96N 6OM 6e MnoNeq' H AKIM' eTBe I ni-

NO6 NBAeoc' NTe nTAPTAPOC MN m�[1<9]e [eD I [eTZ]9p<9 NTe AMNTe 

142: 12 Sah. n£yKWZT. 17 i.e. zwoy. 

17 poss. emend to zwoy 

20 RNZHT' <£mAH JI.£ CE:Wn MMON AN ZM RKOCMOC> (transposing from 142:25-26) 

Kirchner 21 rest. Turner: [TE: TM]£ Krause, but unlikely (text uses MHE:, not ME:) iga

.11.£ o N : o added above the line 22 rest. Turner, Krause 24 rest. Turner, 

Krause 25-26 (E:mAH ... KocMoc) (and transposing to 142:20) Kirchner 26 sim. 

rest. Turner 

27-28 rest. Turner: n£l[£11g)�.11.£ Krause 28-29 ig£(£]: also poss. is ig£[£1] 29 

(NI : cancelled by the copyist 36 mc;:[11g]£ : for<, can also be read f:, �. 9 or'? rest. 

Schenke2 : also palaeographically possible is m<;>(op]E: (but cf. Turner2 208) [£D: cancelled 

by the copyist 37 [E:TZ]9pig sim. Krause 
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,o The savior replied, "Listen to what I am going to tell you (sg.) ' and 

believe in the truth. That which sows and that which is sown ' will dis
solve in their fire-within the fire ' and the water-and they will hide in 

tombs of darkness. ' And after a long time they shall show forth 15 the fruit 
of the evil trees, being punished, ' being slain in the mouth of beasts and 

men ' at the instigation of the rains and winds and air ' and the light that 

shines above." 

Thomas' replied, "You have certainly persuaded us, lord. 20 We real

ize in our heart, and it is obvious, that this ' [is so], and that your word is 

sufficient. But these words ' that you speak to us are ridiculous and con

temptible to the world ' since they are misunderstood. ' So how can we go 
25 preach them, since we are [not] esteemed ' [in] the world?" 

The savior answered and said, ' "Truly I tell you (pl.) that he who will 

listen to ' [your] word and turn away his face or sneer ' at it or smirk at 

these things, truly 30 I tell you that he will be handed over to ' the ruler 

above who rules over ' all the powers as their king, and he will turn • that 

one around and cast him from,heaven down to' the abyss, and he will be 

imprisoned in a narrow 35 dark place. Moreover, he can neither tum nor 

move on account of' the great depth of Tartaros and the [heavy bitterness] 

'of Hades 

142: 15 punished: or, pruned 
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nA"i eT'TA.X.PHY A( •• 4 :,r, . . ]yl[ ... ] MMooy ezoy N epoq' (e]y19-
40 [ ••• 6:7 ••• ]�I[ .... ]' NCeN[A]K. W AN' eBOl,. t:1! .... ]�Be . [ 0.-.2:(, ]II

l ... �'? ... ]<;inwT' NCA THNe c [eNA]'r:,APAAr�[oy] I [ ..........

nAr]rel,.OC' TTTAPTAPOYX<?C [ 0:- 1 ] I [ .............. c]ATe eqnHT'
*p. 143 1 NCWOY [ 9-:2] * [. ]ZeN'Cl>PAre"-"-OY NCATe' eyNe.X. ti< ti< eBOl,.'

ezoy(N) I [z]� cf>o MneToy nHT' Ncwq' eqnHT' ATTAMNTe eqtS1l[N]e 
NTCATe' eqcgANK. TOI.I' APHC eqtSNTC ON MMAy I �tj<gANK. TOl.j 

5 AZHT' (9ACTWMT epoq' AN' NtS I TATTll,.H U NCATe' ecepep MAl.jtSINe 
Ae NTOI.I NelH Mn_AelilTe I ATTWT' eMAy Nqoy.x.Ae I MneqtSNTC rAp 
Mcf>ooy e1.1lzN CWJ-:1[A] J!-eKAAc eqNAtSNTC Mcf>ooy NTK.p1c1c' I

TOTe Al.j'oywz ATOOTl.j' NtS I ncwp eq.x.w MMOC 1.x.e oyoe1 NHTN N-
10 ATNOyTe' eTe MNTey ze"-nrc' II eTTA.X.PA.iT' ezpA·i e.x.N NeTNAcgw

ne AN 
oyo"i NHTN I NeTpZe"-TTIZe ATCAP.3 Ayw ncgTeK.O eTNATe

K.O cgA(N�Te oy cgwne eTeTNOB<ij Ayw NAT'TeK.o eTeTNMel
eye epooy .x.e CeNATAK.O AN' eT�[T)�Zel,.TTIC TA.X.PH Y I A.KN 

143 :2 Sah. £TI£MNT. 
13 i.e. ON. 14 AXN: i.e. E:XN. 

A(yw £igA]y rest. Kirchner 3 7-38 poss. I - - - igA)YI[ . . .  ] MMooy. with a reflexive ver 
bal construction 38 [wTn) MMooy rest. Turner: [£IN£) MMooy rest. Krause (£1'('!1: 
for y can also be read �; for '!I can also be read C? or'!' poss. restore [£ ]y'!l[AN - - - ) : 
('']��[KAAC - - - I sim. Krause, but unlikely: [V )��[KAAC NNE:yji) sim. Turner2, but 

unlikely 39 I .... )' : also possible is I ... ]y [nao>.]' rest. Turner2 N CE:N[A) - ... 
AN' : c£NA- ... AN is expected. poss. N is part of the preceding word � : M is definite, 
superlin. stroke restored poss. [n£11>.)!B£: also possible are [noy>.).B£ (thus Turner2) 
and [nE:TNh)!B£ (sim. Krause): [n£Te>.]1_B£ sim. Kirchner, but unlikely: also possible is 
[ · - - £)TB£ £. I 0-2½) pap.: letter trace can be read T ,  y, y, or (if preceded by an unin

scribed space) i:, ':I, !, �. �. ,:i, f! or t: y [NA) rest. Kirchner 40 [ - - - A)ynwT rest.
Kirchner: also palaeographically possible is I - - - CE:N)�nwT (thus Krause) 40-41
c [E:NA)f!APAAl�[oy]I [ - - - I : also possible is c[E:NA)f!APAAl�l(oy - - - I c[£
NA)f!APAA1�1[oy MMOlj MnlNOIS NAr]rE:ll.OC rest. Kirchner 42 (Nlj.11.1 NZE:NMACTlr:5 N
c]ATE: sim. rest. Turner: [£TO NoyArr£>.oc Nc]AT£ rest. Kirchner, but unlikely E:ljnHT 
N cwoy: poss. expected is E:ljTIHT NTOOToy 42-143: I Ncwoy [ ••acat )(N ] rest. Turner 
((N]: i.e. ZN, Krause restores thus): also possible is Ncwoy [AY) l(w] or Ncwoy 
[£P]I[£ I 143 :2 [z]i-;i: N is definite, superlin. stroke restored 3 E:ljlSNTc: cf. A. Shisha -
Halevy, Le Museon 68 ( 1973 )  455-66 ON: prob. emend to ON (cf. 138: 19) 

9-10 ZE:>. me' I E:T : T wriuen over erasure of z
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that is steadfast [ ... ] ' [ ... ) them to it ... ' [ ... I they will not forgive 

••• 40 [ ••• ] pursue you (pl.). They will hand ' [ ... ] over [to ... ] angel 

Tartarouchos ' [ ... ] fire pursuing them 143 [ ... ] fiery scourges that cast 

a shower of sparks into ' the face of the one who is pursued. If he flees 

westward, he ' finds the fire. [f he turns southward, he finds it there as 

well. ' If he turns northward, the threat 5 of seething fire meets him again. 

Nor does he find the way to the east ' so as to flee there and be saved, for he 

did not find it in the day' he was in the body, so that he might find it in 

the day of judgment." 

Then the savior continued, saying, ' "Woe to you, godless ones, who 

have no hope,'° who rely on things that will not happen! 

"Woe to you (pl.) 'who hope in the flesh and in the prison that will per

ish! ' How long will you be oblivious? And how long will you suppose 

that the imperishables ' will perish too? Your hope is set' upon 

142:39 forgive ... : following text damaged: possibly, forgive his madness; or, forgive 
their madness; or, forgive your (pl.) madness 
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15 TTKOCMOC Ayw neTNNoyTe ne nee1e1oc II eTeTNTAKO NNeTN-
IJlyxooye' 

oyoe1 NHTN ZPA"i I ZM TTKWZT' eTPWKZ zpA"i ZN THNe xe oyATCI  

ne l 
oyoe, NHTN eeOA ZITOOT(.j MTTKAT' eTKWTe ZN I NeT�Meeye 
oyoe1 NHTN NTOorq MnMoy� I eTZ[N] THNe xe (.jNAywM' N-

20 NeTNCAP3' ZN oywNz II eeoA' AYW (.jNAnwz NNeTNq,yxooye' ZN 
oy1zwn �(.jCBTe THNe ZPA.i ZN NeTNePHY' 

OY<?°! [N]':IITN NA IXMAAwToc xe TeTNMHP' ZN NCTTHA[A 1]1-
0N' TeTNcwee eTeTN PA<ge zpA). ZN Ncwe[e] I NA.lee TeTN-

25 fNOe1 AN MneTNTAKO oyTe T[eJIITNfNoe1 AN' ZN NeTeTN<N>ZH-
TOY oyTe Mi:r[eT]�l�Me xe TeTN<goon' ZM TTKAKe' MN TT M<?[Y] 

AAA.A eTeTNTAze ZM nKWZT' Ayw TeTi:i[MezJ I NC1<9e' epe 

30 NHTN NIISI nKAO Mi:i II TTTAHrH NNeTNXA.x.e' 
Ayw tjZOAIIS 

NHITN Nee Mnoyoe1N' TeTNMNTPMZe rAp' ATeTN ITAAC NTMNT-
ZMZAA ATeTNE:IP£ NNeTNZHT' NIZHT' NKAKe' Ayw N£TNM£-

35 eye' ATeTNTAAy I NTMNTce11Se' Ayw AT£TNMoyz NNeTNMelle[y]� 
ZN TTKATTNOC' MTTKWZT' eTZN THNe 
£1Ne' ZN TKAOOA.e I [N.... A)Y(!> TZBCW eT'TO ZI THNe 

a.TeTNi:r[ .1 �"�] I [ ......... ]�<?Y' Ayw Aypu Texe MMW[TN 
40 z1l1[TN] ee1,.[mc eT]<goon' AN AY'!' t:il•]M neNT[ATe]ll[TN]-

mcT[eye] �poq' 

19-20 i.e. ZN oyoyWNZ £801'. 

21 possibly corrupt : CRT£ <THN£ £M£CT£> THN£ or CRT£ <THN£ £TP£TNM£CT£> 
THN£ Kirchner (exempli gratiaJ 

25 ZN: N em. Schenke, poss. rightly <N>ZHTOY Turner rest. Turner, sim. 
Krause 26 M<?[ 1-21 pap. : rest. Turner. Krause 27 rest. Turner, Krause 28 rest. 
Turner. sim. Krause 29 fcT[ . ]N read in photographs mt1-o Mi:i: also poss. is mc.1-oM i:i 
(thus Turner) 32-33 INIZHT) Schenke 33 z�' read in photographs 34 TMNT read 
in photographs 35 £ [. ]f, ZN read in photographs 36 rest. Turner, Krause 37 prob. 
[NKAK£ A]Y(!I (thus Turn�AT£TNt:,[ I ½-41 pap.: fort:, can also be read I!, r:. ':I,!, is,�. ,:i 

or I:' AT£TNt:,lozc] Turner 2 37-38 AT£TNt:,[wT] I [Ncwq ZN oyK]l:'<?cf rest. 
Turner 3 38 I - - - cc]<?<?�' rest. Schenke 2 38-39 MMW[TN z1]1[TN] e£1-[mc £T]111oon' 
AN rest. Turner 2 39 IT£NT[AT£]1[TN] Turner 2 40-41 rest. Turner, Krause: sim. rest. 
Kirchner, but C<?<?[YN AN Ayw T£TN) 

Library of Ruslan Khazarzar 
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the world, and your god is this life! 15 You are corrupting your souls! 

"Woe to you (pl.) within' the fire that burns in you; for it is insatiable! • 

• 'Woe to you because of the wheel that turns in' your minds! 

"Woe to you within the grip of the burning' that is in you, for it will 

devour your flesh openly 20 and rend your souls secretly, • and prepare you 
for your companions! 

"Woe to' you, captives, for you are bound in caverns! 'You laugh! In 

mad laughter you rejoice! ' You neither realize your perdition, nor 25 do 
you reflect on your circumstances, nor have [you] ' understood that you 

dwell in darkness and [death]! ' On the contrary, you are drunk with the 

fire and [full] 'of bitterness. Your mind is deranged on account of the 

burning ' that is in you, and sweet to you are the poison and 30 the blows of 

your enemies! And the darkness rose for' you like the light, for you surren

dered your freedom ' for servitude! You darkened your hearts ' and 

surrendered your thoughts ' to folly, and you filled your thoughts 35 with

the smoke of the fire that is in you! And ' your light [has hidden] in the 

cloud' [of ... ] and the garment that is put upon you, you [ ... ] ' [ ... ). 

And [you] were seized [by] ' the hope that does not exist. And who is it 

[you 40 have] believed? Do you [not know that you]' all dwell among 

143:29-30 or (dividing the letters differently), and sweet to you is the crown of your 

enemies' blows 
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NET[ •••••• _I�'-?-)� ...••. ]I[ I_'"; ]oy MMWTN ZWC E'f[ETN-...... . 

•p. 144 1 ••••••• ] * ATETNWMC NNE:TN\JIYXH' ZM nMooy MnKAK[e] I A

TETNnwT' ZN NETNOyw<ge MMIN' MMWTN 

oyloer NHTN NET'<goon' ZM ncwpM ETETN6A<!JT' I AN Anoyoe1N M-

5 npH' nETKPINE: MnTHP<.1' ET'H6A<!JT' A.XN nTHP'I' .xe <.jNAKWTE A.XN N-

ZBHyE: I THPOY ATP£ N.XA.XE: p ZMZAh Ayw ON TE:TNfNOE:11 AN M-

nooz .xe NA<!J NZ£ NTOY<!JH M� cf>ooy E'l'l6A<!JT' ezpA"i E:<.jNAy ANCWMA 

N NE:T[N]ZETBE: 

10 oyo"i I NHTN NETMAE:IE NTC yNHee1A' NTMNTCZIME: H MN nec<gwne 

15 

NMMAC E:TCOO(.j' 

Ayw oyoe1' I NHTN NToaroy NNE:3oy crA MnETNCWMA .xe I 

NE:TMMO rAp' CE:NA0MKE: THNE:' 

oyo ·.- NHTN NTOloToy NNENeprerA NNAAIMWN' MTTONHPON' I 

oyo·i NHTN NET'cwK' N NE YME:hoc' ZM nKWZT' II NIM' nETNA-

zwoy NHTN Noye1wTe' NMTON I .XE:KAAC E:CNAZWTM NZAZ N KWZT' 

E:BOh ZN THNE: I MN TTE:TNPWKZ' NIM TTE:TNAt NHTN MTTPH �TTPIPIE: A.XN 

THNE' ABWh E:BOh MnKAKE' ETZN THNE I � yw Azwn' MnKAKE: MN 

TTMOOy E:TCooy' 

20 TTPH I MN noz NAt ctNoy<.je NHTN MN TTAH� MN I TTTTNA MN TTKAZ MN 

nMooy npH rAp' E'l�lt:JPPIE A.XN NICWMA' CENAhO<.j.>..E<.j' NCE:-

[T ]AK<? I [M)TTPHTE zww<.j' NOYNTH6 H oyxoPToc' e<gwne I [M)EN 

25 E:TTPH TTPPIE: A.XW(.j' (!1A<.j6N 6AM' N<.jW6T' II [N]"fBW NE:hOO.>..E:' E:(!JW-

ne A£ ec<gAN6N 6OM I [N]61 TBW NE:hOOhE' NCP zA"ieec A.XN NINTH6' I

[M]� NIKE: <!JNA THPOY E:TPHT' E:ZPA
0

i NMMAC' N[C]l[nwp]<g' E:BOh ' Ayw 

NcoyocTN eeoh <gACPKAHl[po]i:,i[o]MEI MTTKAZ oyAATC nA"i ETCPHT' 

144 :5 i.e. E:XN ... E:XN. 
12 Sah. NE:TMMa.y. 
16 zwTM: for the word cf. P. Bodmer 6 (Prov. 10:7. 13:9). 18 i.e. E:XN. 
22 i.e. E:XN. 26 i.e. E:XN. 

41 NE:T[NMPPE: - - - I rest. Kirchner 41--42 I· - - a.yw TE:TN(!loyll[<!l]oy sim. rest. 
Kirchner 42 zwc £'!"[ 14-16½] pap.: zwc E:'!"[E:TNO NE:JI.E:yeE:poc a.yw] rest. 
Kirchner 144: I Ka. 1<.[ - - - ] read in photographs 

2-3 oyoE:1 read in photographs 3 t>A<!IT' vacal read in photographs 4 THPll' 
E:T ' l'acat read in photographs 

27 rest. Turner. sim. Krause 28 rest. Turner, Krause 
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those that [ ... ] ' [ ... ] you as though [you ... ]. 144 You baptized your 

souls in the water of darkness! 'You walked by your own whims! 

"Woe' to you (pl.) who dwell in error, heedless' that the light of the 

sun which judges and 5 looks down upon the all will circle around all things ' 

so as to enslave the enemies. You do not even notice ' the moon, how by 

night and day it' looks down, looking at the bodies of your slaughters! 

"Woe' to you (pl.) who love intimacy with womankind JO and polluted 

intercourse with them! 

"And woe 'to you (pl.) in the grip of the powers of your body, 'for 

they will afflict you! 

"Woe to you (pl.) in the grip of' the forces of the evil demons! 

"Woe to you (pl.) who beguile your limbs with fire! 15 Who is it that 

will rain a refreshing dew on you ' to extinguish the mass of fire from you ' 

along with your burning? Who is it that will cause the sun to ' shine upon 

you to disperse the darkness in you ' and hide the darkness and polluted 

water? 

"The sun 20 and the moon will give a fragrance to you (pl.), together with 

the air and ' the spirit and the earth and the water. For if the sun does not ' 

shine upon these bodies, they will wither and perish ' just like weeds or 

grass. If ' the sun shines on them, they prevail and choke 25 the grapevine; 

but if the grapevine ' prevails and shades those weeds ' and all that other 

brush growing alongside and ' [spreads] and flourishes, it alone 'inherits 

the land in which it grows; 
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30 ZPA°i NZHTij II Ayw ACP NAn' AMA NIM' t:TACP ZA°ieec' Ax�y' 

TO Tt: ISt: ecq>AN'Ay:5ANt:' q>ACP Nt:n' AnKAZ THpq I Ayw q>ACP 

Zt:Noyqe' Mnecxoe1c NCP ANAy' I Nzoyo xe Nt:qNAq>wn' rAp' N-

35 zt:NNOIS Nz1ce I ne' t:Tee N INTHIS q>ANTijnopKoy A"-"-A Tew II N-

e1,.OO 1,. e  oyAATC A cq1Toy MMAy Ayw ACWIST MIMooy AYMOY Ay-

q>wne Nee MnKAZ 

TOT� [A ]<J'l<?YWZ t:TOOTq' NISI I c  nAxeq NAY xe oy9[e1 N ]Hl-

[ TN] xe Mnt:TNX I NTCBW' Ayw N�T<? ( ·• �-.5� •• )I[ ... ]' Ct:NAZl-

40 ce ey TAQJt: oe1q>' [ •••• 8: 1•0 •.•• JU[ ••. l A y w  Tt:[ T)NnHT' AZOYN
. . . . . . . 

A. [ .. ]. QJN[ •1 '.h:4• 111 ......... ]. ':J�TNNOOy�[e An]I_TN NN�I [ ... . 

*p. 145 1 •••••••• ]TNMOOy Toy MMHt:,l[t:] * Xt:KAAC eyNA TWOYN ZM 0MOY 

NAt:IAT'THNt: I Nt:TPQJPTTNMMt:' ANCKANAA"-ON' Ayw t:Tnw T' It ZH

Tij NNAJ,.1,.0TPION' 

NAt:IAT'THNt: Nt:TOYNOISINt:IS MMooy Ayw eywn' MMooy AN' t:TBt: 

5 nMAt:1e II t:Tt:YNTAqq' ezoyN epooy NISI noy xoe1c 

NAt:IAT'ITHNt: Nt:TPIMt: AYW t:Toype1,.1ee MMooy z1TN I Nt:Te t:1[N-

Te]y ze1,.mc xe ct:NAew 1,. THNt: z 1TN MP IPt: N IM 

30 Sah. t:cp. 

30 ACP : «!l>ACP Turner. Krause 31 KA�HPII read in photographs 34 TBW read in 

photographs 35 Acij1Toy : c added above the line ACW�T read in photographs 

37 oy9(t:1 N) : cf. 144: 10 38-39 N�T9 [NATcol[oyN)' rest. Turner2 : Nt:T9[yw(!lt: 
Nll[x1Tc]' sim. Kirchner 39-40 TA(!lt: ot:!C\I' [xt: Tt:TNu;op)l[1Soy) rest. Kirchner 40 

A . [ .. J . <!I : first letter trace can be read 'cl, �. ':I· ! , ,s. t:t, �. ry, I_' or "!"; second letter trace is 

indistinct, but perhaps ':I· 1_. t:t. �- y. y or apostrophe 40-41 A�[t:T)i:i"<!IN[Hy M]l[MIN M

MWTN - - - ) rest. Kirchner, Schenke2 : A T[MN)"!"<!IN[A - - - ) sim. rest. Turner2, but palaeo
graphically unlikely 41 [ - - - Tt:T)��� Schenke2 : also possible is [ - - - e]y�� 1TN 

NN�I[ - - - ) read in photographs possibly restore NN�l[ZPN · - - ) 42 [ - - - NTt:]TN 
Schenke2 /45: I xt:KAAC read in photographs 

2 �t:TP<!IP_!!read in photographs 

NN (Layton) 

3 t �HTij !-!N read in photographs : emend to ZHTOy 

4 Nt:15 MMooy read in photographs 5 ere_rihAIIII' t:zoyN read in photographs 
6 THNt: Nt:TPIMt: A yw read in photographs 7 Nt:Tt: t:t! ... )Y zt:A me read in 

photographs rest. Turner, Krause 8 pt: NIM read in photographs 
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JO and every place it has shaded it dominates.' And then when it grows up, it 

dominates all the land' and is bountiful for its master, and it pleases him 1 

even more, for he would have suffered great pains ' on account of these 

plants until he uprooted them. But the 35 gravevine alone removed them 

and choked 'them, and they died and became like the soil.'' 

Then' Jesus continued and said to them, "Woe to' you (pl.), for you 

did not receive the doctrine, and those who are [ ... } ' will labor at 

preaching [ ... ]. 40 And you are rushing into ... [ ... I ' [ ... I will send 

[them] down ... ' [ ... ] you kill them daily 145 in order that they might 

rise from death. 

"Blessed are you (pl.) ' who have prior knowledge of the stumbling 

blocks and who flee' alien things. 

"Blessed are you (pl.) who are reviled 'and not esteemed on account 

of the Jove 5 their lord has for them. 

"Blessed are' you (pl.) who weep and are oppresssed by 'those without 

hope, for you will be released from ' every bondage. 
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TE:TNNAISINE: I NOYMTON 

Ayw E:TE:TNCo nc 

xe ATE:TNKW NCWTN Mnz1ce MN nNOISI-

NelS NZHT' eTeTNQ>ANe1 rAp eeo1,. ZN Nz1ce MN I MnAeoc NTe 

ncwMA' TE:TNAXI [No]yANAnAyc1c I NTOOT q  MnAr:-Aeoc Ayw 

15 TE:TNAP ppo' MN nppo eUTeTNTHT' NMMAq' eqTHT' NMMHTN XIN 

TeNo y cyA I ei:,i[e]z NANez ZAMHN: I 

n xwMe NeWMAC I 

t:fA01'.HTHC eqczA°i I 

20 i9"me1,.e1oc 11 

following text within a simple ornamental frame 

Ap1 nAMeeye zw NACNHY I 

�[N] NeTNnpoce yxH' I 

e[1 )PHNH To1c Ano1c I 

MN NlnNE:Y MATIKOC 

8 PO�IC E:TE:TNCOTTC read in photographs 9 ZN TCAPl' All.JI.A XE: �TE:TNAE:I read in 
photographs 10 <gE: NTE: ne1oc read in photographs 11 NOYMTON XE: ATE:TNKW read 
in photographs 12 NE:15 NZHT' E:TE:TN<gAN read in photographs 13 MTTA80C NTE: 

�cwMA' read in photographs 14 NTOOT(l MTTAfAeoc read in photographs 15 
TE:TNTHT'NMMA(l' read in photographs 16 E:�E:)z NANE:Z ZAMHN read in photographs 

17 nxWME: read in photographs 18 l)'A8AHTHC read in photographs 19 i:iNTE:Aloc 
read in photographs (ofi:i, N is definite, superlin. stroke restored) 

20-23 the colophon prob. belongs to the codex as such rather than this tractate 
alone 20 APITTAME:E:y£ read in photographs 22 E:[ . )PHNH read in photographs 23 
MN N I  read in photographs 
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"Watch and pray that you (pl.) not come to be' in the flesh, but rather 

that you come forth from the bondage of the bitterness 10 of this life. And 

as you pray,' you will find rest, for you have left behind the suffering and 

the disgrace. ' For when you come forth from the sufferings and ' passions 

of the body, you will receive rest ' from the good one, and you will reign 

with the king, 15 you joined with him and he with you, from now on, ' for 

ever and ever. Amen.•' ' 

The Book of Thomas' 

The Contender Writing' 

To the Perfect (pl.) 20 

******* 

Remember me also, my brethren,' 

[in] your prayers: 1 

Peace to the saints' 

and those who are spiritual. 

143:23 those who are spiritual: literally, the pneumatics 

145:20-23 the concludinli colophon probably belonlis to the manuscript as such rather than 

this tractate alone 
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